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Area: 38,426 sq. miles

Popu]ation (1965): 29.1 million

Rat,e of growth (1960-65): 2.84% per year
Population density (per sq. mile): 759
Populaition density, per sq. mile of
arable land 3,591

Political status: Republic

Gross national product (1965): Won 779 billion

Rate of growtl-L (average 1955/57 to
average 1963/65): 5.3%

(1S'65): 8.0%

Per capita (15965): US$99

Gross domestic prodluct at factor cost (1965): Won 772 billion

of which, in percent, Agriculture: 36.9%
Fisheries: 1. 1/
Manufacturing: 19.6o
Transport: L.0%

Percent of GNP at market prices

196q 196o-65

Gross investment 11.7 13.1
Gross savings 3.2 3.2
Balance of pavments current
account deficit 8.5 9.9

n~~~ ..1 ) -I e!Government currenT revenues 1-.3 2.,,

Resource gap as % of investment 72% 75%

Money and credit Annual
P.-ate of chAn-----e

lotal mioney s-uaj J1
Time and savinLgs deposits 94% 33%
Bark credit to private sector 31% 18
Rate of change in prices 10% 26%
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Public sector operations (in bi)lion won)

1965 (consolidated budget)

Goverrnment current receipts 88
Government current expenditures 77
Surplus/deficit 11
Government capital expenditures 34
Budget support by U.S. 28

External public debt including government-
guaranteed private debt (in US$ million)

Debt outstanding as of
Dec. 1963 Nov. 1965

Total debt outstanding 187 391
Peak debt service 20 (in 1967) 3L (in 1973)
Peak service on this debt as
percent of expected foreign
exchange earnings 5.9;% (in 1967) 7.L% (in 1970)

Balance of pavments (in US$ miilionn) Annual rate of
increase during

1965 i96O-65

Total exports t'.o.b. 175 )0
T'otal imports f.o.b. 420 7%
Net inm sihles ),7 35,%
of which inveEtment income 1

Net. rm-rrPnt. account deficit 19Q -5I

Gross foreign exchange reserves 160 Th6
(or 5 months' (or 4 months'

I,4..±S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; Sv Jl Stor^-+c Jk43 *\LL..JU

TMF poslion (in US*T llZ o

.Lvve. L.)U/ "JL4

w-v LU.U ± U.V

Drawings -

External firnancial assistance (in US$ million)

Ave. 19601/6 1965

Total disbursements (excl.
short-term loans) 259 238
of which U.S. grant aid 201 133

Private donations 37 69

Excluding budget support by United States.
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S2UV.I'LARY A; DONICLUTSIONS

From 'Economic Report "The Economy of Korea"

A. Production and Investment

i. A marked acceleration in the growth of real -inco-e took place
during the 1960's under the stimulus of the First Five Year Plan (1962-66).
Koreals growth rate of 6.3 percent per year was considerably above that cf
most developing countries. The speed up in production was partly the

result, of a rise in the rate of fixed capital formation to 13.6 perce,nt
of GNP during the First Plan. Available data, admittedly imperfect, also
indicate a substantial improvement in the overall productivity of investrient.

2. Korea is one of the few developing countries where food production
rose faster than population growth. Total agricultural output rose 4.3
percent per year. Accidental and transitory inliuences play a small role
in explaining recent, trends. By and large, the acceleration of agricultLural
production was related to a set of policies which expanded the cultivated.

area, raised the extent of double cropping and provided incentives as well

as prerequisites for increasing yields. Opportunities for agricultural
expansion in the near future are impressive, although non-repetitive to
some extent. The Mission postulates annual output -iroTLh of 5.0 percent during

the Second Plan (1967-71). Korea may find it difficult to sustain such
a pace of expansion during the 1970's, owing to the exhaustion of virgin
land. The Mission endorses self-sufficiency in foodgrains as one of the
objectives of agricultural policy; it should be possible to reduce sub-
stanti.ally foodgrain imports by 1971. How,ever, the Government should place

more emphasis on diversifying the cropping pattern, presently dominated b:y

cereal production. The aim of policy should be not only to stimulate pro-

duction but also to increase efficiency and reduce subsidies. The Mission

reconriends sizeable investments for land reclamation, irrigation and land

cons o]Lidation.

3. The fisheries sector provides a livelihood for more than a million
people at very low levels of productivity. The main reasons are the dearth

of capital equipment and the technological as well as organizational
backwardness of this sector. However, the natural resource position is

relatiLvely permissive and the outlook for demand, both domestic as well as
foreignn, is good. Korea should be able to capitalize on the opportunity
to build a (ieep-sea fleet and establish a foothold in the international
tuna r.arket, provided timely action is taken to alleviate the training
bottleneck.

4. Manufacturing was a leading sector of the Korean economy; value
added expanded much more rapidlv (9.b. percent per vear) than in most
deMelopin! countries. The growth of Korean manufacturint was stimulated

by t-e process of mnport substitution. I'urt-hprmore,; a phenomenal growth
of exports in recent years provided additional impetus. Manufacturers
earned handsome prof,its part4ly owing to the 1ow exccbhange rate,
or negative interest rates charged by organized banking and a variety of tax

exemptlions and quantitative restrictions on competing imports. The protective
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umbrella over Korean manufacturing was rmiore or less impenetrable and
domes-bic prices for major industrial products were considerably above
those in Japan or USA. Despite a high cost-price structure and excess
capacity in some branches, the Mission is impressed by the recent growth
and diversification of output and the prospects of further industriali-
zation. Given the sparse endowment with known natural resources,
manufacturing will have to play a leading role in the country-s develop-
ment. No other long-term growth strategy is conceivable.

5. Industrial wages are relatively low and they are likely to remain
low, in view of existing underemployment and the expected growth in the
labor force. Korean workers are not only inexpensive to hire but literate,
hard-working and disciplined. Furthermore, there is no dearth of entre-
preneurial talent, although few industrialists can boast of long experience.
Owing to the scarcity of mineral and agricultural resources, Korean manufac-
turing depends heavily on imported materials and this characteristic is
likely to persist. An ample supply of low-wage labor is the country's
chief asset and the main basis of her comparative advantage in international
trade. The Mission visualizes a growth in manufacturing production of 1CY0
per annum during the Second Plan. Detailed work at the project and industry
level will be necessary to tiest the operational feasibility of this produaction
target and to determnine whether or not such a pace of development will strain
Korea's managerial or technical resources. The obvious lines of import
substitution are nearing completion. Certain of the heavy industrial
projects now under consideration require very careful assessment of costs
and benefits. Failure to apply the right criteria for project selection
and to supply the right incentives to industrialists may have far-reaching
conseauences for the competitiveness of Korea's manufacturing industry.

6. The Republic of Korea started its indeDendent career with a
tremendous gap in its infrastructure. As a result power consumption was
rationed for the best Dart of the last decade. During the First Plan
installed generating capacity was more than doubled and restrictions on
power-use were removed in April 1964 miring the Second Plan, demand for
power is expected to rise at 12% per annum. A recent survey, sponsored
by the IU _S Government; pronosed an investment program. consisting mainl;y

of termal plants, to expand capacity in line with demand. The Mission
recommends a change in the price relation between coal and oil designed
to promote the use of oil in thermal plants. Such an adjustment is
necessarj from the stanriPoint of the country's overall energy balance.

7. The First Plan. emphasized the modernization and -v0lopment
of the railroad to meet transport requirements. A survey team sponsored
by the WITorld Bank has recomm.ended an, overall program for the transport
sector which rightly stresses the role of highways; the acceptance of
these proposals would constitute a major departure from, past policies.

The tentative framework for the Second Plan, fo,'-ated by the
Economic Planning Board (EPB), envisages a growth in total real income of
7%0 per year. Fromu the starndpoint of production possibilities, such ar,
increase seems quite feasible provided there is no financial constraint.
Korea has the administrative capacity and the know-how (suitably supplemiented
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political stability and a favorable climate of economic policies. However,
we had-ve ser-ilous reservatiors about I cp t . finqnnce qi1('h 2

growth rate.

B. S.avings aLud Forei,gn Capital

9. The financial feasibility of the tentative target of raising income
by 7 percent per year depends on the vali±ui y of several WIQua U±s, r.adeby

the EPB regarding investment requirements, the behavior of domestic savings
and the net inflowr of foreign capital. The planned val-ues of forei,n
capital inflow are high but even if achieved the iEIission is sceptical
joult the chances of reaching the very aibitious savings target proposed

by the plarners. The.asuamption is that 35 percent of the expected
pincretment in income will be saved. unfortunately., it is not easy
to compare this target with the historical record, owing to serious
statistical problems. Available data in current prices indicates a savings
rate of 2.3 percent. in 1960-62 and 5.8 percent during 1963-65. The low
level of savings reflects the economy's structural characteristics - poverty,

relatively equal distribution of income and wealth, a large subsistence
sector, backward financial institutions and an undeveloped tax system.

10. Public savings were negative till recently. The size of these-
budgetary deficits., relative to GNP, diminished and a positive balance was
achieved for the fiLrst time in 1964. This was a notable achievement; it
illustrated the Govrernment's determination to follow disciplined financi-al
policies. However., the budget was balanced not by raising public revenues
but by a very sharlp reduction in current expenditures, relative to GNP.

The austerity in public spending had certain undesirable side effects -
a 50 percent decline in the real value of public salaries, a deterioration
in standards of elementary education and erratic fluctuations in agricu:Ltural
subsidies.

11. Private savings did not describe any clear trend. There is

evidence that inflationary developments undernined household savings
and impaired the efficiency of organized banking as an instrument of
resource mobilization. Recently progress has been made in controlling
inflationn After increasing by 21 Percent in 1963 and 35 percent in 1964h,
prices rose by only 10 percent in 1965. However, confidence in price stability
is not yet firrlmv established. Relaxation of ceilings on deposit and interest
rates has improved the competitiveness of organized banking. The Government
should continnue to follow disciplined monetary Dolicies to convince key
elements in the financial world that price stability will be maintained.

12. Considering this history, Korea would be 9howing satisfactory
progress in the field of resoce mobilization if she achieved a marginal

savin-s rate of 20 percent durin-;: the Second Plan. This increase in savings
has to take place in both the public -ad the prvate sector -nd Goverrnmer-t
policy should be designed to foster increasedt savinj-s in botll. Howeveri
t.here is no doubt that a major effort trill have to be made in the public
sector. Korea's present tax effort is comparatively small. Sharp increments
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i lrevnue c-a,, 1-n VI i I i nrltTn be c-lie, +by - h co,p e,,nd rat-e- on ,i f irndre t

taxes as ijell as by irprovements in tax administration. Provided the
Missio-n's rec.edtin r zlmned h al rpbi av;

to GNP' wtill increase to 5.5 percent by 1971 while total savings
a- L. L '1 Japproaches 1 0 percen.

the suggested tax reform, and if external aid were forthcoming on a scale
to ma;ch udorestiLc S-1vngS, iLt sIt.Jhoud. ther. be VW - - - - - -

at a 'Level which would maintain the growth in income at an annual rate of
about 6 percent. Th,e r'equired net inflow of foreign aid, on these assup-
tions., would average $275 million per annum compared to $2 6 4 million during
i96i-L965. Considering, howe-ver, all the - prospective
foreign aid flows and domestic savings patterns, it is important that the
Second Plan be devised in a way which would permit Can orderly reduction , i
investment in the event of shortfalls in either domestic saving or external
aid. This means that there snould be a fairly clear idea of the relative.
priorJities among investments included in the plan as well as an understanding
of adjustments that would be necessary in the components oi tjeP raLWif the
over-all size of the Plan had to be reduced.

14. Korea has been one of the major recipients of foreign aid on
concessiona:L terms. She obtained three times as much soft aid, on a per
capita basis, as the overall average for all developing countries. The
future outlook for foreign aid to Korea is not at all clear, except for
the Japanese cornmitment recently spelled out in the normalization treaty.
Responsible U.S. spokesmen have indicated that supporting assistance will
be phased out. Recent events foreshadow a shift from grants to soft loans
and suppliers' credits. Considering the long time it will take to eliminiate
the resource gap between investment requirements and domestic savings, the
ideal solution woulcd be to extend soft aid to Korea. However, a global
shortage of soft aicl may well rule out this solution. In this event, soft
aid may be supplemented with conventional loans, provided Korea demonstrates
her capacity and willingness to raise sharply the economy-wide marginal
rate of savings. Korea's existing debt is not very large and with an ade-
quately risingz trend of saving the country would be able to service a

significant increase in conventional debt.

C. The Balance of-Payments

15. Korea's balance of payments deficit has declined noticeably
compared to the mid-fifties. This is the result of considerable import
substi.tution and, more recently, of a startling rise in export earnings
(3?7 ercent ner year). Partly this increase in exports reflects an extra-
ordinarily low base. Also non-recurring events created a temporary demand
for somR Korean products. However, much the greater part of credit for
buoyancy of the export sector should be given to an important switch in
GoTvernrient. ;attitudes from exclusive emphasis on import substitution to a

more balanced trade policy. This reorientation was reflected in successive
devaluations as well as in a ninber of complementary measures designed to

compensate exporters for the persisting gap between official and "realistic"
exch-nge rat;es. The most conspicuous promotional measure was a system of



preferential credit arranements which generated powerful incentives for
producers to mter the- Uo-- maret He ,L t L)J s does

not distinguish between products in which Korea can hope to acquire a
-omc.nA--+-r. -d'vr , A-,d other commod,t44-Jes

16. LTh ' " CA.4 a t5A -LI al U Q C2 at L11tIU.L tL a, Mte o f 2) 1

percent per year during the Second Plan. This is a very ambitious target
- 'Adhe conAfl-C of tULie 1kely eX-jjWiiU11 Lii wlJ-ULU Urade. T lie i"i±LOOnl

sug,gests a scaling down of the export target to a growth rate closer to
about 15 perc-un per year.

17.* The mac:o-framework envisaged by the Mission allows orea s
Jinports to increase by 7.6 percent per annum during the Second Plan.
Alt1ou- we cannot rigorously test the consistency oI assumptions under-
lying the analysis of production and investment on the one hand and
imports on the othier, we feel reasonably certain that such a growth rate
of imports will suffice. The historical behavior of imports is enigmatic
and a precise anaLysis is ruled out by serious data deficiencies. During
the past decade, Lmports lagged behind production. However, during the
sixties inports increased faster than GNP. These ambiguities notwithstJand-
ing, it is clear that Korea has secured substantial import substitution,
al-Liough the cost-price structure is high. The Governm.ent is aware of
this situation. In these circumstances it would probably be advisable
to =onsider a phased program of decontrol. Quantitative irport restric-
tio:as mright be replaced by protective tariffs in the first instance and1
then followed by a schedule for lowering tariffs, allowing time for
rationalizing management and reducing production costs. During the
SecDnd Plan savings should be realized in imports of foodgrains, selected
capital goods and possibly chemicals.

18. Future developments in the balance of payments Will be greatly
influenced by changes in the exchange rate. Broadly speaking, it would
seem advisable to continue the present policy which had its beeinning in
May 1964 and which culminated in the establishment of the floating exchange
rate system.

D. Is Korea Another Taiwan?

19. The auestion raised in the title of this section is imiportant
from the stan(doint of policy. The growth path chalked out by Taiwan
has led to a ranid phasing out of concessional aid to that countrv. Is
it possible to foresee a similar termination of the need for concessional
aiist.anc-. to Korea?

20= The Missionls view is that the ana1ogy with Taiwan is interesting
and useful, provided we also bear in mind several important differences
between the two cases. F -st ofall, the . ni- it--- -oth -n-r---es
have received substantial foreign assistance and scored impressive growth
r,ate _ pro-d i o1 -as we 'afB+h hnavre vr-ynr M"4g proplantion.
£ - VU0 ~ jJS 'SU USIJ a ~ O YLIJ.J aL UL. ~ 'X l - j£ -L ,-

densities, although Taiwan is probably somewhat better off with respect
to natur rIeCLrL ce~s.U LAlkt I UjbotLh u,i ,rU.e L 0 e h .i,l liter

and receptive to socioeconomic change. Taiwan has already witnessed a
substantial decline ln fertility, wuhile lorea appears to ue on the brink
of such a demograLphic transition.
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21. And now the 8jffPrences ronts per cap4ta incompe is much lower
than that of Taiwan., Korea's civil service and business community lack the
seasoned matu-rity of their counterparts in Taiwnn. Finally and mst. impnort-
ant, while Taiwan has already achieved a high savings rate, Korea is far
in the rear A cizea1. _nfo- o-f fovre.v A int+o Korea helprd to+j finnrice

a rise in capital formation and to accelerate income growth. Whether there
was ceul sucnnces- th ri---- hrea.- -vng s- -

-
-a ; * problematic. -on

under optiistic assumptions regarding resource mobilization policies, but
barring aa mir racle, t akeC;, a lon tV11 ime to- ar.v at the sage whe- r

she can generate sufficient domestic savings to finance an adequate rate
of growUsi.LtoLIVUI OL s Ubt .tia. fLUoLr l l assistance ol ulIueuorulal ter-ms.

7rom Eronowrn Report "The Eonnomvy of Korea"
(Report No. FE-55, dated June 2, 1966)



THE ECONO0MY OF KOREA

I. INTRODUCTION

1. A study- of Koreals econo-rji history and future -s of considerable
value in judging the effectiveness of massive foreign aid and technical

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'I - _ _ n_ __ __ _/TT:n_|L '3 - - - - - '4 __
assistance in Securing economic development. Wial.e| thi s rptdo notu

pretend to be an exhaustive analysis of this kind, some of its conclusions
are relevarnt in this context. The aim of this paper is to present a bird's
eye view of past de!velopments and future prospects of the Korean econony.
An attempt is made to identify the major growth impulses and to evaluate
economic policies of the Korean Government.

2. Recently, many observers have drawn attention to the success story
of Taiwan; an economy which has derived considerable growth impetus froml
foreign aid leading, recently, to a termination of U.S. grant assistance.
Responsible spokesmen of the U.S. Government have indicated that Korea is
likely to follow a similar path and that grant assistance will be phasedl
out in the foreseeable future. Is Korea another Taiwan?, therefore, sounds
like a question wh:Lch is not only academically interesting but also per.-
tinent from the standpoint of practical policy. An important concern of
this report is to point out similarities as well as differences between
Korea and Taiwan, which are relevant in answering this queEtion.

3. For the zonvenience of the reader, a few words about the sequence
of this report may be useful. The document consists of a Main Report, which
summarizes the highlights of the Mission's findings, and seven additional
volumes which present the detailed analysis and statistics. The general
reader may prefer to overlook Volumes II through VIII, which may be of some
interest to the snecialist. The first four chapters of the Main Report are
concerned with various aspects of past economic growth; trends in production,
canital formation. savincs, the role of foreign aid and developments in the
balance of payments. The last three chapters deal with the future outlook
for the Korean economv. The provisional framework for the Second Five Year
Plarn (1967-1971) is discussed and the Mission's observations regarding the
feasibilit-v of tentative tarpets of total savinLgs and investment are pre-
sented. This is followed by an evaluation of production possibilities and
inuos+.TfnP1-+ rPmiirreii .e in tr'mmn +.v-_nrnlT(Cinr sectors as well- as transport

and power. A rough assessment of prospects for major exports is made; a firm
forecast w0ould require .much rmore intricate, time-consming analysis. T'he
Mission is unable to project import requirements at all precisely. Detailed
work~'~r at- t- J c and.. 4 O"q 1A71C+7tr 1 woldA be K fiv- scnh a-n exer-

cise. Finaally, we discuss the net and gross foreign capital inflow re(quired
to suta- - 4-1,. --mer.t-. of 4-the - --.- .n----n m- -a e.l - s1 t.h rla +ic se

of the terms on which foreign resources should be made available. The cal-
c .Lation of fore.1ip ,n capitlUC requirem,ents rests41 .air' on-n our assesS.ment; of

the savings-investment gap; the analysis of the balance of payments provides
a rough consistency check only.
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4. Before tackinng this agen-da, we will spell out. some of the
salient features of the Korean economy so that the reader can identify
the conlntry on th.e vnariegated mAp of the developin.g wsorld R.eaders
familiar with such background information are urged to turn to Chapter Il.

5. The Republic of Korea is among the poorest countries in the less
developed wol r statisticv indicate 4-hat Korea's er- capita

income in 1965 was the equivalent of U.S. dol'lars 88, i.e., approximately
4-, E n..,-

1
a(r r4, n l,;^ rflA;,., .,.-c , C' ,ra.. ,,nn A A n A _ . I ,r ^ 1 e nnra.+xartvf L A t% e CIUc W; v4; e IL ai[l vilach 'L,,Tan -VCa ]_1f Q- - 6U -P G V --Vi - -- --

is not much less than that of India, Pakistan, Nigeria, Sudan and East
Afric.a. However, ternational cor,.parisons of per capita income are
hazarclous: visual impressions do not corroborate entirely the statistical
fiIndiring of extremL[e po-verty. Perhaps this is auue to tiie Lauc Utha U

in Korean income and wealth are not as glaring as in other developing colm-
tries.L In terms o sheer n-u'ers, the problem of Koreafs poverty is not
colossal as in South Asia. With a population of 29 million in 1965, Korea
belongs to a group of about a dozen medium-sized countries such as Philip-
pines, Thailand, UAR, and Turkey.

6. In general, Korea's demographic characteristics are shared by
many developing countries; high fertility, rising life expectancy, rapid
growxth in numbers and a very young population (See Volume II). The rate
of population growftih in Korea (about 2.8 percent per annum) is considerably
lower than in Taiwani (3.5 percent per annum), largely because the death
rate in the latter country has already fallen to a very low level. Both
countries suffer considerable unemployment and underemployment. Korea is
more urbanized than one would expect on the basis of the economy's pro-
ductive structure and the stage of development. Seoul, the capital city,
has a population of 3.4 million. The rate of urban unemployment is much
higher than the country-wide average and there is a severe housing shortage.

7. The pressure of population growth in Korea is the more keenly felt
because the country has a sparse endowment of natural resources. The cli-
mate and topography are such that only one-fifth of the total land area -s
under cultivation. The farmed area, per capita, is 0.08 hectares 1/; among
the lo-west figures in the world. The soil conditions are not favorable.
The organic matter of the soil is depleted owing to heavy rainfall concen-
tratedi irn a few months and deforestation caused by war as well as excessfive
cuttinigs. Mineral deposits are thin and generally low, grade. Korea has
considerable hydro-potential but the cost of generation is likely to be
high owing to certain physical impediments. There is only one exception
to this story: marine resources in the seas surrounlding the Korean penin--
sula are large enough to sustain a significant expansion of the fishery
industrv. All considered. the Mission susnects that Korea's known natural
resources compare unfavorably with such assets in other developing countries.
Although Taiwan has a higher npoulation densityv her rpsmurce endowUm1ent is
not as bleak as Korea's.

1/ The corresponding figure in Taiwan is even less 0.075 hectares.
Siee Volume Ill.
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8. Although nature has not been kind to South Korea, the country's
human resources are impressive. A massive campaign waged after independence
redripe illitprpar from 78 percent of the adult nopulation to 11 percent in
1962 accorF!ing to official data. The country is also well endowed with uni-
versity anvd high school graduates; in far-t_ there is an excess of supplv
over demand for graduates of a liberal arts orientation. The pay-off of the

anvestment in human capital is vi s-ble in mnmnyr fmrm.q t.hp npnnulnr aqraTreneSs
of economic policies and plan targets through newspapers and other communi-
cat-ior, n,edi.a, h wqin..s go lesn, rd h nczssidhimiu colletor--n annd

processing of statistics on every conceivable subject.

9. T'he Mission is also impressed by certain intangible factors in the
AKoreanl si tIt- U vorLU-Li. lites 1WackOrs, a_lbUgh diffic '..._t.," to 4q&U1ViLY.9 are of con-

siderable importance to the climate of economic development. The social up-
heaval, caused by the Koreanl War and b)y Uhe political events after the Syngman
Rhee regime, seem to have reduced the weight of elements of rigidity in the
Korean psyche and SCoiet1Y. 1/ WilL1ngneSS tO acceti socio-economic chanLU ge
is evident ir, many aspects of life. The Government is not pre-occupied with
political problems, unrelated to the development drive. PoliLical issues,
(language, regional loyalties, disparity in wealth or status) which absorb
so much time and create so much tension in many developing countries, dci noti
attract much attention. Korea seems to have a genuine sense of national
identity.

10. Of course, political problems do exist and representative govern-
ment is not firmly established. Korean students, in particular, have shown
considerable restiveness on issues such as relations with Japan, civil 1i-
berties, re-unification with North Korea. etc., in recent years. The desire
to leave the country and establish residence abroad on a virtually permanent
basis is widespread among the intellectual elite. Frequent changes of
cabinet ministers and re-assignment of top-ranking officials are part of the
Korean landscape, although there is some evidence that the incidence of such

1/ A few facts regarding the modern history of the Republic of Korea may
be cited. After 35 years of Japanese rule, the country was divided
into hostile political blocs at the end of VWorld War II. This was
followed by the Korean War which caused widespread destruction and a
large inflow of refugees into South Korea. Syngman Rhee, the first
President of the Republic of South Korea, held office till April, 1960,
when he was compelled to resign and go into exile. This was followed
by at government headed by Jobn M. Chang which was overthrown in iIay:,
L961. bv a military coun d'etat. The militarv iunta ruled the country

till in 1963 elections were held and General Park Chung Hee, who wa,
the Chairman of the mnilitary iunta, arnd hi-s Dpmocratic RLepublican Party
won office by narrow margins. The Republic of Korea's external re-

SLat. w AeNdoir.+ate I+ r t+ho enrfron .tticon with North norea anti

mainland China;, the internal debate about normalization of relation3
with Japan and the military as well as econom.ic invw.olvTement of the
1United States in the country's affairs.



disturbances has d:uminished lately. After dragging on for more *than. a
Udecae, neWotdatinS.I -.wi tlth: IJ tot ere-tesUL L.tabls. , e Uof ±UlIId,U- cLLIU

commercial relations were concluded successfully in December, 1965. The
Republic: o.f Korea iLs deeply involved in fighting the Viet-±Im war. The
Mission is not competent to judge the prospects for political stability
Utu competent observers are reasonably optimistic. TLhne next elections
are scheduled for :L967; the first year of the Second Plan.

U. On the premise that political stability is assured for the
foreseeable future, the Mission:s judgnent is that social and cultural
factors in Korea are more favorable to development than in most developing
countries. On the whole the situation is comparable with Taiwan, althoghn
Koream civil servants and business leaders lack the tradition and exper-Lence
of the emigres from mainland China who manage economic affairs in the
former country.
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II. IT>T1'QM1Sr?1 CTTJT OTP ANTT) ZTi.qvT11T (1955-1965)

A. Macro-economic Picture

i2. A marked acceleration in ,he gro-,wth of real income took place
during the 19 6 0's, under the stimulus of the First Five Year Plan. Nearly
all sectors of the economy participated in this expansion but gairns in the
speed of manufacturing were particularly impressive. The growth process
involved structural changes in the composition of demand, output and emiSploy-
ment. There was a perceptible increase in the ra-te ol fixed investment
accompanied by a rise in productivity. Employment opportunities increased

in many sectors but particularly in non-agricultural activities. The total
numaber of jobs probably increased faster than growth in the labor force.

13. These generalizations regarding the Korean growth process can be
supported by relevant statistical series. There is no dearth of data in
official publications; if anything, Korea is relatively well-endowed from
a statistical standpoint. Nevertheless, the Mission encountered consider-

able difficulties in judging the reliability of these numbers. For example,
it was recently discovered that official statistics seriously underestimated
the production of rice and barley (two of the most important crops) as well
as manufacturing. Furthermore, many of the basic numbers are difficult to

interpret on account of the undervalued exchange rate and price inflation.
iNow that the exchange rate and the price 3evel have been "normalized", in
official jargon, the economic statistics will be easier to comprehend tlan
heretofore. This is one of the incidental by-products of economic reforms

which have pervasive repercussions throughout the economy.

14. Available data regarding value added, investment and employment
are summarized in Table 1. The IvMission has linked national income accounts
for 1960-1L?65, revised in December 1965, with unrevised data for earlier
years. 1/ Admittedly, this procedure is technically imperfect but it
serves to illustrate long-term growth trends and to place recent events in
a somewhat longer time perspective.

15. The rate of growth of total outnut. in constant prices, fluctuates
considerably. GNP rose at a record rate of 9.3 percent in 1963 when an
import boom permntted manufacturing output to girow by nearly one-fifth and

when the harvest was above normal. By contrast, the total volume of output
decl;ned slh in 1960 when bad weather denpressd agricultural production

and political instability inhibited the manufacturing sector.

1/ The average percent difference between revised estimates and data pub-
lished in B.0 .K. Economic Statistics Yeabook, 1965 for 1960-6L was
applied to data for 1953-59 in this yearbook. This procedure was used
to establish the series for GNP by industrial origin and for v
expenditure categories. See Volume VIII.
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T'able 1: PAST TREIDS IN INVESM1T, ]E{PLOYMENT AMID VALUE ADDEI

Agriculture
and

ItemL Fores try ishbig ManCacUEj4,ng Poweril Transort Housin Al Sectors

1. Annual Grcrwth in Value Added /2 (%)
T-a Average 19SS7/' to Averae 1963/65 3c7 4h- 9.! 11.5 1.7 2.1 .3
(b) Average 195,9/61 to Average 1963/65 4.3 5.5 12.:L 11.1 12.7 2.4 6.3

2. 4nnual Growth in Value Added pier
Work:er LT5
TTAveraget 195;9/61. to Average 1963/65 ------ 2.0------ 3.0 15.1 9.'8 n.a. 2.3

3. Incremental CapitalLOutput Ratio /3 -- 0 .69-_ 1.35 9.14 14.4 10.0 1. 76 /4

14. Ccompition of' Value Added. Percent,
a Average 195 7 prices) 37.0 0.9 12.14 0. 6 3.5 7.3 100.0

(b) Average 1963-65, (1960 prices) 32.8 O.i3 16.8 1.0 5.6 5.7 10).0
(c) 1965 (1965 prices) 36.9 1.1 19. 6 1.;2 14.0 3.6 100(.0

5 . Compos,ition of' Raloent Percent
a 1960 -----65.9 ------ 6.18 0.2 2.1 n. a.. 100.0

(b) 1964 59.8 2.2 8.:L 0.2 2.0 n.aa. 100.0

6. Ccp osition of' Fimed Investment Percent
a Cunmlative (196, 196 prices) _----11.0------ 21.5 9-3 2,2.3 1L2. 100.0

(b) 1965 (19,60 prices) ------7.9------ 25.3 7. 6 20.9 i1.9 10.0

2a. Velue Added per Worker Aver 1963/65
Average All Sectors = 100 54 39 206 618 2814 n.a. 100.0

/1 Includ,es water supply and sanitation.
7T Compound rate! 196(O nri esp
T Fixed investment in 1960 prices 1960-64o (cumulative) divided by increase in value added 1960-65 also in 1960 prices.

If' the relation is expressed in terms of total investment including changes in inventories, the coefficient is 1.97.

Source: V'olumLe VIII: Statistics
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16. LEvening out these fluctuations by the use of three year averages,
the long-term growTth rate was 6.3 percent per annum, during the 1960's ccm-
pare-ed to 4.l percen4t in theLI le l'. On this Iasis Kooreas groTth r ate

during recent years was considerably above that of most developing countries.
HoweVeT, Israel, Taiwan and±W ThU. a ±Lanuid are among I tIL he fLPew countIriCS who e41
ienced a higher growth rate than Korea. On a per capita basis, Korean GEfP
increased 3.5 percent per year.

17. Comparison of' actual achievemnents with targets of Korea's First
Plan are difficult on account of statistical problems. However, if suitable
adjustments are made, then it appears that actual GiNr in 1965 is about 8 per-
cent higlher than the target of the Original Plan and about 11 percent higher
than the target of- the Adjusted Plan. Per capita national income in 196',
amounted to won 23,630 or the equivalent of $88 at the prevailing exchange
rate.

18. The acceleration in the growJth of production was partly the result
of a r'ise in the rate of caoital formatiorn. The ratio of fixed investment
to GNP according to available data, was less than 11 percent l/ in the mid-
fifties and f'luctuated around that level till the inauguration of the First
Plan. There was a steep increase in 1962 and 1963, followed boy a partial
retrenchment in the next two years in the interest of financial stabili--
zation and economic consolidation. The average rate of fixed investment
during the First Plan period was 13.6 percent. 1/

19. The rise in the rate of capital formation -took place in a climate
of' strong inflationary pressures. The annual rise in prices was nearlyr
twice as fast in the 1960's than in the second half of the 1950's. 2/ The
inflationary process brought about notable changes in the price structure
which must have inf-Luenced both the tempo and the pattern of capital forria-
tion. For example, prices of investment goods lagged behind the overall
price level during the 1960's reflecting the subsidy via the exchange rate
system. In such an environment, inivestors wjho managed to secure import
licenses and cheap credit through the Government controlled banking system
reape(d tremendous windfall profits. Fortunes were made not only by manu--
facturer's and other producers but also by speculators who manipulated in-
ventories of artificially cheap imported goods.

20. Nevertheless, a substantial improvement seems to have occurred in
the overall prnAuctLvit of investment, The incremental capital-output
ratio (the relation between increase in fixed capital and rise in value
added! declined from 2.71 in t-h later 1950's to only 1.76 in the 1960's.
The present Korean ratio appears in a rather favorable light when compared
with other countries at similar stages of' development. Indeed, there is

' _ / resseA r 190 pics

2/ Th]e wholesale price index increased by 63 percent dr1ing 1955-60 -nd
by 121 percent diuring 1960-65.
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scarcely a cdeveloping country which has recorded a lower ratio in the
recent past., 1/ The Mission finds it difficult to interpret the signi-

ficance of this ranther loT capital coefficient in Korea. Partly, this ia

the result of a downiward bias in the statistical estimation of invest-
ment. The 'iqission has reason to believe that national income accounts

underestimate investment in the form of construction, particularly in the
agricu-tra:L sector. (e olume IIT) Otther observers have drawn attent,ion

to omissions of construction in public utilities, railroads, mining and

urbaL housing. 2/ Futthermore, thle too low exchan-e rate implied that

imported machinery and equipment (about 40-50 percent of total) was under-

estiniabed in terms of' won. wvorean investors were receiving a substantl

subsidy from the rest of the economy.

21. A sizeable proportion of capital formation is controlled by the

public Sector. Direct investmnent by the Central and Local Gover.nments as

well as CGovernment enterprises account -*or about 30 percent of total invest-

ment in the economy., 21 The role of' the public sector i;s consideraby
higher in powier, triansport and agriculture than in other sectors. In

addit:ion, the Government influences private inves-tment decisions through

its role as a financial intermediary. Loans and grants for investment pur-

poses are nearly one-fourth of total public capital expenditures and about

15 percent of private sector investment during the First Plan. These

capital t;ansfers from the public sector are administered th'rough Govern--

ment departments and specialized institutions such as the Korean Recon-

struction Bank (KRB) and the National Agricultural Cooperai-ves Federation

(NACF).

22. Acceleration in the pace of capital formation generated job oppor-

tunities and an increase in labor productivity. (See Table 1) hnPloy_nment

increased at an annual rate of 4 percent per annulm diuring 1960-6 7 compared

to a growth of 2.6 percent per annum in the working age population (15-59

years). In all probability, the pressure of unemploynent and underemployment

wJas alleviated somewshat during recent years. However, the present position

is far from reassuring. According to the quarterly survey of the economi-
cally active population, the rate of unemployment averaged nearly 8 percent

dturing 1963 and 196,4. Furthermore, nearly a quarter of those classified

as "enployed" by this survey were looking for additional work. According

to ano-ther source, chronic and seasonal underemployment affected half the

la'oor force. 1W

1/ Taiwan, Philippines and Thailand are reported to have capital coeffi-

cients (fixed and inventory investment related to rise in value added)

centering around 2.50 compared to 1.97 in Korea.

2/ L. Grose: "Evalua-bion of Korean National Income Accounts"
1, Consultant,

Nathan Advisory Group, November, 1965.

3/ See Volume VII.

4/ Siee Volume II.
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23.I The Mission could not evaluate ss+^matriclyr +the effi reny of-

resource allocation in Korea. The framework of Government policies
during the sixties were not conducive to opti!.m res-lts. First, infla-
tion and the undervalued exchange rate introduced distortions. Secondly,
Government controlled banks were charging interest rates whIch proved to
be negative, after allowing for price inflation. Not only were interest
rates too low but they varied according to set of criteria - source of
financing, notion of priority of activities - which was difficult to
raticnalize. Nevertheless, despite these shortcomiri1-gs, t-le overall
results in terms of growth of GNP, employment and the observed capital-
output ratio are quLite impressive.. Furthermore, recent economic reforms -

the attempt to stabilize prices, the establishment of a floating exchange
rate and the upwarcd adjustment of interest rates by the organized banking
systEm - should bring about a far reaching realignment of costs, prices
and profits in the economy.
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B. zThrnymni' of' Aari cml fn-re 1/

2h. Although. agriculture has lagged somewhat behind the rest of the
econmrir, i.t. rerins +t-he 1 s sector fWrom +thew s+t. nrinto. of va addried

and employment. (See Table 1) Korean agriculture, in large part, belongs
to~+lnc-n' the sizeable subs n+enacsecar,A v I of thea annnorfx 1aa rly threeqatr

of EL11 farms are less than 1 hectare. This is explained in terms of the
scar C4ijy C-P c1 -Ival lad4eprsu f ouai.naua-eair~ t.~L~ ~.Jk. UJ-±dL Le J~.1 u ULm~F 'Ji. P jUjU1.L%V.L-J. aXL~ Lk a .

successful land reform after World War II. Grains, mainly rice and
barley, occupy a p'iace of coi, d.-ng -mportance in the fM cr y

they account for 64 percent of total agricultural income. Value added
per wuork-U iln agricultuUe is Just about half of the national average-

25. Given these structural characteristics one would nolt expect
Korean agriculture to display many dynamic properties. And yet, enig-
matiLcally enougn, the recent growth record iS certainly impressive.

(See Tables 1 and 2) Korea is one of the few developing countries
where food production rose faster than population growth. The growth
of total agricult-ural production in Korea of 4.3 percent per annum
compared favorably with Taiwan (3.8% per annum), the Far East (2. 7o per
annum), Latin America (2.9% per annum) or Africa (2.5% per annum). 2/

Table 2: THE DIIENSIONS OF GROIWTH IN AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT,
YIELDS A4D AREA

Average Annual Percent Change
Distribution of 1955-57 Average to 1962-64 Average
Total Cropped

Crop Area 1962-1964 Output Cropped Area Yield
T'9 of tota-l

Rice 36.3 3.4 3/ 1.0 3/ 2.4 3/
Bariley 27.3 4.9 / 1.9 E/ 2.9 E/
PuLses 10.4 1.0 1.0 0.0
Potatoes 4.5 9.4 6.8 2.6
Fru-its 0.3 7.5 3.2 4.3
Vegetables t.1 2.3 2. - 0.1
Tobacco 0.8 12.5 2.5 10.0

Cereals 75.4 3.7 1.2 2.5

Source: EPB, Korea Statistical Year book, 1965

1/ Based on detailed analysis in Volume III.

2/ See FAO Production Yearbook Vol. 18, 1964.

3/ Average 1955-1957 to Average 1963-1964.

4/ Average 1955-1956 to Average 1962-1964.
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26_ The Mission is convinced that accidental and transitory
influences play a small role in explaining recent trends. By and large,
the acreler2torn cf nrodn 1cion ciuring the 1960's was related to a set of
policy variables wrhich speeded up the increments to area under cultivation,
which rnased the ex+ent of double cropping and w.hJich provided the incentive
as w-rell as the prerequisites for raising yields per hectare.

27. The area under cultivation scarcely changed during 1955-61 but
sn,: the- it-,- - ;- l,-R, 4 - - - ati aA iql rae ofn 9 p narrnrn+. The rpt-cm+n

, aa ux±l .. *L i ,s aLJ .a.t 144- - - - .- , - - - _ - - -

impetus is largely the result of the Government sponsored "upland recla-
hid. L,Al F1L %JrJ. d.ULL. J.UJ.Lt d;.LIUIC~ . LV kLUU d.1i I-V.L Li *- S. i.Ci

developed for cultivation mainly through bench-terracing techniques.
UI L.LS E . UU 1 ±IU~I I i .VU 1J k.IdIIL4CI U-L4UjJI ). .L4 CUL V1l Id.DL: It ,t _L V -L.L dU%AIJjJVL.J L' 1 LJIL %,IL~

U.S. fore:ign assistance program in the form of PL 480 flour,used as wages
.. LU iL±LJCIWiLl i 0111 A1( UIi±I.,U 1MaELiU11V L ..UULU.1 £VUIiU, V1CuILLL_L _LL -le .lLJr.h o`ELn Icind aildu fros-latI Unj`e 11-ai-n- opca .,,4ar n 4ULI J.. o

technical assistance.

28. The extent of double cropping (area double cropped as a percent
Of t'otal cultivated area) nad diminished from a high of 52 percent in

1957 and 1958 to 48 percent in the following two years. Since then there
was a steady increase upto 55 percent in 1964. The recovery and sprea(i
of double cropping was stimulated by the recently started land consoli-
dation (commonly called "paddy rearrangement') program as well as by the
increase of irrigation facilities. The area benefiting from large irri-
gation projects was substantially bigger during the First Plan than
during previous years. Presently, about 57 percent of rice lands are
fully irrigated.

29. The average yield of irrigated paddy in Korea is about 40-50
percent higher than rain-fed paddy. Also fluctuations in yields under
rain-fed conditions are almost double those experienced in irrigated
areas. The increase in irrigation facilities, therefore, was one of the
factors underlying the substantial rise in yields secured by Korean
farmers. (See Table 2) Also, rapid increments in the utilization of
fertilizer and pesticides were recorded. The consumption of chemical
fertilizers decl.ned from 1957 to 1959 but since then there has been a
regular increase; the 1964 level was more than double the previous peak.
Simrilarly, the consumption of pesticides which had varied between 4-6
thcousand tons during 1955-61 suddenly jumped up and reached a level of
23 thousand tons in 196L.

30. The break-through in the use of fertilizer, pesticides as well
as other inputs wzas achieved through a reorganization of credit and
marketinfr facilities as well as a strengthening of extension services.
The NACF, with a membership of 92 percent of all farm households, beceme
the sole distributor of fertilizer in 1962. The sale of fertilizer iE;
nolt openly subsidlized although low interest rates on NACF fertilizer loans
constitute a hidden suhsidvy The feri-AizA7er loans could be renaid in cash
or. partly in kind (i.e. a predeterTined quantity of rice). The sale of
various other inrputs, .iportant for agrictuiI 1-raIl prcduntivity- were
subsidized. Limestone received a subsidy of 50 percent and pesticides of
aJut- CO0 perent
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31. M J'Lore pJ.3ortJ nt+ than -ubsid i on'S '- - e w a s -the -fa

that the Korean Government adopted various measures to reduce seasonal
ILuctuattions of rlce priL c Ihs atm+ have become quite '-.
During the mid-fifties pre-harvest prices used to reach a peak 30 percent

- ---- - -_ _ -l -…. -3_ -- -----.---. -nr -,m C.n
auo-vH iAe aiu±ua± a-verage; ini recer, years i, the . j'res .S-~ ng 'i-e a

only 12 percent. Similarly, post-harvest prices used to touch a low of
21 percent below the arinual averUae; ±in renLIi Ib th correspondlng

figure wras 14 percent.

32. Not only was there a measure of price stabilization but there
was a distinct improvement in the terms of trade of the farimier vis-a-vis
the rest of the economy. WJhereas grain prices had lagged behind non-
grain prices during the late 1950's, this relationship was reversed
during the 1960's. I/ More sophisticated calculations by the Bank of
Korea confirm that the farmer's terms of trade have improved significantly
during the 1960's. 2/ Since 1961 the Government has been supporting the
prices of rice and barley and since 1963 the support price is fixed on the
basis of prices paid by farmers for agricultural inputs as well as for
household consumption.

33. Altogether, policies of the Republic of Korea have proved fairly
effective in igniting a spark of dynamism in the agricultural sector. This
is not to say that weaknesses do not exist or that improvements are not
feasible. The following instances come to mind:

(1) Knowledgeable observers have drawn attention to signs of-
some deterioration in the situation regarding tenancy and
absentee land ownership; recent surveys show that 14
percent of the cultivated area is farmed by non-owners.

(2) Despite recent improvements, the NACF only supplies
27 percent of total farm credit at present; the remainder
comes from private lenders on exorbitant terms.

(3) The IMinistry of Agriculture and Forestry is handicapped
by a shortage of technicians and project analysts. Some
of the irrigation projects have proved to be extremely
e3pens v e

(I) nern.t'rycntrnin1t-. have nreventedri the GlovernmPnt frorm

fo:Llowing a consistent policy regarding provision of
subsi; fo-n-r agricil+.urni innpts. the. ey.Pnt. off suhsidvr

has fluctuated erratically.

I/ From 1955-57 to 19q9-61 the wholesale price index of all commodities.
excluding grains, increased by 37 percent while grain prices rose by
11 percant. From 1959-61 to 1963-65 the formpr index increased by
80 percent while grain prices rose by 132 percent.

2/ However, in 1965 the farmers experienced a deterioration in their
relative position. The terms of trade index (base 1960) declined
from 115 to about 110.
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(5 The small size of farms has inhibited mechanization
and limited the growth of agricultural activi.ties, such
as livestock and fruit growing. Government policies are
not conducive to the diversification of the cropping
pattern.

C. The Role of Manufacturing 1/

31 * Ma nufactuiring was a leading sector of the Korean economy. It-
growth rates during the first half of the sixties was nearly double that
in liie .lat, L9> 0 ValUe added .in manuiacturing increased 1.77 times
as fast as GNP during the decade under observation. (See Table 1) This
growth momentuma means that Korean, manufacturing expanded much more rapidly
than manufacturing elsewhere in the less developed world. Taiwan was one
of the iew; countries where -te man-ufactuiing sectuor expnded at a higher
speed (14. 8% per amnum) than in Korea (11.0% per annum). 2/ Most of
manufacturing industry is in private hands. However, the Uovernrient ha
played a very large role in industrial decisions, through its control
over the banking system, its approval policy on investments req-uiring
foreign exchange outlay, the licensing of raw materials imports and the
prohibition of competitive imports. Recently there has been some liverqlizato;
and a partial shift from direct to indirect controls. However, the
influence of the Government in major investment decisions remains large.

35. The growth pattern of various segments of Korean manufacturing
reflected changes in the composition of demand and the impact of Govern-
ment policy measures. Industries producing finished capital goods, in-
puts for capital goods and semi-processed commodities destined for the
construction sector expanded much more rapidly than other branches.
(See Table 3) The growth rate of these investment good industries was
1.6', times as fast as the rise of gross domestic fixed capital formatic.n.
A fair measure of import substitution was achieved in this area. Consomer
good industries, c'n the other hand, were much less buoyant because consumer
exPe!nditures increased relatively slowly and because the process of dis-
placing imports was exhausted by the end of the 1950's. Production of
manLfactured consuLmer goods increased 1.40 times as fast as consumption
outlays duiring the whole decade; this coefficient dropped to 0.93 during
the sixties. The output of manufactured branches classified into the
category of intermediate goods industries kept pace with total manufacturing
oroduction. Here too there was a substantial increase in the share of
local prodluction in the total market, at the expense of imports.

1/ Based on deta:Lled analysis in Volume V.

2/ Accor-ing to the index of industrial production. See Table 3.
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Rate of Growth Share in Total Value Added
-1 5-5E E7 4to Actu-4-L A LTo-rma n I/

-L -.- LAI ~ ~ - ( 4 - 1-

Branch 1963-65 _ 1F ( --

I., iD-aI l,,

Investment Goods 13.9 22.9 24.2

Transport Equipment 13.8 4.7 
Electric Machinery 30.0 1 11.9 

Mcchinery 2.1 3.3
ME~tal Products ]2.0 2.
Basic Metals 14.2 2.7 4.0
Non-UIetctlic lMinerals 16.0 8. 3 8.3

Intermediate Goods 11.4 36.8 29.3

Wood 6.1 2.7 4.1
Paper 19.0 3.2 1.2
Textiles 6.2 l6.6 14.4
Rubber 11.3 2.4 0.9
Chemica:Ls 23.0 6 .j 119 87
Petroleum and Coal ? 5.1 11.

Constixmer -Goods 6.6 38.3 45.3

Food 5.1 13.1 ;
Beverages 6.1 6.6 y 30.0 35.5
Tobacco 7.1 10.3 )
C:Lothing and Footwear n.a. 3.6 5.7
Printing and Publishing 13.0 3.8 2.1
Leather and Products 1.3 0.9 2.0

Total M5anufacturia& 11.0 /1 100.0 L 100.0 /2

/1 Corresponds to growth of value added in constant prices of 9.4 per-
cenn; ner annum. See Table 1.

/2 Tncluiiring other rnanufacturinpe not classified above.

/'3 For eplan.ation see paragraph 37 in the text.

Sou.rce: Vo -. e V
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36. The growrth of the man1ufacturing sector *wmas stimiulated by the
process of import substitution. Furthermore, in recent years a phenomenal

4v.4 rnnJ- manufa^t ured e,ort - provraAded adii + nanl -. pet-.C Wheras

during the mid-1950's the export market absorbed 0.4 percent of gross out-
putA., tlJiie correspondA 4 ng proportjL-ion lin 9I 6J ) was 6.9 0 percent. (See Chapt
IV for analysis of manufacturing exports and imports as wlell as related
JJ.L_LL,y i~L~*J

37. Economic development dUurinlg the last decaude has enhaLced the
importance of the manufacturing sector in the overall economy. The share
of value added in this sector in GNP increased significantly -a-ld now
stands at nearly 20 percent. (See Table 1) Manufacturing played a
consideracbly bigger role in the norean economy than one wouLa -normally-
expect in a country of 29 million people with a per capita income of less
than. U.S. $90. 1/ Not only was Korean manufacturing relatively large in
size but the composition of its output among various branches displayed
signs of premature development, considering the size of the domestic
market for industrial goods. For example, the share of consumer good
industries in total output in 1965 was less than i"normal"! whlle the share
of intermediate good industries was above "normal". (See Table 3)
Although the Mission does not attach too much importance to these
deviations, they are instructive from the standpoint of understaniding the
prelsent Korean inclustrial structure.

38. Food processing industries in Korea are relatively undeveloped
in terms of production, although sizeable investments have been made.
The rate of capacity utilization in some of these branchles (wheat flour,
refined sugar, canned fish) was extremely low despite the fact that the
voluime of food consunption increased fairly rapidly in recent years. The
Mission was unable to offer a satisfactory explanation for this enigma,.
To some extent, it may reflect Korean tastes for foods processed at home
rather than in the factory (fresh fish, kimchi etc.) and the large non-
monetized sector of the economy which subsists on food grown on the farm
or caught at sea. Processing has not developed also because transport and
power facilities in rural areas are inadequate. The negative deviation
for the clothing and footwear industry was probably more a statistical
phenlomenon than anything else. 2/

1/ This conrrusion is hased on a cross-section regression analvsis of a
sample of 53 countries (1953) and 42 countries (1953). The coefficient
of the "relative degree of indnstriq1i,2tiAon"1 for Korea in 1965 is
1.404. Regression equations have also been formulated for the distri-
bution of valuie added nm.ong various mannufactuHring branches= Se IUN:
A Study of Industrial Growth, 1963.

2/ The negative deviation for the clothing and footwear industry was
almost wholly offset by theposiiv deito forI text
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39. Thae com.p:Lex of inter-industrial rela~tions in Korea were rather
well developed. According to the 1963 Input-Output Table, nearly half of
t+ n MO" ~, ~ m--r- -rA,' ~~ Trn'Z Ir.rnQ,iM A rl j.r+M-A rqmrift'iv- o r )v •rlf
oa p-mL.ac'duct.on was L± .L-*I5 QJu or solJ1

to o-ther sectors in the form of producer goods for further processing.
IPI, on- Jn oSe r c n on-+ -h A s Yc n . .V, - h o nn+.n a e nl 1 T Tr * P 1I ; Y-r -; n c:

1956, 17 percent and India 1960, 50 percent. Despite a surprising high
sJl±a- oL .LntIerme iate goLAd pJrouctAionUL , flLJC± man 4 actur-ng was L4O vly

dependent on inputs imported from abroad. In 1963, imported inputs,
vaLueu au the actual exchanigL e r1-at[e, were 2V pe n of ttl [-w erar

semi-processed items purchased by manufacturing industries. If these
inports were re-valued at a more realistLc tx1U1inge rade, then the above
proportion would be 33 percent. 1/ Dependence on imports was particularly
high in the petroleum, rubber, wood, chemicals, textiles and metal indus-
tries. These high proportions reflected, in large measure, the paucity
of Koreals natural resource endowment - both agricultural anrl mineral.

40. Although investment goods industries expanded rapidly during
the last decade, they are still quite limited in size and character. This
is particularly the case of the basic metal industry. For example, Korea's
iron and steel industry consists of several units of sub-optimum size
which are based on smelting scrap. These productive facilities are not
equipped to produce structural steel, large plates or steel alloys for
which there is some demand. The industry is also handicapped by heavy
transport costs; pig iron is transported from Sanchok in the Northeast
around the whole peninsula to Inchon on the West coast. Similarly, the
machinery indus-try is circumscribed; nearly twTo-thirds of its outpult is
produced in small units employing less than 50 workers each.

41 Growth of the manufacturing sector during recent years absorbed
more than one-fifth of total fixed investment in Korea. (See Table 1)
About 9 percent of manufacturing investment was carried out directly by
the Central Government. Another 5 percent was financed by equipment
loans from the organized banking system, largely from the Korea Recon-
structiorn Bank (KRB). 2/ Interest rates charged by KRB before the recent
reform wfere less than 10 percent on a nominal basis and negative on a
real basis. considering the rate of price inflation.

L2. There are considerable doubts about the way in which manufac-'
turing investment was utilized. The incremental capital-output ratio,
as recorded in official data; (see Table 1) is certainly not high by

1/ Details are shown in Volume V.

2/ Increase in outstanding loans for equipment to the manufacturing
sector as a percent of fixed investmgent in this sector. On the
basis of gross lending, the importance of the banlcing system is
mur.i l nl -. j r X,--nl a TrT?Q ---- 1 onA4nn fPn- a.nnr%mnrn+ Au.,7 yyer

1962-65 was nearly 12 percent of fixed investment.
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international standards. And yet, considerable excess capacity is known
to exist in several industries - food processing, parts of textiles,

rubber and basic metal industries. Admittedly, data regarding the rate

of utilization of installed equipment are far from reliable. In some

cases, for example. pig iron and canned fish, the capacity figures are

too high in so far as obsolete and unserviceable machines are included.

In other areas - se=ents of the food, textile and rubber industries -

idle capacity is simply a reflection of overinvestment in relation to the

size of the market There may also be instance - plastics, metal products -

in which the unavailability of imported inputs caused a cut back in the

producti-on sched,_Oe.

43. The quantity of machinery and equipment± nrobablv increased
faster than employment in most branches of manufacturing during recent

years. The statistical evidence is weak; data on fixed investment by

bran,ches is not available and employment numbers may contain errors. 1/
~V LIL.Sf4 ~ ~ , 4.+jith nrdct-nproce.ss ivas
Neverth,eless, the Miss-lon's t,.pression was tha+ eprouctn k wa

gairLing in capita] intensity. The ratio of the horsepower of productive
equipment to emnplcoyed workers increased in all branches, except beverages
printing and metal. manufacture. 2/

44. The capital-labor ratio seemed to rise despite the fact that
wage rate,,, extraordinarily low to begirn with, barely lncreased ir ters
of constant price,s. During the last five years, real wages in manufac--

turing actually declined by 6 percent wnile value added per worker rose

by nearlr 16 percent. Therefore, we might conclude that the rise in
capital intensity was induced not by movements of relative factor prilces

but by changes in composition of output among and within branches as well

as by the adoption of new technoLogy.

45. Profit rates secured by manufacturing concerns were fairly
high. According to the Bank of Korea's sample studyr, net profit as a

proportion of net worth was 23 percent in 1962; a rate considerably
higher than in most other sectors of the economy. 3/ Attractive profits

/ Manufacturing employment in 1964, according to the KRF sample survey,
was 377,000 compared to an estimate of 670,000 derived from EPB's
survey of the Economically Active Population.

/ See Industrial Censuses of 1953 and 1963.

3/ Apparently the profit rate declined in 1963 to 19 percent and in

196h to 15 percent. The Mission suspects that these declines

reflected accounting changes, such as an upward revaluation of net

worth. This theory is confirmed by observing the ratio of net

profits to sales; 7 percent (1962) 9 percent (1963) and 9 percent
(1964). Tn 1963, net profit as percent of net worth in other
sectors were as follows: Trade 26 percent, Mining 15 percent,

Construction 14 nercent, Transport 5 percent and Electricity 3

percent.
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partly resulted from the fact that the exchange rate was undervalued, that
the dependence on imported inputs was high, that many manufacturers
enjoyed a vrariety of -tax exemptioris or concessions, that interest rates
charged by organize!d banking were low or negative and that international
competition was rendered impotent by various restrictions.

46. Elow did recent economic reforms - the devaluation and the upward
adjustment of interest rates - affect rates of profit in the manufacturing
sectcr? Unfortunately, the iHission was not able to provide a definitivE
answer to this fairly important question. The devaluation, undoubtedly
raised material costs, in terms of won, for many industries. The impact
was much greater for the rubber, plywood, chemicals, textiles and metal
industries than for the rest of manufacturing. Firms which imported
directly at; the undLervalued exchange rate now had to pay higher won prices.
Other manufacturing concerns who purchased foreign materials through
Korean tracding companies were already payingi what amounted to post-
devaluation prices; these were less affected by changes in the official
exchange rate. although the process of adiustment must have varied
greatly, the Missic,n ventures the generalization that increased costs
were nassecl on to the consumer in the form of higher nrices. in most
cases. Dluring 1963-65, wyholesale prices increased as follows: rubber
oponoF: On-8r0 nAr-.,ntn. hP1imir.nlh 1n nPrr.nt._- tytiAlps 73 nprcont. .nd mptal
products 72 percent.

D. FisheriesQ: a Basckuyard Seector I/

47. The fisheries sector is large, providing a livelihood for 1.2
I.IlJi.on people Wihlich iL abut 4 percent ofL lulh IotaL poplao . H

ever, there is a large degree of underemployment in this sector. Small

wherez incomes are low and jobs are scarce, this is significant. According
to the narro-wer definition used 'uy the Survey of the EuunmUi1ically Active
Population, fishing only provides 2 percent of total employment. (See
IaulE L)

4o. The back-wardness of the sector is reflected in extremely low
productivity levels. Value added per worker in fishing is far below that
in agriculture and less than 40 percent of tne economy-wide average.
(See Table 1) The low level of productivity is, in the first place, due
to a lack of capital. The fishing fleet is small in relation to the
number of workers in the fisheries sector, the boats are small (3.1 tons
on average) and only half of the tonnage is powered. Moreover, fishermen
are lacking in knowledge of modern fishing met Dds. Although there is
probably a widespread wrillingness to learn these metihods, the curriculum
of fisheries schools, of which there are many, includes too little
practical instruct-ion. Fisheries education is also in need of greatly
increased budgets for equipment and staffing.

l/ Based on detailed analysis in Volume IV.
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49. The development of the fisheries industryJ is also hampered by
the fact that marketing facilities are poor. The fish markets are mostly
,-,..,4 - and a high degree of w.aste an.d loss in q uait. oncnurs through

rough handling of the fish and inadequate preservation. The facilities
for fish turansportabtiion sn _ hn++Uibrt e J,,i equai11,y defiGejient lead-1 n43 to

further waste, and deterioration of quality. Because of the lack of
proper preservation and distribution facilities, the trade prefers to
carry minimum stocks. This often leads to shortages and very high prices
at -the ultimate selling point, regardless of the fact that fish may be
abundant and very low priced at the landing point. As in many developing
countries, -the price spread froml fisherman to consumer is very large, at
times ranging up to 250 percent. This price differential is entirely
absorbed by middlemen who dominnate the fish rmarket. The result has been
a very wealc economic position of the fishermen who are Irithout funds to
invest in more modern vessels or equipment.

50. During the last decade, there has been a steady increase in
fish! production by about 6.5 percent a year. Since 1962, -there has how-
ever, been an acceleration in the growth of production to 10-12 percent
a year. 'v Total landings in 1964 amounted to almost 600,000 tons. The
most, rapid increase in production occurred in aquiculture, especiaJ.ly in
oyster cultivation. The acceleration in the growith of production during
recent years is partly due to the program of general improvements in
fishery conditions under the Government's First Five-Year Plan. This
program included improvements in communications equipment, motorizatlon
of vessels, modern fishing gear, and the development of tidal flats for
oyst;er and clam cuLltivation. The program was fairly modest in size but
implementation during 1962-65 was on schiedule and for certain items,
ahead of schedule. A further factor in the increased fish production is
the expansion and to a certain extent, the modernization of the fishingr
fleet. The total tonnage of the fleet was declining slowly until the end
of the 1950's, but since then, it has risen from 107,000 tons in 1960,
to 167,000 tons in 1964. The progress in modernization was not very
impressive. according to official data which are subject to many defects.
According to these statistics, the share of powered vessels in total
tonnage of the fleet, rose from 42 percent in 1955, to 52 percent in
1964, and the average tonnage per boat rose during the same years from
3.2 to only 3.4.

51 . Fish processing; of declining importance because of growing
consumer preferense for fresh fish, underwent a s ignificant change during
the last few years by the introduction for the first time of frozen fish.
By 1964, frozen fish amounted to 30 percent of the total output of processed
fish. Ahout half of the frnozn fish is ernorted. There was a corresponding
decline in the output of dried, salted, and cooked fish.

1I/ The gr-vw- U. ph-s-a -ol.e bears little reklatlon to- vlue-added

figures in national accounts. See Table 1.
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52. o mrpotan.t new develonTnent in recent years is the cquisition
by Koorea of vesse:Ls suited for distant water f'ishing. By the end of l1965,

70 of t.hese vesse&Ls had been acqunired and 70 more twilt be delivered during

1966, mainly financed byr a 40 million loan to the Korean Government by

a French-Italia on -or-iM. The vessels, longliners and traw_lers_ are

engaged in tuna fishing in the South Pacific and off West Africa. Since

the vessels now. fishing have mostly been in operation for less ,on tw__)

years, it is still early to form a judgrnent about their economic performance.
Daily catch r-te- ha--ve -enerally equalled and in some cases exceeded thnose

realized by Japanese and Chinese (Taiwan) fishermen on the same grouLnds.

Given the Koreans' lack of experience, this is encouraging. However, total

operational costs are still on the high side and the debt service on the

suppliers' credits which financed the p-urchase of these vessels, is gener-

allyr heavy. The potential for reducing operational cost is probably good

because of low wTages and great willinigness to work of the cre-wma,en.

E. Electric Power: A Bottleneck Removed 1/

53. The Korea Electric Company (KECO) was established in its present

form in 1961, after the merger of three companies. The Government onms

70 percent of the share capital. In addition, there are more than 32C

independent power systems operating in rural areas; these account for less

than 1 percent of total installed capacity in S. Korea. N4o statistics

are available regarding power facilities owned and operated by industrial

concerns on their ow,Jn premises.

54. Nearly 90 percent of electric power capacity of undivided Korea

was located in the North i.e. above the 38th parallel. Therefore, the

Republic of Korea started its independent career with a tremendous gap

in its infrastructure. Power consumption was rationed for the best part

of the last decade. The First Plan singled out the "power crisis" as

one of the most serious bottlenecks impeding industrialization. 2/ DLring

the plan period, installed capacity was more than doubled. (See Table 4)

More than 70 percent of present capacity consisted of thermal units; many

of rather small size. Although a few thermal plants used oil, the main

soI'rce of energv was coal.

<5. Power consurnption in the manufacturing sector increased much

more rapidly than in other parts of the economy. (See Table 4)
Electricity sold by 7¢ECO to manufacturing concerns increased twice as fast

as total manufacturing production; partly because manufacturing firms

substituted KECO suT -- -factoryr power facilities. In recent

1/ This section is partly based on the report entitled "Korea Electric
Power Survey" prep-ard for U.S. .i ission in JKorea.

2/' ROK, Ounu-ary of the First Five=Year Econo-mic Plan 1Q62-66j n. 11.
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T .l PIiC¶,Tt't VrTQT/ThTDTrlf;'.T AMTT PADW'ITTV
I a U.L e L~ I /VV'.L -,0J±LVJU±LI.L ±L CI X1' 4 UMJ SVJ9. I1d.W ..1

A au. Patern of Ct ,onU..J.)tioL

PAverage Average Growth Compositio:c.
Category 1956-57 1963-64 Rate (- 1963-64

(million KWH)

TOTAL 709 1,864 14.8 100

Industrial 368 19178 18.1 63
.LHanufacturing 27 1, 00O 20.0 
Hlining 65 147 12.4 8
Agriculture 25 25 0.0 1

lion-Industrial 340 687 10.6 37
Government 105 187 8.6 15
Residential 125 296 13.1 16

Source: ECK% Economic Statistics Yearbook

B. Expansion of electric power capacity

1950 1961 1965 /1

(000 K1,')

TOTAL 230 367 769

Thermal 167 22L
Hydro 62 143 215

,/1 Sep tember

Soui-ce o EPBa Korea Statiscioal YearbooTs
Korea Electric Company: The Status of the Company
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year , acO.at.. a unts for morn- thLan 50 r nt OrL5 +n.Ar total ciJr

The textile, lood processing, chemical and paper industries are the bulky
consum,=,ers. '.eidnt ' cono-;rpt 4 -onn also in----cra +an4 rly -adilny A.t

present, about 34 percent of non-farm households are electrified; the
correspond iing proputal Uji forI.JjJ.lVA_LJ.J vLlage 11hoAuseholdsJ iJ.0 Less hLanIA 10 pJ ent.

56. Rest-ricti_ons on e c Anp
1964. This was one of the notable successes of the First Plan. However,
a number of problems remain. The first concerns Korea's pattern o-.-
utililzation of natural energy resources. (See Chapter VI) The present
price relation between coal and oil encourages the power company to use
coal in thermal plcmts. The fact is that, on the one hand, recoverable
reserves of anthracite coal are fairly linited. On the other, tne pressure
of"' demarld for coal wlill grow rapidly as the household sector substitutes
briquets for wood and straw for domestic heating purposes. Also, further
growth of' metallurgical industries may require increasing quantities of
coal. The question then is whether the Government should reconsider its
price policy in the interest of making the most economic use of coal
supplies.

57. Tlle second problem relates to rural electrification. The KECO,
pre-occupied with expanding the major power network, did not concern it--
self with providingr facilities in the countryside. Meanwhile, public
funds on a grant basis were used to finance the construction of a large
number of petty power systems operating independently of KECO in rural
areas. These facilities have catered to a genuine demand for electricity;-
outside the cities. The problern is that these small plants, described as
"micro-hydros2 are extremely expensive, shortlived and unreliable. 1/
The (Governrment should reconsider its approach towards rural electrifi-
cation.

F. The Transport Network 2/

58. Korea has a relatively simple transport network consisting of
about; 3,000 Im. of railway lines, connecting most major economic centers
of the countr,r a few paved highwzavs in length totaling 1.660 -km. and a
number of ports of which Pusan and Inchon are the most important. The
olut.nut. of, +thet trnnanprn' qp1 n.r rnt ; rapid rate nf' 11 7 nPrcent;
a year; more than twice as fast as GNP during the past decade. (See
Table 1) Howjevrer clue to low rates, especiYally for railwayir n engers ar!ir

highway transport, there has been a drop in the contribution
of t-ranspr-ot to GTNP, measuredA in rh4-o ices ,r ng +Jhe sorndr hanlf'
of the 1950's most of the Government's activities in the field of trans-
--- +

-
w.,-ve A4 -. 0 0 +eA .+

4
,.c

-
n

4
r 4h niaO A,,.,cce4 ,4,a in +4-oport~ wr A4 rected - at es - -i g the severe dai.4 6 es - a - the

1/ S'ee USO1M Survey ... op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 333-334.

2/ This section is partly based on the preliminary report of the IBRD
Transport Survey Team-.
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Korean ar ' Dri no tl±e neriod of the First Plan, the Government aimed at
modernization and a modest expansion of the transport system. The emphasis
was on development of the railroad. Development expenditure on the rail-
road during the plan was almost six times the expenditure devoted to higrh-
wa,,.y develop-,emrit nrd foAlr tAmes the exrpenditure on norts.

59. The- Kore m. T\Tlna+j l1 Rail-irai established during the Japanese
occupation and wholly owned by the State, is the only railroad in Korea.
The railroad lines cover the country fairly well, although certaiii ruraL
areas and provincial towns, especially on the East coast have no connecA;ion.
The mXain. emp lshasis n lirne construction was initially on the link between
Japan and ]4anchuria through Pusan and Seoul. This line wJhich connects a
nubmer of other important cities as we" ,is still the ma yf

railroad. The volume of passenger and freight traffic increased during
the 'Last decade at an average rate of respectively 7.5 percent and 9.5
percent a year. During the 1960's, however, the rate of increase has
acceLerated to respectively 9 percernt and 10 percent a year. This

acceLeration is connected with the speed-up in the overall growth of the
economy.. In the case of passenger traffic it is moreover due to low
rates. On average, passenger rates increased by a third between 1960 and

1964. ITholesale prices, however, doubled duruing the samLe period. The

increase in freight rates has roughly been in line with the general
increase in prices.

60. The rallway program during the First Plan consisted of the cOn-

struction of new lines, dieselization and the expansion of rolling stock.

About 250 km. of new lines, chiefly intended to provide better connectiDns

wzith the coal and ore mining areas in the Northeast wfill be completed by

1966. Provision was also made for double tracking part of the important

Seoul-Inchon line.

61. In spite of substantial addition to stock, largely financed by

U.S. assistance, the railroad has been in a very tight rolling stock
position ever since the Korean Wlar. By maintaining a good state of repair

and long average daily hauls, the railroad managed to prevent excessive

delays in transport. As far as locomotives are concerned, the railroad

is expected to complete the dieselization program by 1966.

62. The target in the railroad's program for the local production

and import of passenger coaches will also be fulfilled by the end of 1566.
This has made it possible to retire almost all of the converted boxcars

which had been in use since the Korean War. The import of freight cars,

has proceeded on schedule, but the local production of freight cars is

behind schedule.

63. The role of highway transport is much less important than the
role of the railroad. The motor vehicle density is very low, even for a
couzntry at Korea'I: stage of develomnent. At the end of 1964 the motor

vehicle fleet consisted of 5,400 buses, 18,000 trucks and 15,000 passenger

cars. Duri.ng recent years, (1960-64) the rate of growzth of the fleet has
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been sloI: 6 percent a year was th-e average eu'ual increaCse ir. th +n.

of buses and trucks and only 4 percent in the number of passenger cars.
A r garge p ar t o,f t hi i -, '-1 11 l .-leetu conssists ofP used s-ry materia , often

with reouilt bodies. The import of motor vehicles is subject to speciaL
icesn -nd so-- fax -t- P, he n,.urber ofP licenses-issued has been ve., -mall~~A _L1 O41IL ,~J .J.C, ULL~ iJ1JJ LJ -LL-ML U .L.Q.LL~UU 11dLC LJUU1L V0_L. J1I -L.L.

64VLA. IvlL , u.n 1o.LhL1J. hihwy syster,. ra.dA.LVLi.lly Lhas iidaU a 'LoVJ
priority in Korea. At the beginning of the First Plan there uere oiily

UV Wl.. of pavedI hLghdays, mostly shorti s ,UL1, aund Seoui

major cities. The plan aimed at doubling the length of paved roads mainly
by improving and pa-ving the Seoul-Pusan nighway and the highway from Seoul
to the East coast. In addition, the (revised) plan included the repair
and construction of^ highway bridges over an aggregate length of 17 kn. and
construction of 120 km. of industrial roads. On the whole, this not very
ambitious plan is progressing well.

05. Ports are an important part of Koreais transport system. Having
no trade relations wfith the North, South Korea is an island from the
economic viewpoint. Given the dependence of the economy on foreign trade,
the ports play a vital role. A considerable amount of coastal shipping
adds to the importance of ports. The country has many natural harbors on
the south and west coast but fewer on the economically less developed east
coast. Pusan, by far the largest port, handling 4-5 mrnllion tons of cargo
a year, has alongside berthing facilities for ships up to 20,000 tons.
Inchon, the second port, suffers from very high tides. It has alongside
facilities up to L,500 tons in a tidal basin wh-ich, howTever, is being used
almcost exclusively by the U.S. Army. Ports of growing sigraificance are
Ulsan, because of the refinery complex, and Mukho, the coal port on the
east coast.

66. The total volume of cargo handled in all ports has doubled
during the last fcur years 1/, reaching 11 millIon tc&ns in 1965. The
increase in the dollar value of foreign trade during the same period w,s
only about 70 percent. This is dlue to the greater bulkiness of foreigrt
trade. On the export side there has been a large increase in coal and
iron ore shioments. On the import side there has been a shif't fromn
finished uld intermediate goods to raw material imports. The ports section
of the fiirst five--year plan aimed at imrproved efficiency and increased
capacity of the major ports or ccnstruction of facilities such as break-
waters, jetties. and ouav walls. No nrovision was made for additional
operating equipment except in Mukho. The plan also provided for the
construr'cion of inr1ustrial harhors at .llnsn anrd Ghinh2e . Tn order to
enable fuller utilization of existing port capacity the program provided
for dredging nf Q millinn in3 _ TJnfrr+.inn+.lv +.he MNission doepq nn+. knor
the extent to which the plan has been executed.

1/ average 1959=6' to 1963-
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III. PIBLIC SAVDIGS, PRIVATE SAVINGS AND FOREIGNI AID
(1955-65)

A. The Overall Perspective

67. The Korean savings rate was abnormally low throughout the past
decade; even allowinLg for a significant downward bias in the statistics
(see paragraph 20). A sizeable inflow of foreign resources helped to finance
a ris-ing rate of capital formation and to accelerate income growth. Whether
there was equal success in raising the Korean savings rate is problematic.
Although some improvement did take place in re-nnt years, it was not as
striking as in Taiwan. 1/

68. How much improvement took place in Korea is difficult to measu.-e
prec:3e~ly. Ter4-1-,+v,he I , it s4 clea +hhat rel JGT -ereeased r apidly while

the dollar value of foreign aid (roughly measured by the deficit on the
current accont o- the balar.ce o-f payments dec1ned. Char+v TT shoy.s these

relative movements expressed in termis of index numbers, based on three year
movrng averages. 2/ Whi4e GNF -ncreased by 52 percent, the dollar value of
foreign aid declinede by 16 percent during the period under observation.
Thi'is result was ach-ieved part-ty through lueltter resource a3llocati4on polJcEes
(see paragraph 20) and partly through a fall in consumption relative to
total resources ava-lable to the Korean econon,y. The conLtribution of these
two factors cannot be segregated without overhauling the entire set of
national income accounts t,hrough the substitution of realistic excharnge rates
for those presently in use.

69. Savings can also be viewed as a financial flow determined by the
prevailing structure of prices, interest rates, foreign exchange rates arid
incomes. In this sense, savings is best measured by the present version of
national accounts, expressed in current prices. Three year moving averages
of gross investment, the current account deficit, gross national savings,
pufblic savings and private savings are plotted on Chart I. 3/ All these
variables are expressed as a proportion of GNP. This chart shows that the
gross savings rate has moved in the range between 2 and 5 percent for most
of the period. An upward movement can be seen from the average centered on
1961 (2.3 percent) to the average centered on 1964 (5.8 percent). Despite
this rise, the present level of savings is far below the target set by the
First Plan. 4/

1/ T'he rate of savings in Taiwan climbed up from less than 10 percent in
the mid-fifties to more than 20 percent in 1964.

2/ The use of three year moving averages helps to focus on the movement under-
lying erratic changes in imports, the current account deficit and GNP.

3/ Gross national savings are measured as the difference between gross invest-
rn.ent (fINed and inventorv) and the deficit on the current account of the
balance of payment (import-exports).

4/ According to data in the Original Plan document, the proportion of con-
sumption to C-NP wTas to fail from 101.81 in 1960 to 88.n w in 1965.
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CHART Ir

KOREA: RELATION BETWEEN GNP (1960 PRICES),
COMMODITY IMPORTS (U.S. DOLLARS) AND CURRENT
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Chart III
- -~~~

KOREA: PUBLIC REVENUES AND
EXPENDIITURES, 1958-1965
(AS % OF GNP)
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170 Wll 1. -h rate of saP E so low -- '1-, orea?'T -4t s nal cm per

capita is certainly low (less than $90) but there are manry countries - India,
Pakistan, Sudan, Nigeria, Uganda, TanganyLka - with iowt or eq-uai per 4i

incomes who have achieved higher savings rates than Korea. Purthermore,
Korea has a relatively' large industrial sector -W-uich sho-uld, -i theorly,
facilitate the accuriiulation of savings. The reasons for low savings in
Korea wvili be examined separately for the public and private sectors.

B. Public Savings 1/

71. Unlike a number of developing countries, Koreals pu?b-lic sector does
not make an important contribution to the flow of savings. In fact, Chart I
shows that public savings were negative till recently. The size of these
budgetary de,ficits, relative to GNP, was shrinking and a positive balance
was achieved for the first time in 1964. This was a notable achievement; it
illustrated the Governmentts determiination to follow disciplined financial
policies. However, equilibrium on the 6frrent account of the budget was
secured not by raising public revenues- but rather by a very sharp reduction
in current expenditures, relative to GNP. (See Chart III) The nature of
the equilibration can be better understood by identifying, seriatim, the
factors operating on the revenue side and the expenditure side.

72. The ratio of public revenues to GNP described a hill-shaped curve
with two peaks. This ratio increased from less than 10 percent in 1958 to
peaks of about 14 percent in 1960 as well as 1962 and then fell to 10 per-
cent in 1964. The dlownward slope in recent years could be explained in
terms of thae following factors:

(1) erosion of an important part of the tax base i.e. imports:;

(2) discretionary reduction in tax rates and the granting of
exemptions;

(3) non-adiustment of snecific tax rates and Governm,lent price,3
in the context of inflation;

(4) systent of land taxes.

73. Import taxes - customs duties, the foreign exchange tax, commodity
taxes on imported r t.rmq - accouint&d fnr 41l pereent of tntal tax revenues in
1960. Revenues from these taxes lagged behind GNP partly because of irhport
substitution and partlyr behause of aconsiderable reduction n the average
effective tax rate. The dollar value of inports increased at a much slower
pace than ra C ; - a
tariff schedulas, fojloTinr, the devaluation of 1961. Textile and ply,.;ood
ex-or)ters T7- -- t.- . ULLU ' U at, Vil £[I4OIJ cr.Uo1 -'a; oU Ul2e dil .* i.Lo-

_,ether, the avera e ta.x, revenue, per dollar of imports, declined from

_~J , -_ 'I 4rl -. - - _ i / I

J14 -.I Jil 4.7J d LJ L)j VUILI ±11 _L/ULi.

1/ For a detailed analysis see Volume VII.
2/ C;ounterpart, fund receints hy the GovernmPnt are treatpe in this report

as receipts on public capital account.
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74. Although thp manufactiuring sectnr axpanded ata muce-h faster
rate than the total economy and although the rate of the corporate
income tax was raisedj the revenue yield frnm this tnr did not show
much buoyancy. This was because of widespread evasion and the pro-
liferation of ITgal exemptions. The revenune los.cs: fro-m oexmntions wnq
estimated as 37 percent of the potential yield of this tax. The
stratesiyv for frtiniai nfllowedt drii-;ino this peoriodi pnroved 
fairly costly in terms of public revenue foregone. The emphasis of

polic wasn A 1- * snt inLS fr^dfl *4 -ian hIn onnn raas

the savings rate.

75. The agricuLtural sector is subject to the land tax administered
1 L 11L~ L AI ~ U± ~ dVl J.6%,VLL LOJ. U 1jJV L.~L L U1

byr Local Gove-r- n S >vre fr,, IQ- sorc avrgd18prcenl ofP
agricuLtural income in the early 1960's but more recently this ratio
declned J1..3 percant Z. This cdl -Ls relat edLu toV tah OP%U±L!L Uspecifc d g .L

the tax on lands growing food grains. The assessment is based on
staVndard!! yields valued at currenLt prices. Reve1uUes from this tax are

responsive to price changes but not to increments in agricultural pro-
,.AducItiv Th "stanuar'" crop yields have not been revised since i95v,
although sizeable increments in productivity per hectare have taken
place. The fundamental difficulty in taxing agriculture arises from
the largely "subsistence" character of this sector. The land reform
has ironed out inequalities of wealth and income. The tax administrator
confronts small-sized and scattered farms producing, in great measure,
for seif-consumption rather than for urban or export markets.

76. Revenue from the liquor tax, the travel tax, the Government
tobacco monopoly, the railways and communication services were adversely
affected by the fact that rates and prices determined by the Government
either failed to keep pace with the general inflation or were adjusted
only after significant delays.

77. During 1965, a vigorous attempt was miade to reverse the declin-
ing ratio of public revenue to GNP. A determined campaign to improve
tax administration corbined with changes in the foreign exchange rate
and adjustment of commodity tax rates as well as coverage resulted in
some improvement. Beginning January 1966, rates of the corporate income,
liquor and travel taxes have been raised. These are welcome changes.
However, the Nlission believes that a substantial tax reform will be
necessary to finance the Second Five Year Plan. The Korea tax effort,
at present, is far below that of many developing countries at a similar
stage of development.

78. The achievement of budgetary balance, during a period wihen
public revenues were lagging behind, required a drastic curtailmnent of
public current expenditures. The ratio of these out'lays to GNp dropped
from 16.4 percent in 1962 to 9.9 percent in 1965. (See Chart III) In
terms of constant prices. public current expenditures scarcelv increased at
all during these three years. Economies m!ere secured in lefense outlay-
probably to a large extent because th e salaries of 'il-tar 4 officers - 7ere
not adjusted in line with the rise in the price level.
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.- ious B-, re-ports argeed that Kforee… defense eXnpndituires were extra-
ordinarily higP; the proportion of these expendi'ures to GNP has come down
consiiderabl-y,- but ruUiay rise a,aLn somewhat wvhen salaries are djjusted

79. ~ThLe aust-erity ," pd"lc sper.ding had -rta--i windesirgalle side-

effects as well. First, the civil servant suffered the brunt of the infla-
LO-ori. TbEJe rea.L valbue of public s'aries dec" t.ned by ahut I50 percent during

1962-65. The present position is clearly untenable from the standpoint of
either efficiency or morale. The senior-most civil servant draws an annual
salary equivalent tco U.S. $1337 only. Corresponding salaries in other
develciping countries, at lower or equal levels of per capita income, are
considerably higher than in Korea.

80. Secondly, unavailability of funds led to a decline in the standard
of elementary educat ion. Enrollment rat'ios continued to rise but this
quantitative expansion was at the expense of quality, in large measure.
Overcrowded classrooms, reduced hours of instruction owing to the do-uble
or triple shift system and inadequate teaching materials pose many serious
problems 2/. Expenclitures on education, nearly one-fifth of total current
outlays, are obviously inadequate on a per student basis.

81. Thlirdly, budgetary constraints interfered with the implementation
of poLicies designed to provide incentives to farmers in the form of subsidies
for limestone, pesticides and seed distribution. The rate of subsidy varied

from budget to budget depending on the release of funds. These changes
confused the farmer and the agricultural administrator in the field.

82. The M,Iission concludes that Korea's budgetary equilibrium, at the
present juncture, is not at the optimum level of public sector activity.
It is commonly recognized that many items, conventionally classified as

current public expenditure, are not without considerable developmental
significance. Good examples are elementary education and selected agri-
cultural subsidies. Consequently, financial balance achieved at the
expense of such outlays may turn out to be a false economy. The Korean
public sector should generate a growing flow of savings and at the same
time finance an adequate volume of current expenditure.

1/ See IBRD: The Current Economic Position and Prospects of the Republic
of Korea, August 196h. Defense outlaysas a percent of GNP were about
6 nercent upto 1962. The corresponding proportion in 1965 is 3.7
percent. Comparative ratios in other countries are as follocs:
Taiwwan 8.5%; Tsrael 8.0., UAR 7.2%, Greece 4.7" and Turkey 5.0%.

2/ See UNESCO Regional Advisory Team; Long-Term Projections for Education
in the Republic of Korea (Preliminary draft report), Bangkok, Hay
396 1.
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C. P-ivate Savings and inflation

83. Savings of the private sector, calculated as the difference
between national and. public savings, did not describe any clearly

defined trend. (See Chart I) Private savings as a percent of GNP

varied betweentr, M perAcent an peA ent, on the basis of three year

moving averages. Low savings rates in the private sector may be

partly explained xin ermris of the relatively equal distriution of in

come and wealth in Korea. Unlike other developing countries, Korea

did not have conspicuous concentrations of riches, except perhaps the

few families who acquired wealth through manufacturing and trading

operations during the last decade. The land reform was relatively

successful and the Korean War proved a powerful leveler of disparities
in social status andi material well-being. Since poverty is equally

distributed, there are few surpluses in family budgets.

84. Available data indicated that corporate savings were growing

rapidly. The proportion of corporate profits to national income rose

from less than 1 percent in the mid-fifties to about 5 percent in

recent years. This expansion reflected not only the familiar transfom-

ation in the legal structure of enterprises in the normal course of

events but also the redistributive impact of infliation. As men.tioned

before, money wage rates tended to lag behind the movement of prices

for f'airly long intervals. (See paragraph 44) Consequently, real wages

declined during periods when labor productivity rose significantly and

there was a redistribution in favor of profits. Apparently, at least

79 percent of post-tax corporate profits were saved 1/.

85. T'he Mission could not establish the realiability of these data,

derived from the present set of national accounts. If corporate sector

savinrLs really increased to a level of 5's, then the implication is, that

other private savinxgs Jere extren:ely small. It is possible that the

national accounts underestinate the savin:gs rates of unincorporated business

and households. On -the other. hand, ho-yever, considerable dissavln, may take

place by household receiving private donations from abroad (2.4% of GINIE

in 1965 ).
86. The inflation may have contributed to the growth of corporatiLons

but Lt has seriously impaired household savings and the efficiency of

orgalized banking as a financial instrument for resource mobilization.

There could hardly be strong incentives to make time and savings deposits

during a period in which rates of price increase were much higher than

legaL ceilings on interest rates offered by commercial or specialized

banks. 2/ Under these circumstances, confidence was undernined and

1/ Tnhmparable rates in industrialized countries are as follows: Japan

79 percent, U.K. 55 percent, Germany 68 percent and USA 41 percent.

See UN1 World Economic Survey 1960.

2/ The legal ceiling on rates offered by cornmercial banks for time and

savings deposits ranged from 9-15%. Similarly, coumiercial banLs could

not charge borrowers more than 16-18.5%. These ceilings compare with

price rises of about 3CF per year during 1963 and 196)4.
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expecta-lionas were gez-d to I cor4-a, on of t1he nflationar proces

A thriving curb market for credit, charging 4-5 percent a month, competed
it i i the organized barkiLng systlem. r hes exr-aorurdInay 1ransactionls

were not a peripheral phenomenon; outstanding loans from operators on
the curb market amounted to a third or half of outustHaing loans from
the organized banks. The psychological climate and legal constraints
on financial institutions inhibited the habit and attitude of triLft
and encouraged instead the speculative tendency.

87. Recently progress was made in controlling inflation. Stabil-
ization progrrams for 1963 and 1964, jointly designed by the Korean Govern-
ment and the United States Operations I,iission, failed to check prices.
Owing to excess liquidity created in the preceding two years and bad
grain crops, prices increased by 21 percent 1/ in 1963 and 35 percent 1/
in 1964, despite the fact that money supply rose at a modest pace. The
expansionary effect of the credit expansion in 1963 was neutralized by
a drastic fall in foreign exchange reserves. By and large, the villain
of the piece was not monetary expansion but a rise in velocity of money.
In 196'5, the Government attempted to adhere to stabilization progranms
with the U.S.A. and the TIF. The emphasis of policy shifted from direct
price controls and detailed credit quotas to indirect controls and
overa:Ll credit ceilings. Also, monetary policy received reinforcement
from other quarters - the budget, the exchange rate and measures affect-
ing interest rates in the fight against inflation. Prices increased
by about 10 percent 1/ and the Bank of Korea accumulated foreign exchange
reserves during 1965.

88. The moderate price rise in 1965 should not be interpreted to
mean that the inflat;ionary problem has ceased to exist. There are three
reasons for caution. First, the relatively low increase in the wholesale
price index in 1965 is influenced by a fall in grain prices. The index
for o-ther cormodities increased by 14 percent. Secondly, although the
formal scope of price control has diminished, the Government continues
to exert considerable pressure on producers to limit price hikes. In
the albsence of such pressures, the wholesale index might have registered
a bigger increase. Thirdly, the inflationary problem continues to exist
at the psychological level. Many private sector groups are not yet
convinced that Korea's long history of inflation is over. Confidence in
price stability is not yet firmly established.

89. An important step was taken in October 1965 to improve the
efficiency of the orzanized banldng system. Leval ceilings on deposit
rates paid and interest rates charged by banks were relaxedO Rates on
savings denosits were raised considerably, up to 30 nercent for denosits
longer than one year, with the result that the value of such deposits
doubled1 during five Tr,onnths. A part of this increase probrnhlv r

a switching of funds from the curb market to commercial banks. It is
also possible that attractive rewards for savi;ngs, not only owing to the

-i/ rC.r an ar.al average basiI.
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interest rate reform but also due to relative price stability, have
caused people to raise their rate of savings. However, there is no
conclusive evidence on this question at this time.

90= Lending rates of commercial banks were raised to 26 percent
in October 1965. Even at this high interest rate, demand for funds
exceeded the supplvy Also, there wfere no indications of a recession
in the curb market. Business continued, apparently at a brisk pace,
and the prevailang interest rate did not decline; according to
available information. The extraordinary structure of interest rates
prevaninr.g now indicates that k.ey elements in the Erorean financial
world expect that inflation will continlue. If the Government continues
to demonstrate £ir-im,ess anid discipline in financial m atters. then Govern-
ment policy should camr conviction before long.
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D. Foreign Resources

91. The inflow of foreign aid has declined in recent years. The
current account deficit of the balance of payments fell from an annual
average of $301 million during 1955-60 to $264 million during 1961-65.
For 1i965 the estimate is about $200 million. Despite this decline,
Korea remains one of the major recipients of foreign assistance from
offici1 sources. 'r-n 1963; she ranked ninth in the list of recipients,
arranged according to the magnitude of total official capital inflow. 1/
Korea is even more prominent in the lit. Of reiipients of foreign aid on

conceSsional terms; 2/ she occupies the fifth place after India, Pakistan,
Alger-La and Vietnam. Eve more telli-ng is the nomparison Jn terms of npe

capita receipts of concessional aid. During 1961-63 Korea averaged $9
commlpar edUEL 'J't lss 4har $3P fo Q - PIV4Y' r all developing comitrieS and aboult. MS -for
Taiwan.

92. Grants from the United States and United Nations as well as
private donations from foreign zmissionary groups or charities filled
the entire balance cf payments gap during the late 1950's. (See Table 5)
A large inflow of for-eig resources thus entered the Korean econom.y wirth-

out creating any debt servicing obligations whatsoever. liore recently,
this picture has changed and long-term official loans as well as medium-
term commercial loans have begun to replace grant assistance.

93. In particular, the role of U.S. grant assistance has dininished
greatly. From the peak of $341 million in 1957, thlese grants have declnied
to a level of about $130 million in 1965. U.S. grant assistance is extenied
in the form of Supporting Assistance and under PL 480. In order to support
the Government's defense effort and to develop the economy of the country
the United States makes annually available through the Agency for DIter-
national Development large amounts of aid in the form of raw materials,
the most important of which is fertilizer. These commodities are either
direct:Ly imported by the Korean Government or by private businessmen, In
the latter case, the won proceeds are made available to the Korea Govern-
ment. In recent years, the total amount of supporting assistance has
come down considerab 2y, from about 9260 million a year in the late 'i950s
to an average amount of $93 million a year during 1963-65. In 1966 suppolt-
ing assistance will be further reduced to $60 million.

94. A further important contribution by the United States to the
Governmnent's budget consists of the won proceeds of the sale of agricul-
tural cor3modities which are in surplus in the United States. Korean
imports of these comnodities are mostly wheat, barley and cotton. Grants

1/ The order is India, Pakistan, Algeria, UAR, IIexico, Vietnam, Turkey,
Brazil, Korea etc.

2/ Foreign aid at less than 3 percent interest rate and with a maturity
of over 20 years.
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oNf' +thicz nafur aremAad -trne4 PT. 48,R T-ite I. The aner4ecul4iival cor..=

modities are sold in Korea through commercial channels. The U.S. Govern-
ment allocates part of the won -eeds (79 ,r0 . 1A as -r&nti
to thli Korean Goverrment and keeps the remainder for its own use which
inc]luxes a -large ar,mcn -4 oP ech-cal 4-i@&.eo TKo-a c--A a sra''
amount; (1 percent in 1965 and 1966) for the Cooley Fund which finances
local cI ec ). U..L .L JUcIJ1 Uto llvauv DUSUNDSt011=1. CL. 48V, 1.t-LU IL a.L1.va lQ

reached a peak of $97 million in 1963 and have since then declined
gr d a I . . ,.Mi n e..en -2 _ n 4 __ T. LI .g± L * e au agee .L X 17t6 `LS GU; 1ILL-L .V;1 t *Q* LilUEI . U S jLiLC

commocdities are also used for a number of other purposes 1/ such as
disaster relie, school luunches a-d for payment of wages in food-foL--
work programs. The latter have become very important in Korea. A major
portlion of the uplald reclamation effort is based on t Uhe distriuutioL of
U.S. wheat flour to laborers. Duri,ng the twelve months ending H,4ay 1966
arouncd 2)40,000 i'iT of wheat equivalent (about $lh million) is estimated
to arrive in Korea for this purpose.

Table 5: HE Ffl'TANGCflG OF TI; CULRENT ACCOUNT DEFlUXIT
(in percent of total)

1955-60 1961-64 1964
Average Average

Current Account Deficit 100.0 100.0 100.10

Grants to Public andi Private Sector 101.7 82.6 88.'?

Grants by U.S. Government 90.7 67.3 63.3
Grants by U.N. 4.0 0.3 1.0
Private Donations 7.0 15.0 24.6

Loans to Public and Private Sector - 8.9 10.6
(Net D s ursements)

Long and l,Hedium-Term Loans - 8.5 12.5
Official Loans - 5.4 11.8
Commercial Loans - 3.1 0.8

Short-Term Loans - 0.5 - 2.0

Direct investment - 0.4 - 0.3

Use of Assets - 147 8.8 2.1i

Rrrors nnd Olmi'sions - _0-7 - 1.A

1/ Under T'itle II and III of PL !80.
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95. Disbursements of official loans financed nearly 12 percent of
Korea's balance of payments deficit in 19614. (See Table 5) By November
1965. loan commitments totaled $182 million, mostly for manufacturing
and overhead facilities. Most of the official loans (84hc) were made by
the TUnited States. Other lenders were IDA, Germany and the United Kingdom.
The conditions on these loans are lenient. The AID loans mostly have
repavment periods of 30 years after 10 years grace and interest rates
of 2 - 2,5 percent (0.75 percent during grace period). The conditions
on the mDA loans are even more advanbtageous hut those on the German and
British loans are slightly stiffer. Debt service payments on the total
of official lo-ns outstandng are low, about $3 millinn a year unti I the
mid 1970's.

96. Commercial loans are also coming into prominence. Toan comiuit-
.rert Io-z~~iO .*,A-.w byNYAerbr195 otl o mruat n

deep-sea fishing. The U.S. and Japan accounted for about $60-70 million
acLiaAnd thA ne___l AA1_ -,- P_s-- LI- -rOnA T+,1%r n"rsl CZ-.T4 +,7 -e1 -n -ri

sc.LWLj a.LIu Lv.iI; .eIcJ.L .* X Dc41w W s LcC i LLUJ1I U0 ZL .U , J.y -L - -

Conditions on these suppliers' credits are, of course, much less favorable
iarL a.L rit hU±J..LL±Le ofi hV.lC±oans. PILLthoughUI U.LV there -s ov

the typical interest rate level seems to be 6-7 percent and the typical
repay-ment period 5-7 years. According to infoiration obtained i- .orea
the maximum debt service obligation on suppliers' credits committed at
tne endi of November 1i95 will occur a.VwLU 970I cdLU will aUnt oU abouv

$30 million. Suppliers' credits require Government approval and most
credits have also receivred a repayment guarantee by the B an- of Korea.
Certain suppliers' credit in 1962-63 apparently were approved wi-thout
adequate examination, but since then there has been a marked improvement
and most projects obtaining approval now appear of high priority.

97. Direct investment by foreigners has thus far been small, about
$2 milLion a year during 1962-64. IKlost of the investments have con;e from
the United States. Trhe legal provisions for foreign direct investments
are attractive (full tax exemption for corporate income and foreign manage-
ment remuneration; -iberal provisions for remittance of profits and re-
patriation of capitaL). The improved economic prospects of Korea have
recent:Ly attracted many potential investors and as a result direct in-
vestmenit in 1965 was higher than in the preceding years. A further
libera:Lization of profit remittances and repatriation is under consideratLon
by the Governzment.
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A. The Excchange Rate Policy

~~ d. .L ~A-kl -;v Y. hSSt~nn la. -98. Ihe n.oieab' -e5t ^1 Krasbaa.eofp.-seii

(See Chart II) is the result of considerable import substitution and,
mr,oe recent]Ly, oLf a sta-4t14ng increse. .n epta4 Tr' 1965

exports of goods and. services financed nearly 60 percent of total imports

that, on the whole, Korea's trade and balance of payments policies have
produced _Lpreslv- Vt4L-j. UL±C rItly pont out a ,UulJ,± of shortcomI,g

in the design or implementation of these policies but the fact remains
that, in a rough a-nd reauy way, they proved effective. Oe of the major
policy instruments was the foreign exchange rate.

99. The exchange rate increased from 50 won per dollar in August
1955 to the present floating rate of 272 won per dollar in a sries of
devaluations. Broadly speaking, these moves lagged behind the increase
in the domestic price level and marked undervaluation of foreign 'ies

persisted right uptc 1964. 'Jhether or not this undervaluation was delib-
erately contrived, it did have the incidentai effect oI obtaining mOre
United States assistance in dollar terms for defense and budget support
purposes thcn would have been necessary under a realistic exchange rate
policy.

100. The present exchange rate policy had its beginning in liay 1964.
At that time a decision was made to move towards a realistic parity, to
abandon a number of multiple exchange rate practices and to liberalize
gradually some of the quantitative restrictions on foreign trade. in
1Iarch 1965, K'orea established a floating exchange rate system i.e. the
determination of the rate as the price which equated demand and supply of'
foreign exchange certificates, traded in a limited free market. These
certificates can be bought by anybody without limit. The validity of the
certificates is only 15 days, however, and they can only be used for
purchasing imports. They cannot be used as collateral for bank loans.
These limitations on the use of foreign exchange certificates are designed
to prevent speculation. In principle, the exchange rate is allowed to
fluctuate freely but the Bank of Korea can intervene by buying certificates
to prevent the exchange rate from becoming less than 255 won per dollar.
Contrary to expectations, the rate has depreciated by only 7 percent in
the year since the certificate market started operating. Apart from the
above mentioned institutional limitations on the use of certificates, the
slow rate of depreciation is due to the relative stability of domestic
prices in recent months. (See Volume VI)

101- The depreciation would have been even smaller if the Bank of
Korea had not increased its net holdings of foreign assets by $70.5 million
behtwjn Mnrnbh and n-!cebnbr 1965. Annarently the Bank of Korea has kept
exchange certificates in fairly short supply and thus influenced the exchange
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rate, at least sli&-vtlth , *n fin r- of export. 1/ The altr to the
improvement in the net foreign assets position of the Bank of' Korea would
have been(i a -1-iqn" exhm rate - h w.T JLl have cmnnt- less exrni,

imported inputs and a weaker incentive to export or (ii) the same exchange
rat-e bumt- a ;great-er deg36e o-f 4trade 14ber ':zatior. I' -wo 'd be h-ardt

argue, however, that the Bank of Korea in its action to improve its foreign
assets position has-10 ------u rdi cnevtiep'c. ,, etfr.g

.iL.OU._LVWVL,LL ±U .UJL"UUJy UULAui .L_V11L.LVe; JU..L_Lk..Y* .LUet I.L.VL ±U~.L; -J-6,L

assets position of the Bank of Korea in March 1965 was negative and im-
provemen-t- was obioisynees<uy

102. The presenLu iloabing raLe -auiiuu ub called _un !1qLu.U±WiI exhaflgC
rate. According to the usual definition, an equilibriurm rate should satisfy
three conditions:

(1) imports should be in basic balance with the sum of' exports3
and foreign capital, attracted by long-term profit opportunities;

(2) absence of quantitative trade restrictions and

(3) there should be a high level of economic activity, unaffected
by cyclical recession or deflationary policies.

The KDrean floating rate is not an equilibrium rate because the balance of
payments is still heavily supported by official foreign aid motivated by
considerations other than cornmercial profit. Also, the weight of quantit-
ative restrictions, although lighter than before, is still quite heavy (see
paragraphl 114). Although the floating rate is not at the equilibrium level
in the textbook sense, this fact is hardly relevant froni the operational
standpoint. The I.ission is satisfied that the present exchange rate policy
of Korea is pointed in the right direction. The dependence on concessionary
foreign aid should decline over a period of time, if the right policies are
followed with respect to resource allocation and resource mobilization. 2/
No conceivable value of the exchange rate is likely to eradicate instantan-
eously the economy's fundamental disequilibrium.

1/ IT is possible for the Bank of Aorea to do this because foreinkL exchange
certificates are required not only for imports financed commercially but
also for imports financed by U.S. foreign aid (Supporting Assistance).
The certificates for imports financed by U.S. Supporting Assistance do not
orlginate from the surrender of foreign exchange by an exporter but are
supplied to the market by the Bank of Korea. Apparently the Bank of Korea
bhas not issued certificates to the full value of Supporting Assistance
and has thus maintained a fairly high - and stable - foreign exchange rate.

2/ At various points in this report, we have used the notion of a "realistic"
exchange rate in contrast with the official exchange rate. The point of
dieparture is the present floating rate of 272 won per dollar, which is
assumed to be "realistic". The value of the "realistic" rate in previous
years is determined crudely by deflating the present floating rate by the
index number of wholsale prices. These "realistic rates" are as follows:
(in won per U.S. dollar) 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

127 1 17 157 TV 255 272
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1. P.h.enomenalil GrortThh in EDn,orts

103. Korean nierchandise exports in the late l950?s were virtually
sta-n,ant at a very low level. During 190f7=59 export- averiage 19 MillThn
dollars only, or 0.4 percent of GIrP at the official exchange rate.

Although this proportion wrould be somewht hi-gher at a realistic exchange
rate, it would still remain far short of the typical proportion in
developilg courntries. Apparently, Korea!s production pattern was extremely

insular in character. The exports consisted mostly of mineral products as
well as fish and fish products. (See Table 6) vorts of manufacturing

products, however, were alm,tost negligible in spite of the relatively large
size of the manufacturing sector. The mraain explanation for thiS ve,r lorvy

level was the undervalued exchange rate which rmiade exporting unprofitable.

10h. By contrast, the rapid growth in exports during the 1960's can
only be described as phenomenal. i'4erchandise expor's shot up at
rate of 37 percent per year l/ and reached $175 million in 1965. This
compares with a growth rate of 6.3 percent per year for all developing

countries, 2/ and 19.0 percent per annum for Taiwan. 2/ The spectacular

increase inr Korean exports is partly the result of an extraordinarily low

base. The present proportion of export to GINP in Korea (6 percent) is
comparable with that of large closed economies such as India, Pakistan

or Brazil but it is still relatively low compared to Taiwan (20 percentl

and many other medium-sized Far Eastern economies.

105. A portion of the recent increase in exports is due to non-recurring
and exceptional events which created a temporary demand for Korean products.
Delivreries of galvanized iron sheets and other products to Vietnam, financed

by U.S. foreign aid to that country, is an example. Exports of rubber tires

to Thailand are another instance of the same phenomenon. Korea had no

comparative advantage in this line of production, exports were made at a

financial 'Loss and future prospects are bleak since Thailand has built lher
own 1tire factory.

106. Even after allowance is made for such non-repetitive events the
growth of Korean exports remains impressive. Rapid growth was accompanied
by a sigmnificant d:Lversification in the commodity structure and the mar]ket

structure of exports. One of the most important factors in the recent
expanion is the amazing increase in manufactured good exports. Thlir share

in total exoorts has risen from 16 percent in the late fifties to more -than

60 percenrt i n 196q. Excports to almost all destinations have risen rapiily,
but not at equal speeds. (See Table 6) The relative imaportance of the

Japanese and the HoDng Kong market diminished, whereas the share of exports

to other destinations went up. The most remarkable development is the

almost ten-fold increase Ln exports to the UJnited States. The overall ;share

of Korean exports in the gigantic U.S. marcet is, of course, still negligible.

1/ Average 1957-59 to 1965.

2/ 1959-65.
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However, in .th cas of'~. a3 feYc; comol s such as plTCd coto~ V !U -UU U.1 -t- - - - - -

texti:Les, raw silk, tungsten ore, Korea has become a supplier of some
* ~ ~ ~ r1n_- ~ 4P 4-b,- TT c _n ,_ 

4 'r^, Q ~ rd +h_T o ~ (1 -i,lpor'larce .Lt: Te: eAol ian of the U.S.l~ r.ake - for -WI -_ these -_ticle

is slow compared with the increase in Korean exports. Korea has been
aUle Uo ±i1U.E'UUdU lUvi shaDlr dU ULU t!Ap t Uof £AVs co,.ILPtiors (See

Chapter VII)

107. Much the greater part of credit for the development of the export
sector- in Korea should be given to an mpoortatnt switch in Governrmen4t pol:icy
from exclusive emphasis on import substitution during the later 1950's to
a more balanced trade policy in recent years. This reorientation was
reflected in successive devaluations as well as in a number of comple-
mentary measures designed to compensate exporters for the persisting gap
between official and "realistic" exchange rates (see paragraphs 99-102).
Many of these export promotion measures lapsed at the end of 1964, in
preparation for the establishment of a unitary floating exchange rate. 1/
However, the following export incentives are still in use:

(1) Preferential credit facilities (see below paragraphs
108-110).

(2) Tax exemptions. Import duties and commodity tax on
importeci raw materials for export production are waived.
Export sales are exempt from the business activity tax.
Half the profits on exports are deductible from taxable
incomne for the purposes of the personal and corporate
income taxes.

(3) Rebate on electricity and railway tariffs for bulky
export items e.g. minerals.

1/ During 1960-64, the Government operated an export-import linking
system. Exporters were compensated for the unattractive official
extchange rate by extending to them import rights for a percentage of
their export earnings. The exporter could either use these import
rights himself or sell them in a limited free market to importers at
a price established by demand and supply. Exports to a certain
country, for instance - Japan, were linlced to imports from that
country, and exports of an article not exported before were linked to
imports of a heavily restricted item, which could command a high
premium in the local market. A range of premiums was then established
which gave Korea what amounted to a multiple exchange rate system.
Another multiple exchange practice during 1960-64 was the direct
subsidies extended by the Government to encourage the export of certain
commodities. The size of the subsidy and the number of commnodities
eligible for receiving the subsidy have varied during these years.
Snecial PncourageenPnt was given to commodities which had not been
exported before or that were exported to a new market. In 1962 the
amounrt of export subsidies reached a peak of wnn 666 millijon (about
$4 million), and applied to roughly half of the exports in that year.
The subsidies in that year varied betwIeen 10 and 2 won per dollar,
which compares with an official foreign exchange rate at the time oi
13 won an%d a'r "rea,,i- c"1 rate of -rhaps 'r.nnrl 1 5~7 wrjn..4. _ V'% j CJIJ a j O.LJ. VJ&. .5 -V45. " - 1' , j **4 Ib - - I, -
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A. Growth ofI exorts 'by major cu-oditvy

Average 1965 1965
1957-59 Amount Percent

Commodiity _million dollars) Composition

Fish iand Fish Products il 3.3 22.4 12.8
Fruits and Vegetables n.a. 5.5 3.1
Iron Ore 2.2 6.8 3.9
Tungs-ten Ore 3.0 6.3 3.6
Raw S:iLk 1.1 7.1 4.1
Texti:Le Yarn and Fabric 0.9 26.3 15.0
Clothing - 20.7 11.5
Plywood - 18.1 10.3
Iron and Steel - 12.7 7.3
Non-ELectrical Mach:inery - 2.5 1.4
Radio Receivers - 1.4 .8
Rubber Footwear - 4.1 2.3
Human Hair and 'Wigs 0.4 6.5 3.7
Other Exports 8.42 34.7 19.8

TOTAL EM0'ORTS 19.3 175.1 100.0

Manufactured Exports 2.9 106.L

B. Composition of exports by destination

Percent Share 'in Total Korean P;-ort-s
Country 1961 1965

Japan 47 25
U.S.A 17
Europe 8 12
UV4 e.naxa A

Hong YKong 18 6
V uher, 1.j0 

/1 Includes laver and agar-agar.
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108. The most exensive promotional measure and one ,.thlch i

conspicuous is the arrangement regarding credit. The total effect of
various facilities (export credit, foreign payment guarantee and import
usance credit) is to provide short-term accomodation for exporters up to

75 percent of the va'ue of gross sales abroad at an interest rate of
6.5 percent, compared to normal commercial bank rate of about 26 percent
and the curb market rate of 60 percent per year. Ifn the special monetar:
and credit situation of Korea, access to cheap money creates powerful
incentives for producers to enter the export rmarket. There are also
obvious dangers of abuse since producers cater both to the domestic and
export markets. The authorities recognize the iriportarnce of checking
diversion of preferential credit to finance operations for the home market,
but how successful they are in preventing it is not known. 1/

109. IWithout questioning the general desirability of providing export
incentives in the Korean context, the Mission has some reservations
regarding the technique presently in use. First, there is too much
emphasis on short-term credit and too little on long-term assistance in
financing basic facilities for expanding export production. Secondly, the
present system encourages the perpetuation of a high import component of
exports. Thirdly, it is the exporter rather than the producer who has
access to cheap credit. It would be surprising, for example, if the

benefits of the credit subsidy was transferred by the middleman to the
fishermen. Given the strong position of the merchant in the marketing
process, the subsidy in all probability is enjoyed by him rather than the

producer who remains starved of credit. (See paragraph 49 and Volume IV)

110. Export incentives have a special significance in the manufacturing
sector. Domestic prices and costs, in many instances, are much higher than
world market prices. Access to cheap credit and tax exemptions permits
producers to reduce the finahcial loss in overseas operations and increase
their overall profit margin. Examples are sheet glass, rubber tires,
bicycles and possibly textiles. (See Volume V) These are industries in
which there is considerable excess capacity and the marginal cost of
production for the export market is much lower than the average cost.
Producing for the overseas market enables these firms to spread their

overhead costs and realize economies of scale. There is some justification
for inc-ent.-ives leading to t.he e- rloitation of idle capacity which already

exists. However, this can scarcely be described as a tenable long-term
export strategy. The present system of incentives does not distinguish
between products in which Korea can hope to acquire a comparative advantage
and other commodities whose exp,orts are lar0elv fortuitous. It is conceiv-
able that such incentives give signals via the price and profit mechanism
which distort the pattern of resource allocation

1/ According to one source 25 percent of export loans are unmatched by
actual exports. See Peggy B. Musgrave; "Trade Targets and Polic-ie
in Korea's Economic Development", August 1965, p. 44.
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C. Dehav .or of Imr30r

1i1. There have been marked annual fluctuations o-° imports for two
reasonis. FiLrst, imaports play the role oT stabilizing Korea,s Iood Supply.
Imports rise when the harvest is bad and drop when there is a bumper crop).
Over the iast decade, food imports have averaged about $60 million a year,
but in 1957 and 1963 they rose to $108 and $121 million respectively.
Seconcly, imrports have varied in response to overall economic policies oi
the Government. The expansionary policies of the reconstruction period
during the mid-fifties were accompanied by very large imports. The
stabilization effort during the following years 1959-1960 which eventually
caused a depletion of raw materials stocks and a slow donm in the groiTh
of industrial production led to a sharp reduction in the amount of imports.
AfterwJarcls, expansionary policies in 1962 and 1963 raised imports to
record leveLs.

112. Apart from these short-run fluctuations, the Korean economy has
secured import substitution on an impressive scale. (See Chart II) Irhile GNP
rose by I6 percent, iLports increased bY 13 percent only during the last dec-
ade. L/ Imports lagged behind output despite the fact that manufacturing, a
sector with high inport dependence, expanded relatively faster than other
activities. The degree of import substitution is also remarkable from
another point of view. The decade witnessed a perceptib'le rise in the rate
of fixed investment; a category of expenditure which is much more demanding
of imported items than consumption outlays.

113. A precise analysis of the pattern of import substitution is
hindered by a serious deficiency in the underlying data. A sizeable sha:e
of total imports du.ing the mid-fifties and early sixties camnot be
classified properly. The reader should interpret Table 7 with these
reser-vations in mind. Apparently, there wras a considerable reduction in
the role of imports in the Korean market for manufactured intermediate
products (narticularly textilfes- naper. ruhhtr) and investfnent.r- goods
(particularly cement and other building materials). 2/ Also, a large
redurt ion in roal im-norts took plar-e Avair.ahle Pirdenre suggests that
the import component of consumption outlays declined during the decade.
Tmnort- of' f'ocoL otheor thnn cerPals, was nearly h>er. G'othing imports
shrunk in size to negligible proportions and foreign exchange outlays on
other consumer goods did not increase.

1114. The mainn instruments of industrial policy during the past decade
were import prohibitions combined with long-term credit facilities at
preferentiall inte.rest rates and tax exemlptir.s. MI xh^er+ prlt
ently undervalued the dollar and tariff duties, on the whole, were moderate

in manltue. Ioweve, th lis of polliiteditem was ext-ensire ardL.LL. 1i~1LO6 -LULLU * IIVVVUVVJ.L, UL4± -LLOU lo .L Y .JL"LUJ. LjtZ J.1U~1I WO A _I0L V u~

covered nearly ever;y important item likely to encounter foreign competition.

1 / In,,l'Z I' -I / 1
1/ A-verage 195)6-57 Lo Average 1963-65

2/ See Volume V.
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A. Compositioni ofLvi ot

Average 1956/5f Average 163/6
Amount Amnount

Catego~~~~~~~ Million $5 PercenTi Mili ion $p Perceni

Consumner Goods 94 23 809 19

Cereals 58 14 72) 15
Othear Food 18 410 2
Other 18 4~ 7 2.

Intermnediate Goods 209 51 255 __5

Crude Materials 77 19 i1l 24
Manafactured Intermediates 132 32 144h 31

Manufactu-red Investment Goods 69 17 119 26

Unclassified 40 10 1 --

TOT;Vu Ivi{PORTS )414 100 465 100

B hr n? j~c~ rnnnr+.q j n +.ntnI sunnI v(O

Average ±y956'57 A-verage 19)631u65

M4anufactured intermediates 38n 16

Chiemicals /1 34 49
Pa-per 32 3

Textiles 12 7
Rubber Manufacturing 9 0
Wood, F-ur-niture 2 0

IM'anufactured Investment Goods 42 33

Transport Equipmnent 26 27
Electrical Machinery 82 44
Other Machinery 50 57
Metal Products 11 18
Basic Metals 63 36
Non-Metallic Minerals 31 4

/1 Includes fertilizer. For notes and sources, see Volume V.
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flonse+.1e . h nyrnf-xe-M vth iim1-r 1blln over V r Tnn Tnnnfiictn r ngi wa mnre

or less impenetrablia and prices for major industrial products were consid-
erablyr alhmrvrths in J+hcnn. r Irv' UT.q•n For .pnn in Ooi f-.+nr Q'r 1Q5 the

differential between Korean and international prices was as follows:
- r'- -nn VA nrs+1 / e + -- ' h,- -2 Ln- - - - 1 -- / nn,nr n4 1 ncn"on+ 9/

'.'. .itMJJJ ^. ±aq 36' perce.t '/,S1 .1 aeeU~.l. bsa. .4 percerfU .I.t y, newsprintJf 31S pecn J- '.

ammonium sulphate 12 percent 1/ and cement 18 percent. l/ These high
prices may have meant high poi - c e---n4 pas u

the whole the feeling of the Mission is that a comparatively high cost
s t,ruc t --e tse LZ UII IIZLI nte _PlCUaIU-Vlo.

1ii. ±i1le -oreuan uovex'inri- en' lsax-e of -e high cosi pUre 'ucturu±
of doinestic manufacturing and is taking measures to improve the compet-
itiveness of local firms. in l964, a step towards the liberalzation of'
quantitative restrictions was taken. Presently 77 percent of imports
financed by export earnings are not subject to quantitative restrictions
but the list of prohibited items remains long. The Governmernt should
consider a phased program of decontrol. A sudden removal of physical
barriers may cause excessive dislocation. Domestic industry needs time
to rationalize management and cut costs. Quantitative restrictions should
be replaced by protective tariffs in the first instance and there should
be a schedule for lowering tariffs in graduated steps over a period of
time.

1/ 'he comparison is with Japan.

2/ The cornparison is with USA.
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A. The Nature of the Planning Process

116. Generally speaking, the Mission was impressed by the enthusiasm,

ambition, and sophistication of Korean planners. Unlike other planning
agencies, the Economic Planning Board in Korea is not divorced from other

Government Agenc-es and a beginning has recently been made in seeking the

collaboration of the private sector. There is widespread awareness of

plan targets inside and outside the Government. Korean planners are

receiving considerable technical assistance from abroad in the formulat-ion

of the Second Plan, which will begin in January 1967. Hopefully the

Second Plan, scheduled to be ready in July 1966, will turn out to be a

well-considered, operational document which provides valuable guidance to

government agencies and private parties in Korea as well as to members of

a Consultative Group,if one is organized, and potential foreign investors.

117. Readers f'amiliar with the most recent developments in Korea may

find that the Mission's observations are somewhat dated. Probably, many

thines have changed! in Seoul since the Mission's visit towards the end cf

1965. At that time! Korean planners were working at three levels of

analy-sis: (a) the project-program level, (b) the sectoral level, and

(c) the level of macro-economic magnitudes.

118. Work at the level of specific projects and programs seemed to

be lanquishing at the end off 196q. In March 1965, the Economic Planning
Board (EPB) requested ministries and other government agencies to submit
proposals regarding potenntal investments during the Second Plan. In

turn, the iMlinistry of Commerce and Industry sought the cooperation of
various trade and industrial associtions in the rivate sector. Many

useful studies were prepared in response to this request. However, the

data assembledid not lend itsel;-' to a systematic screening of prolects.

Frequently, the iniformation was unreliable or incomplete. Work is now

under way to overcome. these shortcanings and prepare a revised list of

projects for inclusion in the Second Plan.

119. At the sectoral level, there is more sophistication. Korean
piannrers axe cuLce.Ltvrating on luiVe implemer.tatio of a l3 sector Jintr-

industry model based on the 1963 Input-Output Table. Work is under way

to assess present industrial capacity, to establish investment coeffi-
cients based on past data and to project private consumption, public
consumption as well as exports by- sectvor. Altogether, this work
represents an ambitious application of formal planning techniques which

may prove to be valuable, provided several formLdable data problems can
be solved. In this connection, technical assistance is being furnished by

the 11.S. Operations; Mission, the lMathan Advisory Group and the German

Advisory Group.
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120. Inp+-Ioutpu+ sa ysisrA has a y p d uefu N rl

it yi.elded valuable information concerning the present structure of the
econcI<M blut it1 has led 4- a bas- c revl4si4on ofl national income accout,

_Mu. fStit , 0 ttL X , is IZ': I~. UV JU~A.. I VS.-~ fL '.4 J_ J. VJAhU. -LI~'.* A - n .i.±

particularly for the manufacturing sector. Furthermore, the discipline
of manipulting the inter-industr model for the purposes of the Second
Plan should foster the valuable habit of collaboration among various
agencies of the Korean Go-verrnmlent.. If successful, hl-is experi.Ment in tlie
operational use of econometric methods may provide insights regarding the
feasi.bility and consistency of the planned investment program.

121. H-Eowever, it wJould be dangerous to expect too much out of an
exercise of this ty-pe. First, activities or sectors in the Korean input-
output table are not operational categories; a great deal of diversity is
hidden behind the numbers in many cells of the table. Therefore, con-
clusions which apply to a sector may not be relevant for a particular
project within the sector. Secondly, Korean planners concede the
impoasibility of constructing an optimizing model. 1/ Therefore, the
present exercise cannot illuminate the efficient path of import substi-
tuticn or export growth. Only rigorous analysis of likely rates of
return (financial and economic) of particular projects, within a macro-
economic framewiork, can provide glimpses of the optimum pattern of
resource allocatiorL. Thirdly, there is the danger that planners in trying
to implement an elaborate inter-industry model may get trapped in the
morass of statistical quandaries (for example adjusting the 1963 Input-
Output Table for the undervalued exchange rate and movements in relative
prices). This pitfall should be avoided at any cost, in the interest of
formulating an action-oriented progran.

B. The Macro-Economic Framework

122. The provisional thinking of the EPB is embodied in the
ol,o.yng princi-npI t.ynrupt-q at the level of' Tarn-eron m1r mc nit.nrlps: 2/

(1) Tota.l population -.iA11 inres at- an nvPrqge nnnuil
groi;th rate of 2.39 percent and reach 32.4 million in 1971.

(2) GNP w-jill rise at a rate of 7.0 percent per annum and
roach 11,9 billion won i 1971.

(3) Gross do restIc investm,ent during 1967-71 ,wIl total
981 billion won or 19.3 percent of GNP.

(4) Gross savings during 1967-71 will total 624 billion won
or 12. J of. P A1 percenTfl of J. tot ' .... Va.n

will. be generated in the public sector. The ratio of ta:x
revenues to GNP will be raised tio 13.1 percent in 1971.

1/ P. framework for determining the best way to achieve economic growth
in a. given economic environ.ment.

2/ VIlue figures exnressed in 1965 prices.
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( ieurrlafiiu exIors L U.1''L -- I te at . L a rue of L2
percent per year and reach $550 million in 1971.

(6) Merchandise i^aports will rise at a rate of about 11.1
percent per year and reach 4(8y mili-on (f.o.b.) ln 171.

(7) Net iLnflow of foreign resources required during 1967-71
will total $1,347 million or 7 perc*nt of GNP. On a
gross basis, required foreign resources wTill total
$1,669 miLlion or $334 million per year. Foreign exchange
reserves will increase by $131 million during the plan
period.

C. Reduction in Population Growth

123. The goverlment's program to control the growth of population i,3
ambitious. 1/ From 1955 to 1960, the population increased by about 2.9
percent per year. This high rate resulted from demographic forces preseltly
affecting many developing countries; a continued high level of fertility
(L0-15 births per 1,000 population) accompanied by declining mortality
(16 deaths per 1,000 population in 1955-1960). The implicit assumptions
underlying the EPB's target are that the death rate during the Second half
of the 1960's will decline to about 11 while the birth rate will fall to
a level of less than 35.

121.. The P-vPrctntion of' a sharp decline in the birth rate is tied to
the government sponsored family planning program, initiated in 1962. The
target is to get about one-third of all married couoles in the fertile
age-group to practice birth control. About 15 percent of the target was
achieved by the middle of 1965. This is a nromising star-t. Circumstances
are propitious; the will to cantrol family size is spreading, a largely
literate poplalation. facilitates mass co-ZM.1nication, and( nvanni 7ed rel igir!ous

opposition is absent. However, those responsible for the program are awjare
of several shortcorlngs - hast-ly trained nmeia staff, inadequate facil-
ities for follow-up etc. Presumably, the program so far has touched the

va.L±. a _ ;L.-t.L.J CA'. UUUe ls.5&). '" sj'aY ~ ~'- - k t - _ -eas-'y access-ib-le and the hig0ory m0otlvated -olll^l. Pi-tl,er Trges ayt

be slower because it depends on the ability to reach couples who are remote
arnu reca.lc.itr-dnt.

125.~ 1 Ecrc,c planners -wdLl WV -w-e1l_l-ad-rsed UV err on1 thide -L f

caut-.on. As a working hypothesis the Mission envisages that fertility will
.~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ -_ J.1 _4 4 n__{ __\nI., -4. -1 7 4 _ _ -4 L1 _1 - -, S )s.declIne lecS apCD1.y (frOML 41-0- 14 u to ` dlu Ul1141, QUU jUivL±vLi Wi-L ' ,w

at a rate of 2.66 percent and reach 34 million by 1971. If this target
regarding fertility is secured, Korea will have achieved a major tri-umphli
with few pa-rallels in world demographic history. The only other comparable
break-through in reducing a high level of fertility during a short ti2me-
span is the case of Taiwfran.

1/ See Volume II for details.
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D. Feasible Groth in Income

126. From the standpoint of production possibilities, the EPB target

for growth in GNP seerris to be quite feasible. The projected rate of

increase of 7 percent is higher than past growth in Korea, sustained over

reasonably long periods, (although somewhat lo-wer th4 growth during 1963-65)

and is, of course, much higher than the speed of income growath in most

other developing countries. Nevertheless, the Hliss ion ,eels reasonably

confident that Korea can attain the production target set by EPB, provided

policies are favorable and there is no financial constraint. This -Lew is

fortified by the discussion in Chapter VI of growth prospects in agricul-

ture, fisheries and manufacturing, although in this last sector the Mission

was unable to appraise all production possibilities and thus speaks with

less assurance.

127. However, we have serious reservations about Koreas capacity to

finance the 7 percent growth target. The EPB's aggregate plan implicitly

assumes the following macro-economic coefficients:

(1) One unit of extra income will require 2.54 units of fixed

investment (ICOR) compared to 1.76 in the past.

(2) About 35 percent of the expected increment in income will

be saved (IRS) compared to the present average savings

rate of about 5-6 percent.

(3! The inflow of foreign resources will fill the gap between

investment requirements and domestic savings; the postu-

lated net inflow of 41.3L7 million during 1967-71 compares
with the 1961-65 deficit on the balance of payments of

about $Al337 million. 1/

1Q.I feasibility of the 7 nercent groath target, in a financial

sense, depends on the validity of these parameters. If the actual relat.ion

between -vestment. and output is not as favorable or if planners prove to

be over-optimistic about the possibilities of domestic resource mobili-
zation, thenr a higher voolum1 e of f'nreim resources will be required to avoid

serious financial disequilibrium. The quantitative implications of marginal

varia-tions :in the plarned - of paranmeters is illustrated in Table 8.

It shows the size of net foreign resources, required during the Second

Plan, on the basis of specified values of growth of GDP, the incremental

capital-output ratio (ICOR) and the marginal savings rate (TARS). The

filna,i-ig ofi a f percer,t growth rate will require more thY- $3 billion of

foreign resources at one end of the spectrum (ICOR 3.00 and MRS 10 per-

cent) and only slighitly more than $ 60) million at the other end T COR 2 00

and MEIS 35 percent). The range of variation is very wide indeed and the

skill of the planner consists in select-lng hpotheses which minimize the

margin of error.

1/ Goods and services account, excluding factor income transaction.
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129. Prima face, the im..plicit value Of ICOR in the EPB's calculation
is not implausible. It is considerably higher than the historical value

of the coefficient a,nd seems to recognize the tendenc-y for canital-

intensity to increase as excess capacity is exlausted, as the transport

system is rehiabiitated and as heavier lines of import substit-ution are

undertaken. However, the EPB's ICOR does not as yet take into account the

results of sector and project studies. Wh.en the planners revise the

preliminary macro-framework in the light of these studies, they will be in

a better position than now to select a more realistic value for the ICOR.

Table 8: NET FOREIGN RESOURCE REQUIRE1ENT 1967-71

(Million US dollars)

Marginal rate Incremental Capital-Out2ut Ratio

of saVinpE 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00

A. Growth rate of GDP 6 percent lper annum

10 1352 1626 1900 2170 24144
15 1163 1437 1711 1981 2256
20 974 1248 1522 1793 2067
25 778 1052 1,26 1596 1870

30 589 863 1137 1407 1681
35 396 670 944 1215 1489

B. Growth rate of GDP 7 percent per annum

10 1744 2074 2404 2733 3063
15 1341 1670 2000 2330 2659
20 1293 1622 1952 2281 2611

2, 1059 1389 1719 2048 2378
30 837 1167 1496 1826 2156
35 611 911 1270 1600 1930

Source: It ssion estimates

130. VT1ilp the EPB's implicit value for ICOR is within the bounds cf

probability, the postulated i4RS is of heroic dimensions. The Mission

applauds the nlanners' ambition in shooting for a 35 percent marginal

savirngs ra-lte but it has grave doubts about the feasibility of this target

from an adn-inistrat ive or technical standpoint. The reader will recall

that there wias a serious shortfall in the savings target of the First Plan;

perhaps Korean planners can be nprsuaded to avoid repeating the same

mistadke. If the Second Plan is geared to a virtually impossible savings

target, then the econr T faces the prospect of either financial disequi-

librium (inflation, depletion of foreign reserves, accumulation of short-

termi- foreign debt) or a disruption of the development program in mid-couirse
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(delays, incomplete projects, excess c-apacJity, false economies in nuhblc

current e Tenditures). Of course, these consequences can be avoided if
suppliers cfl ̀oreign aid are prepared to com-e to Korea's rescue by plm-ping

in additional external resources to offset the shortfall in domestic
savings. For example, an extra amount of about rur;ng the

Second Plan (i.e., over and above the $1347 million postulated by EPB)
would. be required to fill the financial gap that would arise if the actual

MRS turned out to be only 20 percent, compared to the target of 35 percent

(see Table 8).

131. The M11ission believes that Korea sho-uld not count on the avall-
ability of external resources in quantities much larger than she received
during the past. Thiis impression is based on public statements of major

suppliers as well as an assessment of the total foreign aid climate.

Given this financial constraint and the Mission's judgment that a _35 pe-

cent MIRS is out of question, the feasibility of the 7 percent growth target

for GDP is doubtful. Korean planners should think in terms of a more

modest growJth rate, unless a big increase in foreign assistance is forth-
coming. Meamnhile, the implications of a 6 percent growth in GDP are

presented in Table 9 on the basis of sectoral explorations (see Chapter VI)

and our assessment of financial availabilities (Section E below and

Chapter VII ).

El. Domestic Resource Mobilization

132. Korea wjould be showing satisfactory economic performance if she

geared her policies to secure a marginal savings rate of 20 percent during

the SSecond Plan. This suggested target should be considered in the light

of Korean history and the economy's structural characteristics - relatively

equal disti hut on of wealth; subsistence agriculture, backward financial

institutions, undeveloped tax system - impeding quicker progress on the
savings front. The q-hiJvPment of this obiective during the next five
years will lay the foundation for securing a higher marginal savings rate

in the Th"ird Plan- sav 25-3n nercent. Such a phased approach to the

solution of Korea's savings problem may be more constructive and more

real-Lstic -than the attempt to take giant strides at once.

133. t-e publ:Lc sector-ii play the central role in achieving the

recorrmendedi savings target. While the EPB tentatively postulates that
orily 297 percentl-. ol +tota1 s Q twill cnme from the public sector the

Mission suggests that this proportion should be raised to 45 percent.
(See Table 9) Our emrphasis on public savings is not linked to any

predilection for Government investment. Once generated, public savings can

be redirected to the private sector. The Mission assign.s more inmportance
to pubLic savings because there can be little certainty regarding the

behavior Ot private savings under present condi+tons in Korea. .1thnough

the recent inflation might have led to increased corporate savings, it has

had an unfavorable eflect on ho-useho'ld sa-vings. Ecxectations reg-rding

future price movements are in a transitional phase. The financial system

is just beginning to be reconstructed. If a strong upward movement in

private savings should materialize, the planners can always readjust their

strategy.
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i34. Jiieanwhile, policy makers sho-uld foc-us on he ways and mearis of

raising sharply the ratio of public savilgs to GNP as well as the magnitude
and character of the tax reform required to accomplish their objective.
In this context, it will be necessary also to estimate the desirable
increase in public current expenditures. The Mission's suggestions are
shown in Table 9 and their rationale is discussed in Volume VII.

135. Briefly, our conclusions are as follows: Public current
expenditures are projected to rise by 73 percent during 1965-I971.
Salaries of public servants will have to be adjusted to make up for the
losses incurred during the recent inflation. If the Government impIements
the suggested program, real salary levels in 1968 will rise by a modest
13 percent compared to 1962. Meanwhile, real per capita income will have
risen by approximately 30 percent in this period. It is important that
the time-sequence of salary adjustments should be coordinated with the tax
reform. Salary hikes without increased tax revenues will, of cource, lead
to budget deficits. The public sector should expand educational facilities
so as to allow for the expected rise in enrollment and to secure at least
some improvement in the quality of schooling. These and other requirements
will raise the ratio of public current expenditures to GNP from 9.8 percent
in 1965, to an average of 12.2 percent for 1966-71.

136. Public revenues should increase by 120 percent to accommodate the
essential increments in current expenditure as well as to generate the
required surpluses for financing public and private investment. This
implies that 33 percent of the increment in GDP during 1965-1971 should
be tapped by fiscal instruments. Evidently, there is room for increasing
revenues by this order of magnitude= Korea's present tax effort is auite
low compared to other developing countries, or compared to her own
performance in the earlr 1960's . The revenue target, suggested by the
Mission, will not be achieved automatically. Administrative improvements
in tax collection are essential but some officials tend to exaggerate th.e
potential cf raising revenue in this fashion. The Tiission is convinced
th iatU IQhe achi eve4ment of the, -- revnu tage w'l depnd, in la nrge rmeasllre-

L,Lab Wit dL.LL V ~ e revenue UVL- V -v --- - I, - - - -,

on increments in tax rates, on extension of tax coverage and on rise in
prices of gowodLIIs ar.c ser-r ces poue bnnnt. eS.'ntr.pr

of a tax reform in Korea. This is one among many subjects on which the
Government will have to formulate thleir ow. policy position after careful
study of alternative revenue measures and their implications for resource
allocation and equity. The Mission's j-udg>,-ent is that sharp incremments
in revenue can be secured through indirect taxes, which already contribute
about 70 percent of' tax revenues. Adjustments in rates and coverage
should be engineered in such a way that harmful side-effects on resource
allocation or equity are minimized. The followning proposals are among the
principal suggestions offered for consideration:
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(95prices)

Value Added Fixed Investmen.t

1 9 6 5 i97i 196)-5i97i 1960-19015 //7 19v66-1971

(billion won) ( pa. ) (buillion wo) -

Al. Results of sectoral analysis

Total. Economy 772 /2 1096 6.o 463 917

Agriculture 287 385 5.0 h5 /1 100
Fisheries 9 13 7.2 28

ManufactuLring 153 269 9.9 106 252
F'ower 40 57
T'ransport 323 429 4.9 104 200
R.esidual 168 280

B. Sources of finance for investment

1965 1971 1966-1971
(billion wonT

Total. Fixed Investrment 88 /3 150 808
Inventory Investment 6 7 17 /6 85 /6
Total. Tnvestment 9L 75 167 893

Net E'xternal Savings 55 /5 63 LL5
Gross Domestic Savings 39 7i 104 448

Private Sector Sa.vings n.a. L3 246
Public Sector Savings 11 61 202
P-Litl Rev rues 88 19h 906

Public Current Expenditures 77 133 704

h Includes fisher ies.
77 Gross domestic product. See Bank of Korea revised accounts January 1966.
75 A.verage of 196 and 1965.
X Average 1963-65.
7 'his figure is notional in iew of serious valuation pnroblems.
7~ Calculated on the assumption that stock increases will amount to l.5.

piercent of G-DP on the average. See Si,m.on Kuznets; Econnomlic Developm.ent

and Cultural Change July 1960, Part II. The actual proportion during
a.955-65' was 2.0 percent and d-urng 1960-65 it wa, 1. percent.

/7 F'ixed investment expressed in 1965 prices by the use of implicit
S ce:l"ators.

Source: HiIissi.on estimates
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(1) TGnsnlinp prices in Korea a7re half the level in Western
Europe. A significant increase in tax rates should be

hossib T4nwiprpr_+ t.qYPq on fuiil nil shoml d not. be
increased too much in view of the desirability of pro-
moting the substitution of fuel oil for con7 - (See
Chapter VI)

(2) The share of Government revenue in the Korean retail

nearly half in many countries. The Korean Government
-tobk-acco m,onopolQy s1houlS.d subst-antiall rais the whole

structure of its sale prices. Higher increments should
apipl,y 'L.C'o-- aUibanUd cons1-IeU b.Ut th U1 ULd.II1 I -Lul

than to the popular economy cigarettes, smoked by low-
incom=e groups. Tc-es on liquor should be raised side
by side writh improved measures to control evasion. The
present specifiic duty sh-lould be con-verted into an
ad-valorem tax.

(3) E-dsting effective rates of the business activity tax on
goods are less than 1 percent; they should be increased
to 1.5 percent. The extent of rate increrments should be
higher on Eiluxury'" goods and services. Similarly,
revision of the rate structure of commodity taxes should
differentiate between articles of mass consumption and
those wihich are seldom purchased by low-income groups.

(a) There should be a more selective approach than heretofore
in granting exemptions from the corporate and other taxes
to new industries and to firm,is engaging in export trade.
Also, the 20-year tax holiday for newly reclaimed land
should be reduced.

(5) The rate of the corporate income tax in the first bracke-;
should be raised from 20 to 25 percent.

(6) The personal income tax, paid by nearly a quarter of the
non-agricultural labor force, can scarcely be described
as a progressive fiscal instrument. There are no personal
exermptions, evasion is practiced on a considerable scale
by income earners not subject to withholding and the system
is schedular, i.e. different income categories are not
treated uniformly and incomes earned by the same individuial
in various tax districts are not added up for assessment
purposes. The long-term aim of policy should be to
gradual1y move toward a global svstem, i.e. where people
are taxed on their income irrespective of Lwhether it is
saThrnv or nrofit and irrespective of where it is earned.
Ho1J quickly this change takes place will depend on the
pace of f5mnrovurmnnt in tny ndministrntion. The authorities
should experiment with operating a global system for high

-ncor m. nt- v brack in thefir instance.
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138. The main tax measures, outlined above, should be thoroughly
studied anrd then resolutely iinplemented during the initial years of the

Second Plan. Such a timing would facilitate the adjustment in salary
leveLs (see Paragraph 135), and raise the pub'ic savings ratio. If the

Mission's recommendations are accepted, the ratio of public savings to
GNP Uill increase J'rom 1.5 percent to 5.5 percent during 1965-71 while
the total savings ratio will approach 10 percent oy the end of the Second

Plan compared to about 5 percent in the base period. (See Table 9)
Under these condit:Lons, per capita consumption would increase at about
2.4 percent per annum.

F. Foreign Resources and Investment Requirements

139. On the cDndition that the Republic of Korea agrees with our

recoammendations regarding domestic resource mobilization and shows

readiness to implement the tax refarnm, outlined above, the Mission suggests

that t;he net inflow of foreign resources should be geared to total $1,650

million during 1966-1971, i.e., an average annual of $275 million. On

this basis foreign savings available for financing Korean capital formation,

during the period as a whole, will match domestic savings on a one to one

basis (see Table 9).

140. Given these assumptions, Korea can secure a 6 percent growth
in income nrovided the actual ICOR does not exceed 2.35 compared to 1.76

in the past. Preliminary sectoral studies undertaken by the M4ission and

other qual-ified teams 1/ suggest that planners may encounter some

difficulty in containing the rise in capital intensity within these
limits. 2/9 (See C'hapter VI) When we add up the sectoral reauirements
for fixed investment during 1966--71, the total is won 917 billion compared
to ,won 808 billion of available financning. (See Table 9) Initial

explorations at the sectoral level reveal a weighted overall ICOR of
26617. Ho,mvever, these are rather rough calcuilations and a deeper study
should per-mit plainers to refine estimates, and eliminate double count:Lng.
Moreover, further iterations, b1aed on sy.stematic screenin of projects,

probably, will permit planners to limit fixed investment to the level of
available financing. 3/

1/ The IWorld Bank sponsored Transport Survey Mission and the USA
sponsored Po-we-r Survey Team.

2/ The first trial of thle sector. 4 pan;g rodel -of EPB yleled a level

of investment requirements much higher than that assumed in their
aggregate plan.

3/ The use of the ICOR in this exercise is no more than a me-thodologi_cal
device. The lin1 between investment and output over a relatively
short period, such as the Second Plan, is subject to a consLderable
margin of variation (see paragraph 128 and Table 8) owing to changes
in capacity utilization, weather conditions, gestation periods of

large projects and other factors.
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A. The Overall View

1f. I Acciim" -th-at. C-DP will reas by0 6W percent. TpT annnrm- wiihat.

should be the future composition of output and the sectoral allocation
of irvest,.r+?+ rlh s- - +h s q is lrgel r Tn by

Korea's stock of natural resources, the growth momentum built up in the
pastu ardl Ithe expected evolution +4- the co;s7rpo pa+en.Te utr
sectoral pattern will also depend on Korea's opportunities in international
md±arkts a-d' e sco .for efficient J subsU-Lu±ion. Broai l '.J perLJ.

these are the considerations on the basis of which the X ission has exa-iiaed
thIIe prospecbs £or thlree coiou.dity projdueng sectors - agricuLtUreLLL, flsies

and manufacturing. We also report, briefly, on the recommendations of
the U.S. sponsored power survey team and the prelmininary indings of the
IBRD Transport Survey Mission. The main conclusions are shown in Table 9,
Chapter V.

142. IThe basic premise underlying the 101ission's thinking is that
manufacturing will continue to play the role of a leading sector in the
Korean economy. Given the scarce natural resources of the country, no
alternative long-term strategy for development is feasible. Wages are
relatively low and they are likely to remain low for the foreseeable future,
in view of existing underemployment and the expected growth in the labor
force. Whereas the average anuual increment to the working-age population
was estimated at 200,000 during the past five years, the corresponding
figure during the Second Plan is likely to exceed 250,000. (See Volume II)
This acceleration in the supply of workers will tend to intensify competition
for jiobs. An ample supply of low-wage labor is the country's chief asset
and the main basis of her comparative advantage in international trade.
Korean work.ers are not only inexpensive to hire but they also have considerable
trairLing potential. Literacy is already high and by all accounts, Korean
workers have a repu;Ltation for hard work, discipline and ingenuity. Further-
more, there is no dearth of entrepreneurial talent although few industrial-
ists can boast of long experience in factory management or the art and
technique of marketing. There are shortages of qualified middle-level
manpower (technicians, supervisors etc.) and high caliber professional
catemories. Both the efficiency and rate of growth of manufacturing will
depend on the potential market; domestic and foreign. If Korea can persuade
neighboring South East Asian countries (eg. Taiwan, Thailand etc.) to
formulate complementary investment programs for certain industries in which
there are siznificant economies of scale, then she will have taken a step
which will be important not only for her but also for the industrialization
of South East Asia.

1b3. TPhe. emnhasis on manufacturing does not imnlv. of course. that
investment opportunities in other sectors should be neglected; on the con-
trawr, evemr effort must be made to ra inmome and emnlovment in rural
areas through the development of agriculture and fisheries. In fact,

oppr+tl.t_s fr gic oxpnnsi,q ~in the nea'r future are im-prrss-Lve



although non-repetitive to some extent. There is the prospect of reducing

dependence on imported foodgrains by expanding the cultivated area. However,

long-term growth will be circumscribed by constraints on the supply side

(unavailability of virgin land) and on the demand side (exhaustion of sccpe

for further import reprLacement). Further development in agriculture will
be based on intensiNe farming, diversification of the cropping pattern and

the search for market outlets in Korean cities and abroad. In the fishing

sector, the natural resource position is relatively permissive and the

outlook for demand, both domestic and foreign, is good. The chief obstacles

and the main reasons for low productivity are the dearth of capital equip-

ment and the technological as well as organizational backwardness of this
sector. A development policy focused on alleviating these bottlenecks shiould

obtain! a ready response from the fishi-g industrv. Korea can also capitalize

on the opportunity to build a deep-sea fleet and in this way establish a

foothold in the international tuina market.

l).l . A.lthough agriculture, fisheries and manufacturing comnete with
each other for scarce capital and foreign exchange, there is no competition

with espct to lbor. 4 Ldeed, the problem of u-nemployment and underemploy-

ment faced by the Korea econorm is such that ecoromic policy should aim at

maxim:Lzing the numriber of .new Jobs to kee- -ace with growth of the labor

force, The capacity of the manufacturing scector tuo generate direct employ-
ment opportunities is fairly liai4td., co--psrd to agriclI.ture or fisheries.

For this reason ai-n.ie, if for no otiL'er, developmni_-t stra-cegy ought to aim

at a balanced growt-h of 'hese sectora, If fuller and a,Rditionai emnloMOnt

in rural areas leads, to some slwing down in the rate of urbanization and

some savings in costs associated wlth city living, then an importanit objective
will be secured.

145. PLanners should recognize that many other inter-sectoral relations
are complementary. The development of pruimary sectors -will raise purch-as
power in the Korean countryside and among coastal fishermen. This growth in
incomes wilL expand the market for Korean manufact-ures and ease one of the

important constraints inhibiting the development of this sector. Similarly,
expansion in the local production of fertilizers, pesticides, fishing nets,
fishing boats, animal feeds etc. in the manufacturing sector should faci:Litate
the flow of inputs to the primary sectors.

146. The development of the commodity-producing sectors will generate
addit:ional demand on Korea's transport and power networks. The ruling
criterion in select-ing projects in this field should be to mininize cost.s

per ton-kilometer or per kilo-watt-hour. However, the cost criterion is

not always easy to interpret orx apply. For example, planners face an
important choice between concentrating future industrial activity in the

already crowded Inchon-Seoul-Pusan corridor or creating two or three new

industrrial poles around other ports. There is no doubt that investment
requirements for infrastructure during the Second Plan would be much lower

in the former case than in the latter. iNevertheless, from a longer-term
point of view there is much to be said for reducing the regional concentration

of economic activity. If Seoul continues to grow as in the past, then before
long such a pattern of development will require a major rebuilding of the
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whole metropolis, necessitating large outlays. The present liUssion is not

competent to pronounce on this issue but Korean planners should certainly
c-onsider it very seriouslv. A decision on this crucial question of

regicnal location will have widespread ramifications for Korean development
s tr at e r. 

147. The first round of sector stud-es sugeest the followining investment
pattern during 1966-71; agriculture 11 percent, fisheries 3 percent, manu-

facturing 27 pe-rcent transport 22 percent end electric powtjer 6 percent.

(See Table 9, Chapter V) The assumptions behind these numrbers are explained
n1 detail in various volumes, the following sections discuss the salient

points and identify some of the main programs or projects in each sector.

To repeat, these conclusions are strctly tentative. A gat deal of vW0rk,
remains to be done before the investment program is finalized.

B. Prospects for Agricult-ure 1/

148. Korean agriculture can grow fairly rapidly during the Second Plan.
Reclamation and other land development can bring under the plough sizeable
new areas. Also, there is the prospect that intensive farming can secure
substantial yield increments. Korea can reduce her dependence on imported

foodgrains and thus approach the target of self-sufficiency. All these
developments are in. the cards and the Mission foresees no insuperable
difficulties in the way. However, policy should also focus on devising
solutions to some of the more intractable problems of Korea agriculture
such as the following:

(1) lack of a diversified cropping pattern;

(2) heavy reliance on Government subsidies;

(3) reappearance of ''quasi-tenancy" and the related problem
of rural credit.

Land Reclamation

149. IThe targets for production and investment, envisaged by the Mission,
are summarized in T'able 10. Value added and production in the agricultural
sectcor is projected to increase at an average annual rate of 5 percent per
annu.m. This is quite an ambitious growth target compared to Korea's past
performance and comLpared to rates of agricultural development in other
countries. There are extraordinary opportunities for expansion in Korea.
during the next five years. If these opportunities are grasped, the culti-
vated! area will increase by 3.2 percent per annum. By 1971, the farmed
area will be approaching the physical frontier. Unless surveys reveal new
potential for land development, there will not remain much room for extend-
ing the margin of cultivation during the Third Plan. Although a relatively
high growh rt+e appears feasible diLrinn 1966-71. Korea may find it diff'i-

cult to suostain such a pace of expansion during the seventies.

1/ Ir on d alya 4
a 4n Vol.eTTT
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'Table 10: AGPICUTflTUTP1AT. TTSTMR.T\T AT * PRMr.TTrTI\j TAprFlTS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~( _ (196 price s)

A 1-9raw Trv-tr -+.m v,+.
A. Fn-Yed -n.estm.en.t

Program Amount Physical Target Unit Cost
~-''Lww. wor. W 00, c0J hecta,

000 won

ioua±l 1u96-6U 4L4. I

Total 1966 10.0
Total 196/7-71 9U.0 n.a. n

Upland Reclamation 21.0 35° 60
Tidal Reclamation 2.4 10 240
Large Irrigation 12.0 100 120
Small Irrigation 1.3 100 13
Improvement of Existing

Irrigation Schemes 0.4 120 n.a.
Flood Control 5.0 n.a. n.a.
Land Consolidation 10.5 175 60
Other /1 37.4 n.a, n.a.

B. Production

Activity Growth Rate per Annum
Past /2 d Future

Total. Agriculture 3.7 /3 5.0

Cereals 3.4 5.1
Potatoes 9.4 6.8
Vegetables 2.3 6.8
Fruits 7$5 8.0
Cotton decline 0.0
Sericulture 8.2 /5 25.0
Livestock 2.6 7 n.a.
Forestry 11.9 7b n.a.

/1 Includes agricultural implements, special crops (sericulture, horticulture,
etc.), forestry, animal husbandry, creation of viable farms, research etc.

/2 :L955-57 Average to 1962-64 Average.

/3 Value added in 1960 prices; averagc 1955-57 to average 1963-65.

/4 VTalue added in 1960 prices; 1960-61 Average to 1964-65 lAverage.

/5 (Cocoon production 1960-61 Average to 1963-64 Average.

Source: Volume III
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150o Nearlv a quarter of nroposed agrricultural investment is allocated
to projects which will reclaim new land. (See Table 10) Most of this
i nvesltment is gssimned to th1 upland rec=lamatioon nrogram;i which has cons:id-
erable potential. A land capability survey conducted by the UMl Special
Fulnd has already accumulated vn-1iuhlPdta rnoverino 1.3 rriillion hectares3
which will permit the scientific designing of upland projects on a water--
shed or sub-w.atvershed basis. Such a systematic approach t.J;11 fcAGiitate
anti-soil erosion work, increase the probable life of bench-terraces and
red,Wce costs hozet I 'T+he 1 w iieInA woroor. QAolncalrt.nt1 rn A
15 O', V VUP SJVUL *ACi VOL L * fl. V-L VA .f_ Aj J_4~ w ' 5*_' ._ ___

piecemeal basis and they were scattered in many places throughout the country.

151. Past experience indicated that tidal reclamation was much more
expen.;:ve thCLIdIn uplaund proUUJectsO. AUvUe- U.cost orcl,,LinLgJL6 Vl..LAM..L areas

during the First Plam was 400,000 won per hectare compared to 60,000 won for
uplaid projects. 1/ The 7ai4iistry of Agriculture and Forestry- (i AF) recor:ends
the development of 40,000 hectares through tidal reclamation projects. The
;iission has reduced this target to 10,000 hect ares and s-uggests that plaUnners
screen out the more costly projects. We also have serious reservations re-
garding the priority of the Nlokpo Yangsan Project estimaated t,o cost $97
million spread over 10-20 years. The high capital cost and long gestation
periodi of this project makes it less attractive than other schemies for
achieving the same objective.

Measures for Yield 'Improvement

152, Present yields per hectare of rice in Korea are considerably above
the Asian standard. (See Table -1 ) Korean rice yields are comparable with
Taiwan and approximnately two-thirds the Japanese level. liowever, Korean
yields of other crops are lagging far behind. In the case of soyabeans and
potatoes, Korean yields are considerably below the Asian average. The conclusio:
is that there is considerable room for improvement in farm productivity.

153. An important technique for raising yields, under Korean condit:ions,
is to extend irrigation facilities. Readers will recall that presently ',7
percent of rice lancls are fully irrigated and average yields of irrigated
paddy are 4(-50 percent higher than rain-fed paddy. The increase of irri ga-
tion works should help to raise rice yields, reduce seasonal fluctuations in
production, enhance the feasibility of double cropping and facilitate the
diversification of the cropping pattern. Realizing the contribution that
irrigation can make to Korean agriculture, the Mission has tentatively ear-
marked sizeable outlays to this program. (See Table 10) However, we are
not confident that the Korean Government has the information and the pro--
fessional expertise required to carry out this undertaking. Some of the
projects completed in the past proved to be quite expensive. This was partly
a refLection of the terrain but partly a reflection of poor project design
and sib-ontlimum utilization of the capacity of irrigation pumps.

IlS. Two pre-i-rvestment surveys are Dresentlv under consideration, which
will yield valuable information. The Korean Governrment, in collaboration
with tfhe U.T., will soon embark on the formulation of a multi-purpose coordin-
ated naster plan for the Han River Basin which covers one-fourth of the

1/ Expressed in 1965 prices.
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country. A comolete networkl for hydrological observations wiell be established.
A similar study of the Naktong River Basin, which covers another quarter of the
cotnt.rvj mayn get. starte-pd with the heln of the UN Special Fund. However, the
results of these stuxdies will not be availab'le till the end of the Second Pla
period

Table 11: COEPARISON OF YEIDS PER IECTARE
(i nn Kra)

(Average 1961/62 - 1963/64)

Crop Korea Taiwan Asia Japan

n Lc '0. ' .4 17.4 5l.

Barley 3.1 n.a. 10.5 23.4
Wheat 4- -I. r~ 18.0 A t.1 21. 7

Soyabeans 5.5 9.5 7.3 13.2
Potatoes .-. ei. UV . . g6.o n.a.
Sweet Potatoes 85.0 121.3 104.0 200.0
Cotton Seed 3.6 5.5 3.5 n.a.
Tobacco 1L.9 22.7 a.5 21.9

Source: FAO: Production Yearbook 1904

155. Meanwhile, there is the important task of preparing suitable projects
for construction during the next five years. The Governmentis "!All \Weathler
Farming" program, consisting of five projects, is a valuable beginning.
Unfortunatel.y, this document is not complete. There are many gaps in inform-
ation and some defic:iencies in the analysis of costs and benefits. The
Mission has recommended and the Bank-FAO have already started furnishing
technical assistance to the Korean Governrnent in this context. Hopefully,
enough can be accomplished in a short time to devise acceptable solutions
to outstanding problems. The object is not to close all gaps in data, for
this may prove very time-consuming, but to help Korean officials in making
practical judgements so as to avoid expensive mistakes.

156. Aniother program for raising yields involved the consolidation of
scattered farm holdings. This program is promising; although it is difficult
to comprehend why costs per hectare are as much as for upland reclamatiorn.
(See T'able 10) The ilission has scaled down the UAF target for land consolid-
ation by about 25 percent because we are less optimistic about the speed with
which farmers can be persuaded to cooperate in this venture. The programi
should improve drainage facilities, increase the incidence of double crop-
ping and promote experimentation with crops other than rice and barley.
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157. T-ne-res in the use of fertilizers- nasticides and improvatd
seeds should '2elp tc realize yield increments. The soil fertility survey
conducted by the TUhl Specia m'h1 iFnrd shows favorable resnpnses to the apnli-

catiorn of chemical fertilizers in the proper conrbination. Also experiments
conducted by the - wro A S+ation deronstra +e the po S S o I f' " sing

yields by 20 percent (rice) 70 percent (barley) and nearly 200 percent (corn).
ThqAe IAI.ss.on agrees wmith the N'ALF target of increas-ng fertilizer use by anbout
6 percent per annum; in fact, the expansion proposed is rather modest.
IrIToWeVE--r, -wie fCear vh-IL1at- `'# 1h e 11'i t arget- for pestiJclidves may prove too a-bI+l1cu-
and we recomrnend some scalirng down.

Cropping Pattern

158. The Government is determined to achieve self-sufficiency in
foodgr ains by i9O67 or 968o and to develop an expo-r'aule surplus of rice by
the end of the Second Plan. The objective of reducing dependence on food
imports is notl only understandable from a socio-politica1 standpoint but
it is also eminently rational frorn the economic point of view. Apparently,
rice cultivation is much further advanced than other crops in Korea.
(See Table 11) The very small size of farms as wiell as the soil and
climatic conditions presumably confer a comparative advantage to rice grow-
ing in Kore a.

159. Rough and ready calculations indicate that Korea should be able
to reduce its dependence on foodgrain imports from about 13 percent in 1963-
65 to about 5 percenit by 1971. Demand was calculated on the basis of assump-
tions regarding grolwth of farm and non-farm population, consumption expendi-
ture elasticity coefficient for grains, requirements for industrial use,
feeds, seed, wastage and stock increments. Local production was expected
to rise at a growth rate of 5.1 percent per year. (See Table 10) By ani
large, we are as optinmistic as Korean officials regarding the absolute
increase in domestic production that can be expected. However, the Mission
is less sanguine about the speed at which the growth rate of population can
be reduced and therefore, our demand forecast is higher. The fact that
Korea rmay not fully attain self-sufficiency is neither here nor there; the
important point is that if these expectations materialize, Korea will have
secured a substantial measure of import substitution.

160. While the Mission endorses self-sufficiency in foodgrains as
an objective of agricultural policy, the Government's excessive preoccup-
ation with it may not be desirable. The entire array of policy instruments
seem to be desimied with rice cultivation as the center of attention. There
is far too little experinentation with other types of production. The
Government shoul-d explore possibilities. channel know]edge and expertise
through MACF and the extension services. Also, new price policies should
be deivised to provde approriate innntivaq for diversification wthni
the bounds set by Korea's sciland climatic conditions.
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161. S Dhhat Vypnn rice yields a re ap ronmately doulp

the yields in Burma and Thailand, Korean wholesale prices for rice are
considerabl'y above th-e level - -e- crr-n1+s 1, The hg " p-

reflects restrictions on rice imports and the consu,mler preference for rice
vis-a*-vis substitute -ains. 2/ Th.s artificial situation probably proviLdes
a powerful incentive for farmers to grow rice rather than any other crop.

162. Recently, the Government has put pressures on producers to restrain
meat prices -wit.houtU doing V ml-y .,uchl^ to stabilize the prices of aniim,al feeds.
This uinomaly and the frequent unavailability of feeds has impeded the devel-
opmIIent of animal husbandry-. ThTe iiission believes that the broiler industry
holds some promise under KIorean conditions, if the feed problem is resolvred.

163. IMuch nmore emphasis should be given to fruit production than presentl;y
contemplated by the lIAF. Considerable investments in irrigation faciJit U.es,
envisaged above, should make it possible to secure a growth rate slightly
higher than in the past. (See Table 10) Also steps should be taken to
expand. f±urth^er mulberry plantations, although the iA!F target for cocoon
production is probably out of reach.

Subsiclies, Credit and Tenancy

164. The aim of agricultural policy in Korea should be not only to
stimullate production but also to increase efficiency, reduce costs and mobilize
domestic resource for reinvestment. The past program made liberal use of sub-
sidies as a tool for providing incentives (limestone and pesticide distribultion
etc.) and for financing bulky investments (irrigation, land reclamations and
consolidation etc.)., In fact, the amount of open subsidies constituted about
75 percent of total development outlays in agriculture during the First Plan.
The proportion would be higher if the subsidy hidden in the NACF's preferential
interest structure wa-r also taken into account.

165. The iIission questions the desirability of paying heavy subsidies on
projects ancd prograis which are inherently productive. We recogize that.
farmers encounter genuine financial constraints in undertaking lumpy invest-
ments but there is rLo reason why the Government and the NACF should not extend
assistance in the fcrm of loans on appropriate terms (grace period, interest
rate and amortization schedule) rather than on a grant basis. The Goverrmnent
should seriously consider the possibility of strengthening the resources and
machinerv for adrmni-stering long-term agricultural credit. Such a substitution
will not only improve the long-term financial position of the public sector
(including NACF) b'it. it wiln also generate a sense of financial discipline
among the farming community. There will be less local pressure for init:i.ating
high-o l ~ irig-a rri antid tirlal rPc-I1amation stchemes and more incentive for

realizing fully the benefits of selected projects which are undertaken.

'I/ Se.e 1 FAO v.r+.5 B?iletir=.jof Ag;- u-la ERcnnomJe.s nnd Statistics;; t/ .0; Ll.. a...& XI%, _- ---' - - - - ___

Vol. 14,, September 1965. The Korean rice price is, however, lower thian
the Japanese level although Japa-nese yiels are much higher.

2/ j-1. IJQVterr-iIrLe puh I,e pr c for i s 6Nx fied on the basiso

parity f'ormula. Generally, wholesale prices are higher than the Government
price.
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166= The Governiment should also re-evaluate the merits of the present

agricultural tax system which exempts lands reclairaed for cultivation for

a perfirvi of 20 years. This provision is ex-Densive to the public sector

in terms of revenue foregone. A substantial reduction in the tax holdiay

is nol;- ll'1e to + im.]?air investment incentives.

167. S;mil-ry, present legislation nPermits absentee land ownership

and tenancy cultivation in areas newly developed by reclamiation and

irrigation projects. 'Pe Iiission finds little julstification for this

loophole. The fundamental aim of the land reform law is also jeopardized

by s hort-comdings in -he system of rural credit through institutional

sources. Readers wrill recall that NACF supplies only 27 percent of tota:L

farm credit. Many farrmers, particularly those with sm-all holdings, have

accumulated so much debt that they are in danger of becoming subservient

to moneylenders in a functional sense. 1/ The Gove rnent should take

measures to strengthen the framework of institutional credit to deal with

this problem.

C. ProspectS for Fisheries 2/

168. The tentative plan of the Bureau of Fisheries is to expand total

fish landings at a rate of 9.8 percent per year, to raise export earnings

almost four-fold and to invest substantial sums in expansion of the fleet

and for related facilities. The Ijissionts judgerlIent is th-.at the K,orean plan

understates investnent requirements and that it is over-optimistic regarding

the fish catch and exports. our views are set forth in Table 12.

169. The main emphasis of the Government's tentative investment plan

is orL expansion of the fleet. 823 mechlanized boats ranging from small and

medium sized coastal fishing vessels (20 to 50 tons) to large trawlers fo-r

distaunt water operations (over 300 tons) are to be added to the fleet.

About; 0 percent of the increase in tonnage, consisting mostly of large vessels

is to be imported from abroad. The remainder is to be constructed at the

Pusan Shipyard whose facilities are considered adequate for this task by

nava'! arch:Ltects. This expansion would increase the tonnage of the Korcan

fishing fleet by about one-third. The investment plan appears, however,

to Luderstate the cost of vessels. Roughly estimated, 25 percent more nioney

may be required to finance the proposed expansion of the fleet.

170. From the point of view of the resource base it seems likely that

considerable increase in production is feasible. The Korean authorities

are of the opinion that the waters surrounding Korea are at present under-

exploited and that a large increase in production is possible without

leading to a depletion of stocks. However, for the formulation of long*-

term objectives it is necessary that a systematic review be made by competant

marine biologists of the extent and potential of fish resources in the waters

surrounding K.'orea.

1/ U1N Special Fund and FAO: Korean Upland Project, July 1963 (unpublished).

2/ Based on detailed analysis in Volume IV.
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171. The proposed incvrease in distant water operations are not likely
to strain the total population o' tuna fish. The korean deep-sea fleet
wsll be marginal in relation to the global tuina fishing industry. It has
been observed that increases in the fleet in recent years have been accorr-
pariel b0y declirnig catch rates. The liission's calculations of fish landings

in 1971 take this tendency into account. The reasons for the decline in
cach i s a yet ' 1t artr rrga the ation

patterns of tuna. Wlith regard to the economic feasibility of expanding
tuna operations n1 these cir-cumotances, aorea t antae of verY
low wages, should be able to conduct tuna operations profitablvr at catch
rates which are unremanerative for many high-wage countries. This, of course,

presupposes that Korean fishermen are equally efficient. This condition is
not yet fulf illed because of the lack of trained officers and crewmen.

Table 12: FISHERIES: EVESTNEMT & PRCDUCTICN OUTLOOK

A. Fixed Investment (1965 prices, billion won)

Estimate for 1966 3.9

Second Plan 1967-71 24.1

Coastal and Offshore Boats 7.6
Distant Wlater Boats 6.o
Fish Processing Facilities 1.2
Aquiculture Development 2.8
Fishing Port and Bases 3.1
Research and Guidance 2.O
Other 1.4

Total 1966-1971 28.0

B. Production, Consumption & Export
000 1iretric Tons

1965 1971

T'otal Landings 625 950

Domestic Consumption 455 610
T'otal Exports 100 268
Wastaue 70 72

Source: VtILIMe TV .
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172. The implementation of the program will require large increases
in the number of trained officers and cretimen. The present fisheries
schoo:Ls do not provide the necessary practical experience and technical
compelOence. The exception is the training center in Pusan set up with the
suppo:rt of the United Nations Development Program. This center trains
about 150 men annually in navigation, engineering, and the use of radio
equiDnent and gear. However, this numiber is sufficient to satisfy the
need of only 30 vessels; present facilities are inadequate to meet the rman-
power requirements of the proposed fleet expansion. A determined effort
should be made to expand and accelerate the training program and it seeimn
desirable for Korea to seek additional technical assistance to help organize
this.

173. The implementation of this very large expansion and modernizat:ion
prorarm hinges also on imnrovement in fisheries administration. Both from
the poin-t of view of organization and personne, the Bureau of Fisheries in
the L-ii-stry of Agric_Lture seens inadequately equipped at present to
implement the fisheries plan. A general iniprovement in organization and
division of responsiility is needed. Ln order to devise solutions for
problems posed by the large develoFment program, the Bureau should also
acquire the services of highly qua-ified personnel in the fields of vessel
design, fishing technology, economics and resource management.

174. I'he iiission envisages an average annual rate of growth of fish
produ.ction of 7.2 percenrt. (See Table 12) rOn the basis of the xpected
increase in population and a rough estimate of the consumption expenditure
elast.icity W of the demuad for fish on the basis of exp_rience in other Far
Eastern countries, domestic consumption may increase during the same period
by at, leasl - percent a year. 1/ There will be a fast increase 'n the

exportable surplus, from 100,000 tons to 268,000 tons per year. Exports
are treated in this calculation as a residual and tot production is t1te
chief limit on exports. The underlying assumption is that foreign market
conditions will continue to be favorable for Klorearn fish. This assumption
is d-iscussed in Chapter VII.

D. Prospects for Manufacturing

175. The basic prermiise underlying the Iiission's thiniling, as explained
above, is that manufacturing wi-l continue to play the role of a lead,in,
sector in :[orean development (paragraphs l4l-147). COur views rest on the
following pieces of information and analysis:

(1) interviews with Government officials, various industrry
associations, and managers of manufacturing firms.

1/ Consumption rose at about 7 percent per annum during the last seven
years according to estimates made by the iiission on the basis of
available data.
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(2) trends in the home markcet for manufactures in the
context of overall growth of the economy, envisaged
above (see Table 9);

(3) study of exnort demand for Korean nroducts in manor
world markets and

(4) a preliminary analysis of the feasibility of various
pnp-nr+-1n4 ties forv rnrnnpr4. tziihq+Amt+nn nTlr AT r

discussion.

176. The principal conclusion is that value-added in manufacturing

is at a soriewhat faster pace than in the past. (See Table 13) If this
^pnrsnr0

4
nf i.8 a,nh4 veraA t.n,,+ a nn4 t.e cofiir.t ,.nl+

4
n. , nnnn,+) gr wth rat 

manufacturing to that of GNP would be 1.65 compared to 1.77 in the past.

Including estimates of outlays required to maintain the present capital
s LV4- ~jU~L LItd ffUW1. .-4 X_ e)rn LLU±±1 WUL. L .anstock., gross invesum,ent, r.ay ar,uriLui to 2532 b:'ll-on won. Tl s'L -_Lp'esJ_LU n

incremental capital-output ratio of about 1.98 compared to 1.35 in the
past peniod .

17 Thte 111i8s2ion was novtI equi-ppeu to fuornT-Laue al Qoperalonal invest-
ment program for the manufacturing sector. NJevertheless, we have attempted
to visualize the likely lines of expan3ion by studying in rough and ready
fashion, demand and supply influences for particular branches or sub-branches.
The results are presented, for illustrative purposes, in Table 13, which
also shows the distribution of net investment among various branches. We
should reiterate that much more detailed work at the project and indust-ry
level is necessary to assess investment costs and benefits before the
industrial plan Js finalized. The lission is aware that some of these
studies are underway in Korea.

Investment Good Industries

176. Our tentative view is that industries producing investment goods
(Group A) will grow at a faster rate than total manufacturing, as they did
in the past. Since the Mlission expects a substantial rise in the rate of
fixed investment duiring the Second Plan, the domestic demand for finished
investment goods should increase rapidly. Also, the derived demand for
inteirmediate goods, such as steel and cement, is bound to rise at fast
rates of growth. For example, rough calculations indicate that the market
for steel products should increase from about 323,000 HT to nearly 570,)O00 1/
I;T diuring 1965-71. (See Table 14) This projection is based on the following
assunptions:

(1) The composition of demand for steel in 1965 is the same
as shown in the 1963 Input-Output Table.

1/ :3qual to 680,0,00 ilT of steel ingots. On a per capita basis. ingot
consumption per capita may increase frori 13 kg to 20 kg.
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Table 1l3: LTh'ES OF EXPANSIONI -PI HAFACTUR21IG
(1965 Prices)

Growth Rate Composition of Cominosition

TPranch ner Year Value Added of Nyet Fixe,

1955-57 to 1965-71 1965 1971 Investment
-983-5 ':_.i:ssion Normal /1 L966-71

(rercentaFes)

k * Investment Goods ..13. 9 18)L 18. 6 23.7 27.7 39.,

Transport Equipment 13.8 10.5 3.8 3.9 6.6

Electrical iKachinery 30.0 18.6 1.6 2.5 t 14.9 2.7
tiachinery 2'.1 16.0 2. 858
lietal Products 12.0 5.0 1.6 1 8.8

Basic jietais l4.2 lh.14 3.6 h46 h.8 13-7

Non-Metallic Linerals 16.0 16.9 5.5 8.0 8.0 7.7

,u, Interm.ediate Goods 11.4 10.7 44.8 47.0 30.2 57.7

Paper 19.0 11.0 2.h 2.6 1.5 2.9

Textiles 6.2 8.2 25.) 23.2 4 .• 16.6

Rubber 11.3 8.4 2.4 2.2 0.9 -
Wood 6.1 3 u 3 2 5 . 2 .6

Chemicals 23.0 20.0 7.5 l2.8 91 0

Petroleuman oa 9.1

Products 40.0 / 9.9 3.7 3.73 3.5

J. Consumer Goods 6.6 5.9 35.5 /2 28.5 /2 38.9 /2 2.8

Food 5.1 5.8 12.1 9.6? 1.6

Beverages 6.1 4.8 6.7 5 31.3 -

Tobacco 7.1 5.8 6.3 5.1)
Clothing n.a. 8.0 4.1 3.6 5.4 1.2

Printing and
Pub:Lishing 13.0 7.0 4.9 4.2 2.2

Total 1.ianufacturig 11.0 /5 9.9 100.0/ 6 100.0/6 100.0/6 100.0

,Total 1danufacturing
(billion won) (153.0) (268.8) (183.0)

/I See paragraph 37, Chapter II
72 Including leather, furniture etc.
,/3 Based on BOK Index N,uriers.

T 1959/61 to 1963/65.
/5 Corresponds to groth -rate of val-ue added of 9.) percent per year.

/s Including miscellaneous industries not listed in the table.

' uross investment estimated as 252 billion wuon.

-Source: Mission Estimates
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(2) Exports should be excluded from the base year figure.
Present exports, largely to Vietnaam, are extraordinary
in character. They may continue and even increase but
Korea should not undertake a large investment on the
basis of an analysis which assumes that such exports
will continue to grow.

(3) Output of engineering industries (machinery, transport
eqLminment and metal nroducts) will rise at rates shown
in Table 13.

(4) The use of steel in construction will increase in line
jtir+h 1-lip gamwt+h, f *f'-iyd invesitment.

170 T,i p%" capacitvy f-nrnnti teel ''e7Ots ''S 21 no 0 ,T Tf

demand grows as expected, then there will be room for an additional plant
of about half a r.llion tons. T.he~a Govern o~v f TCrea is n mTe+tigatig

the possibi.lity of building an integrated iron and steel plant. For this
_,IA 4h t- o-- + 4o --r -A T"Al o+rnr (T-'fT) C=r a rAtm4nl-l;^npUrp os, the A irJ r o -o- r_-ee and ,ds (-i-, Y '-rr ->,11-;

for investrient during the Second Plan, 1967-71. Various Government agencies
(h.rOT -A .V. as we"' --s sevral -+-eAt-s +-c t -+h -v-.rA Arrir-.virJ G-roup

and a Japanese Group) have surveyed the steel industry and made forecasts
o0 steel U..eMandn "I ItIsLL LhUIe Japese tem propoLse an4. .ves.,nt

of $167 million, presumably during 1967-71, for two plants of half a million
tons eachi-. Thle '-Jcsiosion ifs notu JL1 a position tuo resolv-e uthe oau4stanlding
issues but it is possible to highlight the main points which should be
Coii3j.uereu e

180. From the standpoint of economies of scaLe, a nalf million ton
facility is acceptable provided the raw material situation. is favorable. 1/
Existin[; iron-ore reserves with an iron content of more than 25 percent
are estimated at about 16-18 million S1T. However, reserves of medium and
relatively high grade ore (iron content of more than 40 percent) are of the
order of 7-10 million iiT. If ores with high titaniur, content are exclucLed,
then the reserve figure is reduced to 6 million LT only. Furthermore, the
location of the iron mines on the east coast implies a heavy transport cost
either to Iusan or Inchon - the main steel manufacturing centers. Evernthing
cons-idered, it may prove preferable to continue to export Korean ores to
Japai where they are blended with other ores. If a new steel plant is
established in Korea, it will probablly have to depend on imported iron ore.

1/ The unit cost of production of a 430,000 ton plant is 8 percent lowJer
t;harn that of a 250,000 ton plant. However, a million ton plant can
produce at a ulit cost which is 2h percent lower than a 250,000 ton
plant. See E.Ct.L.A.: A Study of the Iron and Steel Industry in Latim
Americ,a, New York 196h, p. 113.
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Table 14: FORECAST OF STEEL DE-I-ND

1 9 6 9 7 1
Consum ng Share in Total Demand Dermiand Share in Total 1905-1971
Sector Consum.ption 000 1T 000 IT fons1.nption rornurl-.h R:te

of Steel 7 of Steel , per Year

Engineering
T.dustrsws i/1 39 9 07 t5 31 o.3 1r2.

.LA L~~~ UZ V ~ A A. t ; _ 5 .... 5tt O n1 Q I. z 

r%4. nQ ec). n > nz .Jvul=:rs _LU. z.17v V_J C U.4 'JU

Basic i-etals 12.13 O.l 71.0 12.6 1'.0

100' f~. 0 3. 5 -" 

/1 HIachinery, transport equipment and finished metal products industries.

181. KIorea has no reserves of coking coal. The Hiissionl is not competenlt
to judge the probability of success of experiments, now being conducted,
designed to use Kiorean anthracite coal for steel making. Even if these
experiments establish the technical and economic feasibility of using anthra-
cite, there will remain the problem that there is not much room for expanding
Korean coal production. Viewed in the perspective of Korea's overall eneriry
balance, fuel for a new steel plant should either be irported or anthracite
(if technical experiments are succesoful) should be diverted from the power
sector by appropriate changes in price policy. (See paragraphs 190, 191)
Another solution is offered by the electric reduction procesa; however, under
Korean conditions this alternative may prove to be fairly expensive. Domestic
collections of scrap have been dwindling since 1962. Even at the present
level of steel production, Norea is likely to require imports of scrap of
about 100,000 tons during 1966. This dependence on imports is likely to
increase in the future.

182. Under these rather unfavorable conditions of raw material supply,
the Mission suspects that the proposed steel plant will involve rather high
costs of production. Korea can achieve a measure of import substitution
with respect to pig-iron and steel ingots but only at the expense of rising
dependence on imports of iron-ore, coal and scrap. At present, the ex-
factory price of 50 m.m. billet is about $90 in Korea, compared to a Japanese
f.o.b. price of aboutt $69 and European quotations f.o.b. of about $60. The
Liission cannot determine the extent to wihich the proposed plant will succeed
in reducing Korean prodluction costs below their present level.
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183. We cannot furnish any operational advice to the IKorean Government.
There are too many unknowns in the situation to permit the formulation of a
clear cut conclusion. Studies of demand indicate that a half million ton.
plant might find a markcet by 1971. However, the raw material situation is
unfavorable; there are a number of technical difficulties and very little
is knc,wn about the likely cost position of the proposed plant.

184. Demand for cement is expected to rise from 1.3 million UT in 1965
to 3 L m-1lit-n IiT ; rL 1971; that is at the same annual rate (17.5 percent per

annum,> as duLring 1956-65. There is in IKorea, as in other developing countries,
a pref'erene for -ermanent structures which imDlies a displacement of other
building materials by cement. The corbined capacity of seven plants operating
at present is about 1.7 mnillin HT= The industrv nlans to expand capacity
to keep up i;ith domestic demand. Limestone of adequate quality is available
but Mpsum must be imported. Domestic prices are about 18 nercent higher

than import prices c.i.f.; however, the industry expects to reduce costs
by about U p-e "hroug economies -_,n rUnYrrJict and in use of power and

labor. 1/

185. The Iiinistry of Commerce and Industry has proposed arLibitious targets
for the ship-bul'dinL industry. The idea is to tripn act, presently

idle to the extent of 70 percent. The iiission has serious reservations re-
gardnug these proposals. Present costs of pro cltln -' TVorea are consider-

ably above Japanese prices and the Government has subsidized purchasers to
utie exteit o0 _30 j-ercert. The ndust Jr oes not have +he sk-s or exper-

ience to build large ocean liners or oil tankers. Therefore, the Ilission
suggests tha-t thie jiCI plarn should be turimmed down to reasonable proportions.

186. Tentative proposals of the i4CI for the machlinery-i-nLdustries
(electrical and other) also need to be examined critically. A total invest-

ment target of $7i nillion during the Second Plan is under consideration.
At present, the scope of production is limited to small diesel or electric
motors, pum,ps, lathes, transformers, sewing machlies, batteries, radios etc.

The transformation of existing production facilities into an efficient
capital goods industry is one of the crucial processes in-T Korean industrial-
ization. Failure at this juncture will have far reaching consequences whiLch

may plague the whole manufacturing sector for decades and compromise Korea!S
ability to compete in world markets. The point is that economies of scale
are important in determining the cost structure of machinely industries.

Therefore, efficient production depends on consolidating market demand into
a limitled number of standardized items which can be produced on an adequatle
scale. Present demand is import-oriented and fragmented into compartments.
Instead of attempting to produce a large number of machines in small quan--
tities, Korea should produce a few items and import the rest. Complementary
investment program and cormmon market arrangements with neighboring Asian
economies would be desirable. (See paragraph 142) Import substitution in

1/ The cemenlt industry produces nearly two-thirds of the gross output of
the non-metallic minerals branch. Other industries in this branch are
sheet glass and ceramics. These are expected to develop export outlets
during the Seconcd Plan; their prospects are discussed in Chapter VII.
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this area reo-ires a careful step by step approach. On this theory, the
ilission has cut down the 1iCI production target from about 25 percent per
annulm to about 17 percent per annum. Even this mair prove to be excessive,
in the light of detailed product by product studies.

187. Altogether, the output of investment good industries may expand
faster than the exp-ected rise in the total market for investment goods,
thus securing a measure of import substitution. However, the lUission's
judgme.nt is that the pace at wThich jmppor+ts are replaced bhv doeestic nro-

duction should slow down compared to the past decade. Thus the coefficient
relating groT1 of 'output of C-roup A_ industries to the increse of t-otal

capital formation in the economy should be 1.55 compared to 1.65 in the past.

Intermediate Goods Industries

188. The rHission expects that intermediate good industries will expamd
at a sorrewIla Owslower rate tha d ur-g he past A cade. The ------

import substitution is very nearly exhausted in the field of textiles, paper,
rudbber, wood and petrole-um ref±in-In . Consequently, productl J. r _ ;e

no faster than domestic demand, except for those products (various textiZes
and plywood) for which a growing export outlet may materialize. 'I/

189. The M4ission expects that the demand for petrole-um, products -wil.
increase at a growth rate of 11.6 percent per annum-.2/T(See Table 15)
Underlying the liission's forecast are the following hypotheses:

(:L) Gasoline consumption, one-tenth of the total, will
rise faster than the fleet of motor vehicles. The
latter will increase 8 percent per annum. 3/

(2) The consumption of the power sector will increase at
a faster rate than power use. The assumption is that
oil wdll be substituted for coal in the new thermal
plants in response to changes in price relations.
(See paragraphs 190, 191)

(3) The consumption of the industrial sector will rise
rapidly on the assumption that a petro-chemical complex
and the fifth fertilizer plant will be established
before the end of the Second Plan. (See paragraphs 193-196)

(4) The bulk of military consumption will continue to be
imported.

1/ The prospects for exports are discussed in Chapter VII.

2/ Civilian consuntition of petroleum products increased 12.6 percent per
annum from the average of 1956-58 to the average of 1963-65. However,
dAmand increased by only 5.9 percent per annum during 1962-65.

3/ Tran.sport Survey Ilission: Korea Transportation Survey Tentative
Investment Plan, April 1, 1966.
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190. cri the basis of the present relation between the price of coal
and fuel oil, the totl an Lual cost per IkwLh of t,"'ma plnts usin coal

is 5 percent lower than that of plants using fuel oil. The ilission recom.-
mIenidUs a sUiUitaL)e r'eUUctioUni Li piceLUU of U Ue'.L, ofse bU Ly cua LnrLeseO u.

gasoline prices, to provide an incentive to the power company to invest
in oil-burning plants rather thani plants usin,, coUl. 1/ Not onIly will such
a change reduce investment requirements in the power sector, it will also
be conducive to making the most economic use Of 1orea?s lilited coaL
reserves. 2/

Table 15: D-EAlN PROJE;CTION FfOR iFThiWuIUi FROD-UtTS

Consuming Sectors 1 9 6 5 1 9 7 1
Gasoline Fuel Total Gasoline Fuel Total

Oii Oil
(thousand barrels)

Trans jxrt 812 3889 4701 /A 1876 5708 7584
Industry 94 2095 2536 77 137 2735 6457 /:3
Power _ 52 1247 72 - 1464 2059 7/
Household - - 427 7T - - 517 7F
iLI litary 1363

Tota:L 906 6036 8911 2013 9907 17,217

/1 Kerosene

/2 Includes Bunlcer C

/3 Inc:ludes 2490,000) barrels of naphtha for the petro-chemcial complex and
1,(95,00() barrels of Bunker C.

/ Includes sales to the military of 1363,000 barrels which was 24L percent
of total military consumption.

1/ The price of gasoline was reduced by 21 percent in January 1966.

2/ The investment cost per kwr of net capacity is 25 percent lower in
oil.-bUU_ningll plantsci coUmpiared toU Uoal-Using. pIlant. See Kourreia Eletrvic;

Power Survey, Vol. I, page 66.
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191. Coal suppLies 43 percent of Korea's total demand for energy.
About 70 percent of total coal production is conswmed in the household
sector for heating and cooking purposes. The use of wood and straw in
urban households has declined sharply as the consumption of coal brickets
has inereased. The Iiission agrees with the Government's policy of
controling the vollmne of wood cuttings, in the interest of preventing furkther
deforestation and soil erosion. However, this will put tremendous pressure
on the country's coal deposits unless mreasures are taken to substitute oil
for coal, wherever :Feasible. _/

192. The refinery at Ulsan is now operating at full capacity. If
the 1-Lssionts assumptions are correct, then demand should increase from
8.9 to 17.2 million barrels during 1965-1971. The refinery's capacity
can be expanded easily to produce about 14 million barrels. Such an
expansion can take care of domestic demand till the end of the 1960ts.
Requirements for petroleum products are expected to jump sharply after
the completion of the fifth fertilizer plant, the new thermal plant at
Seoul and the proposed petro-chemical complex. A second refinery will be
needed towards the end of the plan period. If technical problems of Inchon
harbor can be solved, then the second refinery should be located on the
west coast in the Dproximity of the main market. This locational decision
is of some importance in determining the cost of petroleum products to
consmners.

193. The Gloverument of Korea is seriously considering the establishmnent
of a petro-chemical complex, utilizing naphtha from the second refinery as
the primary inpult. -GCI pronoses in investment of $127 million for this
project. The merits of this venture are being assessed currently by a team
sponsored b;y the Tn-ited States AID, Present demaMn-d for petro-rhemicals
is concentrated around the synthetic textile and plastic industries. Imports
of produacts which could be produced by a fully developed petrn-nThemical
industry amount to about $30-35 i,aillion per year. The figure would be muich
> 1>r af the+re were no reota e-striction.s. For example, the plastic
industry, allowed to import limited quantities of synthetic resins, was
------ n nt r-0 erert f apciy.Do esti dem.ndA for- nTMirfdl s us:ingw a~ w auV --r

4
J L" ttJ~S.~J- -oQ

plastics (shoes, handbags, materials for packing fertilizer, furniture,
construction Mat.ri.,]JS, A-s 'ation for-ele .o , e.Otc. w -as alrealy r

buoyant and showed every sign of rapid development. SiLilarly, textiles
mlade of synLthetic fibers were displacing cotton and rayon based products. 2/

1/ The magnitude of' Ioreas enlergy problem was recognized by the Power
Survey Report by the Thomas Team. (See Vol. I, pp. 68-69) Notwith-
stanMding, the Re-por advocates the continued use of coal for thermal
plants.

2/ The share of synthetic fibers in total Korean fiber consumption rose
from 0.2 percent in 1955/56 to ll.8 percent in 1962/63.



194. The fuature course of de;i;and for these products will determine
the size of the plant which should be built. This is a critical factor
because economies of scale play a considerable role in determining the
efficiency of production. The Governm-ent is presently thinindig or a
mediu7m-sized plant to forrn the l"core" of the petro-chemical complex. 1/
The cost of producirLg ethrlene, the principal product of the "'core"l unit,
is expected to be 40 percent higher than U.S. prices if the proposed plant
is fully exploited. The IIission is unable to say whether demand for petro-
chemical products by the end of the Second Plan will justify adequate
utilization of such a facility. The flission's doubts are reinforced by
the fact thlt a competing facility - the production of synthetic resins
from calciulm carbide - is nearing completion. The price of these locally
manufactured resins is expected to be 60 percent higher than the import
prices probably much more expensive than comparable production within the
proposed petro-chemical complex.

195. Abstracting from the question of when is the right time to
start, the iission iLs sympathetic to the idea of building a petro-chemical
industry in Korea. If successful, it will comnpensate to some extent for
the countryJs deartlh of natural materials - fibers, rubber, high grade
metalLic ores and coal. Over a Tperiod of time the Dianufacturina sector ilrLl
be able to reduce its heavy dependence on imnports of crude materials. Once
the decisionq to go ahead is taken. the process of substitution of petro-
chemical products for imported materials should be accelerated by tax an(d
t.ariff nolniv- Adm-ittpdl- surnlh a strateZv raiises FL host of issues - impact

on existing industries using imported materials, capital intensity of the
nropqos onmnlex etc. - thich the Niiqiron is, not. pnuipned to re-solve

196. 'nother idustr<y in.terlocked w¢th oil.efining is the manulfactunre
of chemical fertilizers. Two urea plants in the public sector are presently
m.eeting ab`out a tJUAL o Kr 1 a's co-%JLtL onS ofJ rtgo ftle

Another two are under construction; they will produce urea and complex

from the refinery and imported phosphate rock, sulplhur and potash. Both
of them. are joint ventures betwseen twhe Iforean Goernrmr.nt an.d foreign. pri-ate
interests. A fifth plant is under consideration to produce a large quantity
Of. urea; partL. Or this Uaeva w-1. Se exp .der c + Tte.Un+ional

Ore and Fertilizer Company which is a world-wide marketing organization.

197. The pulp and paper industry should also expand briskly. Consumption
of paper and paper products was growing at a rate of 6 percent per annui t'll
1962; during the last three years there was a sharp jump in demand. The
liission believes that future demand will increase II per-Cent per annum,

chiefly on account of the steep rise in the use of packaging papers. As there

1/ NCI warLts a plant with a capacity of 35,000 ViiT of ethylene per year.
The Japanese started in 1958 with a plant which produced -1h,OO0 pfT
but now optimum size is associated with capacit-y ranging from 100-150
thousand I.T.
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is no more room for import substitution, production should increase at the

sav.e rate. Th,ere i.s coonsider-able scope for displac-.ng i_ioxts of pulD
but domestic supply bottlenecks and technical difficulties cloud the

prospect. A reduction ; the +1-r of groLi?ond woaivnilT resources

from local forests has prevented the full. utilization of installed
capac ty. A new producer of semd=cheM-c-l plp has an-nterer severe

production and marketing problems. There is a proposal to convert bar'ley
straw irnto chemncaldU pulp but the chances of effNcient production are bleak.

Consumer Goods Induustries

198. I]f the macro-econormic fra--ework postulated by the I.issio. is

realized (see Table 9), then the domestic market for industries producinig

manufactured consumer goods is not likely to grow as rapidly as in the

early sixties. Total consumption expenditures will increase at a slowier

rate than GNP, because of the high marginral savi2ngs rate. W, e have pro-

jected the outlook for domestic sales of different corrmodity groups, on

the basis of the following elasticity coefficienlts, related to consuimptiAon

expenditure:

(1) Printed books, etc. 1.80
(2) Clothing 1.00
(3) Tobacco 1.00

(4) Beverages 0.90
(5) Processed Foods 0.82
(6) Rubber Footwtear o.64

199. Government officials expect that most industries in this group

will secure a foothold in the export market. The lNission1 s appraisal of

the Economic Planning Board's export targets is discussed in Chapter VI]:.
It is sufficient to aay here that the Plission expects tlhe share of exports
in total output of consumer good industries to rise from 4 percent to
nearly 9 percent by 1971. Chiefly for this reason, the production of these
manufactur-Lng branches will increase 1.16 times as fast as consumption
expenditures; the corresponding coefficient during the early 1960's was
0.93.

200. Hiany of the consumer good industries will not require large
investments (See Table 13) since they are presently operating at rather
low levels of capacity. Hawever, the Niission hopes that readers will
not unqternret literally the illustrative figures in Table 13. It is
quite possible that we have underestimated investment requirements of
conqmurer good industries.
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E. Need for Transport Investment 1/

201. T'he World Bank sponsored transport survey team calculated
investment requirements on the basis of alternative growth rates for GNF.
Accordingly, a 6 percent per year increase in GNP would require fixed
investment totaling 188 billion won, while a 7 percent growth in GNP
would require 207 billion won. The higher variant would necessitate
larger outlays on rolling stock for the railways and motor vehicles for
the highways. In line with the macro-framework envisaged above (see
Table 9!) we only present the transport investments associated with a
6 percent growth rate (see Table 16). The most important feature of the

Suirvey Tecil' s pronposals is the stress on highway construction and on
vehicles for highwaLy transportation. Together, these items account for
almosEtt 4 percent rof fhe nronnosed investment. The acceptance of this
emphasis by the Government wrould constituite a major departure from past
policies whzrich stressed the role of the railroad and accorded low
priority tc) highway transportation.

202. T'he proposed program for the railroad makes relatively minor
p roi slons fLor 'h.. Ie constr u ctJ io. n onJThJe lar'gest construction

is the connection between Chinju and Sunchon in the south; an obvious
gap in the existing system. The Team further recommrends the constructiron
of a fewfr small lines to improve transportation in the mining areas in the
East. Circ-ular suburban ines for Pusan and SeoUl deserve additional
stud,y. By contrast, the Korean National Railroad proposed construction
of 1500 c:m of new lines, mainly in rural and coastal areas With low traffic
potential. The Team did not find sufficient economic justification for
most of these projects. The areas in question can, be more economically
served by improvement in the highwJay system. Accordingly, the expenditure
on line constructic)n proposed by the Team is only one-sixthl of the Rail-
road's proposal.

203. The Team envisages substantial expenditures on rolling stock.

About 22 percent of the present f:Leet of freight cars and passenger
coaclies need to be replaced. Also, capacity for moving freight should
be raised by 35 percent and for moving passengers by 68 percent. The

Team recommends outlays for structural improvement of existing railway
lines, improved passenger and cargo handLing facilities in the Seoul area
and improved marshalling yards.

204. Instead of an expansion of railroad lines the Survey Team
proposes an expansion of the paved highway system. The expenditure
proposed by the Team is twice as large as the original proposal of the
Ministry of Construction. The Team's proposal is based on present traff'ic
density (more than 200 vehicles per day) and estimated potential for
economic development. Implementation of this program would give Korea
paved highw,lays along its entire east, south and west coast and wiould

1/ M4ainly based on Wlorld Bank Transport Survey Mission; Korea Trans-
por-tation Survey Tentative Inrestment Plan, April 1, 1966.
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9'able 16: PROPOSED TRANSPORT INVESTUIENT 1966-1971

(Billion IJoIn; 1965 prices)

Total 1960-65 1/ 103.9
Estimate for 1966 1/ 15.3
Proposed 1967-71 1;7 184.7
Total_1966-71 L/ 200.0

Proposed 1967-71 (including land acquisition) 188.3

Rail -r On . 6

Construction oL new lines ,
Rolling Stock 28.0
T ,ym-e Yn- eyW -r ' i -~%i I -i +A o 19p- poement. of -a------1-

Highways- 11.2

RIIoad Pl:a-vin,g )Or0) 1,;1,
Road Improvement 1,420 km 4.5
BridLgUe 25,000J~J rI.eters JI

Toll Roads and Bridges 143 kan 5.1
0vul-er6.

-~~.. tot -~~~~~nn" ~n Q
Ja1Uovo V 11Ci(;'Ie O: (26,00IJJ°

Port, 22.8

Inchon Second Tidal Basin 5.5
Other Main Harbors 6.9
Small Harbors 2.0
Dredgers and Dredging 7.6
Othier 0. u

Shipping17.0

Airports and Aircraft 8.3

Residual 12.5

1/ Excluding cost of land acquisition.

lqote:: There ma-y be some double counting of investments shomm above and
those included in other sectors.

0ource: IKorea Transoortatiori Survey Tentative Investment Plan,
April 1, :L966.
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provide, in addition to the existing Seoul-Pusan highway, a number of
cross-countrJy higlhway connections. Especially the accessibility of the
east coast and the relatively isolated Southwest area would be improved.
The total length of the paved system would increase from 1,660 km to
about 5,200 km.

205. In spite of import restrictions on motor vehicles, inadequate
highways and poor naintenance standards, the elasticity of demand for
highway transport in Korea is quite high. The Survey Team envisages an
expansion of the motor vehicle fleet at a rate of 8 percent per year.
The average yearly distance covered per vehicles will probably also
increase during the plan period because of the improved road conditions.
The load capacity per truck now at a low average of 3 tons per vehicle,
is moreover expected to increase to 4 tons during the plan period. This
exnectation for rapid erowth should be viewed in the light of an
extremely low motor vehicle density at present. The realization of the
forecast will, of :ourse. denend on the imolementation of the Team's
highway construction proposal and the adoption of a sensible rate policy
by the railroad.

QflF< 9lho T iir rco.vr Tonrmn niri cncage a aremr-.h of 91 nperrent npr vsnr in

ocean-going cargo (exports and imports in tonnage) and some increase in
coastanl +raffi fr C 1-il lr -i+oms sch ns roal, nc.+rnl cn nroducts nnri

cement. The most imlportant single project in the port development
program needdr +to r.cor.n A -1-. 4I h ; n _ i ,. ti c z +h- rn-n C+v-i r',ir'4-1 nn ni'

a second tidal basin at Inchon. (See Table 16) This basin will enable
Incc; to -il' I., - -- 4raff-ic for 4th.e Seo l- -ea ,^ -A ' reduc -1 -- Aii
on the Pusan harbor and the railway line between Seoul and Pusan.
ntuihuLLet JUlj)U±ib tnU aspect ofLI' ithIe U'J-br progrI 4is t1 cons-1-ruc-14--.±n of'

industrial -harbors at Ulsan, Biin, and Chinhae connected with industrial
proecs - ties plaes - 2._w_----1-- AI whough,-t siltat4 -4- n - Tr oreal s haror is.PrUJeC,-(UZ ±11 U1ito p-idutuS. H±_L4I1ULL1 L4 LUCLLnL.UI± Li fl± II IC iia i).n c 4-0

considerable, there is not yet a reliable estimate of its extent and
of the required amO-unt of d-redging. irn -view of the tec-nical and

administrative complications of utilizing a dredging fleet, it may be
advisable to use the services OI foreign dredging contractors rather
than acquiring, as proposed by the Ministry of Construction, nine new
dredges.

207. The Ministry of Transportation proposed a four-foid increase
in the capacity of the Korean shipping fleet during the Second Plan; the
Survey Team has reservations regarding this proposal. Korea may acquire
some comparative acdvantage in shipping because of low wiages, as she
builds up her stock of managerial and administrative talent. However,
the expansion of the fleet is not needed to remove a bottleneck situation,
since- Korea is well served by foreign ships. The Survey Teamis proposal,
which is somewehat of a compromise, aims at doubling the present fleet.

203. The size of the country and the limited scope for speeding up
of surface traffic make it necessary Lor Korea to continue operating a
modest network of dcomestic civil aviation. However, as far as inter-
national connectiorns are concerned, Korea seems well supplied by foreign
airlines. These airlines enjoy internal and external economies which
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would be inaccessible to a Korean international airline. From an econoric
point of view, it would therefore be desirable to postpone plans for
establish:Lng a Korean international airLine.

F. Program Lor Electric Power 1/

209. 'rhe Thomas Team forecasts that power demELnd will rise at an
annual rate of abou.t 12.0 percen-t per annum. The following hypotheses
underlie this projection:

(1) industrial production will increase at a rate of
9.5 percent per annum,

(2) population will grow at a rate of 2.8 percent per annum,

(3) the proportion of total households electrified will rise
fron ahbouit 22 percent in 196h to about 29 percent in 197:L.

These assu-mptions are close to the macro-economric framework adopted by

the present Mission. WT e envisage a growth rate in manufacturing of
about 10 percent per annum (see paragraph 176) compared to the Thomas

Team's hypothesis of 9.5 percent for both manufacturing and mining. We
envisage a grow-th rate in ponirwati-n of 2.66 nprcent. (see pararanh 125)
which is somewhat slower than (2) above. Despite these minor differences,
t1he pore,ent Msi h "as adopted the maln fndings of the Th-homas Team

regarding the requirements of the power sector. (See Table 17)

210. Ihile the Korea Electric Company proposed a program of invest-

ment -which nlrclu-ded a t anumber of hydro proJects, the Thom,Las Team is in

favor of thermal generation facilities as a rule. More than 80 percent
of new installed capacity recom-ended consists or t;her-mal urits. Except

for the Pusan project, already under construction, each of these plants
wiii exceed 100 mw. There are considerable econom:Le3 of scale associatad

with thermal units and the optimum size under Koream conditions depends
on a reasonable balance between capacity and regional dem,Land.

211. Although Korea has considerable unutilized hiydro potential,
the cost of hydro power is likely to be relatively high, for the
following reasons:

(1) While rainfall is concentrated during four months in the
summer, peak demand for power occurs during the dry winter.

(2) River grades are flat and this makes it difficult to
build large storage reservoirs. Also large reservoirs will
submerge valuable farm land and involve heavy outlays in
relocating displaced farm families.

1/ Mainly based on "Korea Electric Power Survey", a report prepared for
'U.S. Mission in Korea by the Thomas Team.
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(3) 'Jide river beds require a long dam.

(14) Spillways with large discharge capacity are required to
pass flood waters. Lack of adequate hydrological
observations imDlies that spillways must be over-designed
to provide safety.

(5) Size of generating equipment is limited by rail and
harbor facilities available in Korea.

Table 17: PROPOSED POWER INVESTMENT 1966-1971

(1965 prices; billion won)

Totcl InvTes,rwmenrt 1(60-1 965 J,n. R

Tot l T an,vs 0 r,tent -L966=1971

Generat:ion 28.8
Transmission 7.9
Dist rif-2in 18.7

Other 1.9

Breakdowron of Generation Facilities

Projects Completion Date Capacity Investment 1966-71
Ar.' ir, 'mi, llion -w,on)-

Kunsan thermal 1967 66 1630 /
Seoul thermal 1968 125 5243 75

Pusan thermal 1971 150 6120
Paldang hydro 1970 80 6597
Improvement et Replacement -- -- 809

Others /3 Third Plan /3 7900

/A Only during 1966; expenditures in 1965 were won 2,i39 million.

/2 Excludes won 17 million in 1965.

/3 Consists of Yongdong 125 imi, Seoul 200 mw thermal plants to be
start,ed during the Second Plan period.
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212. Despite these reservations, the power program includes the
Paldanghydo project Estimated investment cost of this proiect is

$300 per wi compared to $168 for thermal units. Although recurring
cost+,so t,e n-rn + p ctare- much loQWerj the total cost of power

generation at Paldang will be relatively high. The Thomas Team points
out that t,;iIS is a, rarginnl projet.+

213. The suggested outlay includes about won 2 billion for a rural
electrification program. The target is to provide a power connection
for aubout 18 percent of village households in. 1971 compred to less

-than. 10 percent now. 1/ The Thomas Team anticipated the following
benefits f'rom this program.

(1) Faciiitates preservation (-via ice-m,aking) and processing
of fish and other marine products. (See paragraph 49)

(2) Permits mechanization of grain processing.

(3) Expands egg production by lengthening the "light day"
in winter and stimulating poultry production by providing
powzer for incubation and brooding.

(4) Makes more meaningful the high literacy rate in the
country.

(5) Retards urban migration and thus alleviates unemployment
as well as other social problems in the cities.

214. There is no doubt that unsatisfied demand for electric power

exists among Korean farmers and fishermen. Apparently, many of them

can afford to pay for the service. The past practice of installing
small diesel units and "micro-hycdro" all over the countryside on a
strictly ad-hoc basis has proved wiasteful. A systematic and properly
phased program or rural electrification undertaken by the Korean
Electric Company, merits the consideration of the Government. HowTever,

in f'ormulating and implementing this program care should be taken to
emphasize the productivity aspects of electrification (see paragraph

213 above) rather than the consumption aspects i.e. promotion of house-
hold electrical ampliances.

L/ The tage fr 198. 4 is J c
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VI. OUTWLOOK FOR THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

215. Viewed from the standpoint of investment requirements and
domestic savings, Korea may require a net inflow of foreign resources
averaging $275 miLlion per annum during 1966-1971. Ideally, this esti-
mate should be checked by .making an independent evaluation of epnort

prospects and import requirements. We have attempted a rough projection
of exports, alto u g 1he Misslron did not commu-c.d the kind of expertise

or the length of time required for a definitive analysis. The problems
of estimating imnports are even more form,idable and we confine ourselv-es
to a few consistency checks. The last section of this chapter presents
the results of some calculations regarding gross foreign capital require-
ments.

A. Assessment of Export Potential

216. The EPB envisages a growth in merchandise exports at a rate of

21 percent per yea.r. Although this expansion is considerably lower than

Korea's performance in recent years, it is a very ambitious target aJhen
viewed in the context of the likely increase in world trade or the ex-

pected expansion in major foreign markets for Korean products. Officials
believe that the rising pressure of wages in Japan confronts Korea with
a unique opportunity to displace that country to some extent from her

traditional markets. Planners are confident that they can accomplish
this in many lines of production and they are prepared to take whatever
measures are necessary for this purpose.

217. There is an element of validity in the thesis about wage pres-
sures in the Japanese economy. The labor market there is fast assuming

the character of its counterparts in Western industrialized countries.

Wages laggyed behind productivity for the best part of the fifties, but
now they are running well ahead in some instances, leading to moderate
increments in wholesale prices. However, these wage and price movements
are neither widespread nor large in magnitude. The overall wholesale
price index in Japan is fairly steady and the aggregate export price
index in 1L965 is ,lightly below the level in the early 1960's. Export
prices of textiles and wooden products (a category which includes plywood)
have declined in recent years, partly owing to recessionary conditions..
However, there was some rise in export prices of processed foods, ceramics
and miscellaneous manufactures. In a word, it is rash to conclude, as
some Korean offic:ials and businessmen do, that Japanese exports in general

are becoming non-competitive. This is simply not so, although Korea can

capital-- on speeific onportunities and raise her share in particular
overseas markets. Many Korean officials appoar to bolieve that export
targets are worth achievina no matter what the real cost to the economy
and no matter how large the offsetting outflow of foreign exchange on
accol.unt of imported inrputs. It is well to noint out that the fundamental
object of policy should not be to raise exports at any cost but rather
to im,prove resource a'location, to raise savings and to contain the baLance
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of payment deficit. To repeat, exPort subsidies are onlv worth-while if
there is a reasonable chance of developing comparative advantage in the
forse-eeble Put-e(e p-neraphs l08-llO). Proroitior.al measures shou-Ld

be re-designed with the aim of maximizing net rather than gross foreign

218 . On this basis, the Mission has attempted to ajus'' the EPBT-
port targets for major commodities. (See Table 18) Altogether, the net
-L1[PaCLC of Uithese alj UO wILCLUSJ-0 lsVt reduce the projeclued gro.LWthL rLate; for

total exports to about 14.8 percent per year. The reasons for scaling
dowrn the EPB forecast are explained in the following paragraphs. Some
of these adjustments (for example, marine products), are based on detailed
analysis of dermiaid conditions in foreign markets and exportu avallabilities
in Korea. Other adjustments are much more impressionistic in character,
owing to the fact that it is impossible to trace the market prospects for
each individual item. This is particularly so for new manufactured good
exports.

219. The EPB envisages a growth of 20 percent per year in Korea:s
expcrts of manufactured goods. During the past decade, manufactured
gads exports from all developing countries rose at a rate of 8.2 percent
per annum.. 1/ Starting from an extremely low base, Korea increased her
share in total manufactured exports from developing countries to a level
of 1.99 percent in 1965. A recent study of the trade prospects of develop-
ing counttries env:Lsages a growth in their manufactured exports of about;
5.6 percent per annum 2.- This rate appears too-low. Assuming 8.2
percent as in the past, then the EPB target implies Korea's share
in total manufactured exports from developing countries will rise by
1971 to 3.80 percent. The Mission's impression is that Korea will con-
tinue to increase her share but perhaps not as rapidly as the EPB target
implies. We have assumed that Korea's share will rise to 2.90 percent
by 1971 which impLies a growth rate of 15.0 percent per annum.

220. The EPB envisages growth in plywood exports at an annual rate
of 17.4 percent per annum during 1964-1971. This target is distinctly
ambitious, although not outside the realm of possibilityr. To achieve
it, Korea will need to incur heavy foreign exchange outlays on imported
materials and to compete with exporting countries whose production is
based on local inputs. In a long-term sense, Korea does not appear to
enioy a decisive comparative advantage in this type of activity. There-
fore, the Mission suggests a lower growth rate of about 14 percent per
annum. Allowing for the 59 percent increase in 1965, the projected growth
rate works out to only 7.8 percent per annum. (See Table 18)

I/ See U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics Nov. 1965. The neriod
covered is 1953-55 to 1962-64.

/ Bela Balassa; Trade Prospects for Developing Countries, p. 388.
The period cvrered -srlQ60-70. We havme cited the mid-point of twc)
variants.
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Table 18: GROW4TH OF EXPORTS

(in minllion dollars)
1971

1965 EPB Mission
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E _ -- - -

1. Manufacturing products 106.8 328.0 250.0

Fertilizer - - 8.7

Rubber tires 0.9 1.7 1.0
Rubber footwear 4.1 12.1 5.0
Plywood and veneer 18.1 35.0 2.4
Textiles and clothing 47.0) 154.4 138.4

Yarn ( 1.;)) (.-4) ( 7.1-4)

Silk fabrics ( 0.1) (10.0) ( 8.0)
Cotton fabrics (10.,) (49.0) (35.0)
Other fabrics /1 (13.'9) (34-0) (34.0)

Clothing /2 (20.7) (49-0) (49.0 j
Cement 0.8 4-. -

Sheet glass O.ih 1.7 1.7

Ceramic tiles - 8.0 8.0

Ceramic products - 20.0 6.5
Iron and steel 12.7 9.3 9.3
Radio receivers l.4 8.0 4.0
Other 20.8 73.8 39.0

2. AgLj2ultural, Fisheries & Mineral Prod. 68. 3 222.0 150.0

Rice 3. 6 10.0 4.0

Tobacco 0., 6.0 6.0
Fish /3 22.4 92X.7 75.7
Raw silk 7.1 h2.7 25.C)

Coal 1.9 5.0 2.0
Iron ore 6.8 5.0 9.C

Tungsten ore 6.3 6.3 6.3
Other 19.3 52.3 22.0

3. Total exports, 175.1 550.0 400. C)

/1 Tnclludes rayon, woolen and synthetic fiber fabrics; knitted,
embroidered and sewing goods.

/2 Includes outer garments, sweaters and socks.

/3 Includes laver and agar-agar.

Source: Mission Estimates.
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221. M4ore than 90 percent of Korean plywood is sold in the U.S.

market. ConsumDtion of hardwood plyviood in the U.S.A. increased at
about 9.5 percent per annzm during the last decade and this expansion

is expected to continue in the future. Korea started to export for the

first time in 1961 and now holds about 12 percent of the US import
market. l/ The other competitors are Japan, whose share in the U.S.

market has dropped from 73 percent to 35 percent, 2/ Taiwan and the

Philippines. To achieve the eyport target set 'oy EPB, Korea must double

her share in the U. S. market. The Mission has reservations about the

desirablityof this target.

222. Korean wage rates are slightly lowrer than in Taiwan or Philip-

pines and only one-third of the Japanese level. However, this differen-
tial in wage rates is more than fully made up by higher productivity in
Taiwan and. the Philinpines and almost entirely, but not fully, offset by

higher productivity in Japan. In any case, labor costs do not constitute

a high prcoportion o,' nroduction costs in the plywsood industry. A much

more significant item is the cost of logs. Here Korea has the disadvantage
of being farthest removed f rom the source of suply (Philippines) and

therefore having t,o pay a higher price for transportation of the logs and
to incur higher invren.tory expens- Thi s disadvtntage is. of course,

strongest in comperison with Taiwan and the Philippines. The latter

country has the ad.ded, althoug1 h temporaryj AduNant-ge of a nreferential

import dut,y in the United States. If Korean plywood producers did not
enjoy very cheap export credit and other export subsidiesj it is doubt-

ful whetller exports would be very profitable. However, the economic
justificat'ion for subsidizing pl.yood ex-ports is for from obvious. The

industry is fairly capital intensive and entirely based on imported rawr

materials. It does not use idle manpower or other wnutilized domestic
resources to any great extent.

223. Korea's exports of cotton fabrics increased five-fold during

the last i'ive years. in 1965, m=-iore than a quarter was sold in the U.S.,
another 21h percent in Hong Kong and another quarter in Europe. Total
world trade in cotton textiles expanded rather slowly and dIorea's sharE

increased from a very low base to barely 2 percent in 1965. This should
not be interpreted to mean that Korea is a strong competitor; the Mission

believes that world prices are below Korean costs and exports take place
because there is excess capacity and because exports are subsidised.

224.. The EPB has set an ambitious target for cotton fabric exports,

which may be quite difficult to achieve for two reasons. First, Korea
does, not have a strong competitive position in thisk field. Owing to the
trend towards mechanization, low wages are of diminishing irmportance in

determining total production costs. Meanwhile Japanese export prices

1/ This was the position in 1964. In 1965, Korea's share must be

consi(derably higher than 12 percent.

2/ During 1960-61.
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countries have imposed quantitative restrictions. Under the International
Co4.4.,to Texti] A g1962 A-. 4-port 4.into 4-t TU.S. fro- A-_1--
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countries will not be allowed to increase 'by more than 5 percent per year.
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out to be more permissive. On the whole, ho-ever, the prospects for arn
increase in cottn oz textile I e_orS are fairly liaUited end fr- itUese recsonis,
ue L-lave scaled down the EPB export targ~et. The figure we have sua'estcd
may turn out to be still too higih.

225. In contrast to the slow growth of world textiles exports, there
has been a very marked increase (about 14 percent a year during 1953-64)
in world clothing exports. This increase is likely to continue. Clothing
production is labor intensive and there is only linited scope for mech-
anization of the production process. As a result, high-income countries
in Europe and Nqorth America will find it to their advantage to increase
their purchases of clothing and made-up apparel from low-wage producers
such as Korea. International trade in clothing is relatively free from
restriction and may, on the whole, be expected to remain so. Korean
exports increased at an extremely rapid rate in recent years, from $1
million in 1960 to $21 million in 1965. Over half this amount was
shipped to the United States. Another market wias Sweden which bought
$3.4 million of knitwear (sweaters), one of the most promising expor-t
lines. In view of the rapid expansion of this industry, and the demon-
strated ability to meet the quality requirements of foreign markets,
future expansion will be rapid in all likelihood. The Mission, there-
fore, accepts the EPB target for this item.

226. Nearly 90 percent of rubber footwear is sold in the U.S. market.
The U.S. imports a'bout 50 million pairs of shoes per year; of this Korea
suppLies 4 million and Japan the entire residual. The total iraport
market for footwear has not expanded more than 1.7 percent per annum
during the 1960's. Korean exports have to compete not only with Japan
but also with plastic Droducts from Italy and elsewhere. In spite of
all these facts, Korea scored a spectacular increase in exports from
$0.9 million in 196L to $L.1 million in 1965. This was mainly caused
by a speculative build-up of stock by importers in anticipation of a
rise in tariff duties from 12.5 percent to 37.5 percent in December 1965.
Under these circumstances, the Mission doubts whether the EPB target
of t.rbling the vaIhiA of eP-nrts can be achieved.

227. Expnorts of riiubhr prodnucts from Korea, shoes or t.ires. are
heavily dependent on imported materials. The labor component barely
reaches 10 percen+. of +he- +.+al sales prie in hbth cae=The prosnpents

for tire exports appear quite unfavorable. Several Asian countries, in-
clud.ung Thailar.d .ae rlidneg t_heir owr. factonries antl Ynrann epo-rtn

opportunities are diminishing. In any case, Korea does not seem to have
e n A ttl -) , +; e '. X ^ ; rv' + C+hQl P f 1i 1~ Q C! hv^"+ znf' +.h A
C; flIUjJC& J. 0. V.& 1Vr_ a~.C Vi vJ.JU JO. 5 .J.l Ws v ~ ~ 0 0 0 v,-w s __b Of h

cost of production.
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228. The Mision accepts the EPB target with respect to sheet- ga.s.
Korea has local materials for such production and the location of the
plar,t 4s -f-avorabl51. IJa-ges constivute Off percent -f total cost. Exworl;sj 4U J1. .L 0 V c%LJfl Y ~ ~ V U_V0 ' ~ - 1U -~ ~ .V_ -

of this item started in 1962; the main markets are U.S.A. and Vietnam.
T1./ "eve taurget TKJrorea ill have --to take mJ.easu es to Vv qulity
and compete effectively with Taiwan, Japan and Belgium. Investments are
under consideration -w.hich are expected -to secure Is ome economies in pro-
duction costs by improving mechanical installations.

229. We also accept the EPB target regarding ceramic facing tiles.
Local raw materia:Ls are avallable and the quality of the produc't is accept-
able. Reportedly, the industry is likely to attract Japanese funds and
technical know-how; presumably sales to the U.S. market will be channeL-eed
through Japanese agents. Japan supplies three-quarters of the U.S. market
at present; other suppliers are Mexico and the U.K.

230,, The 11ission is skeptical about the EPB target regarding other
ceramic products 'pottery and chinaware). Although, this Korean industry
has access to local raw materials and a long tradition, it is not yet
established as a successful exporter. The industry is riddled with coI1-
siderable waste, high costs and unattractive designs. A sizeable contract
for exports to the U.S. was concluded in 1965 but failure to meet quality
standards disrupted this arrangement. Despite these problems, it should
be poss ib:Le to build the Korean ceramic industry into a substantial earner
of foreign exchange, provided a phased program is adopted instead of
rushing Lito large-scale investments. The Mission suggests the creation
of a pilot plant wiithin a medium-sized ceramic technological center to
study the technical problems, train specialists and to expqeriment with
designs.

231. in addiltion to manufactured goods, the Mlission envisages a sub-
stantial increase in Norea's extports of primary commodities, particularly
marine products and raw silk. According to MIission estimates, the share
of all toriLmary commoodities in total exports will fall slightly from 39
percent in 1965 to 37.5 percent by the end of the Second Plan.

232. Korean planners are counting on a tremendous increase in fish
expcorts. l/ (See Table 18) This optimism is based on past performance,
a favorab:Le market outlook for Korean products abroad and the premise
that the fish catch will grow by leaps and bounds in response to invest-
ments underway ancd those proposed for the Second Plan period. The Mission
is also enthusiastic about Korea's market opportunities abroad but fears
thalt supply bottlenecks and domestic demand for fish will make it diffi-
cult; to achieve fully the tentative EPB target (See paragraphs l68-l7QL.

II 4C 4- present,n T-ar.n -4 c 4-r.1 ~ ,nnr+ +'r..v V-,.., .n~n rri .

233. At. preser.t, 3ap.~ is~ thCe ,,ain -ak for v-Kore- ar ne product

accounting for two-thirds of total dollar earnings. Since 1962, Japan's
1i1ish ou'U.-pitL h'±as b e.en declirting as a resuJltU oil retrenchJL .ient in Uth iLndust4 y.
Difficulties of keeping crews at sea for extended periods and rising

1/ Based on detajiled analysis in Volumfe IV.
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vages have led Japanese fishing interests to retreat. Imrports of marine
produ1ct 4 os nerr 4ee times u-4--- enA 196 Ad I OA) +- fil I e sa in-

fish supplies. Korea is Japan's principal supplier; the only significant
corjpet.LLU.' UtorJLjg r,JZLanU-, VLL4 a. J AL4toUgL flut'uLre ir.crements of Eurea"n exburts

to Japan cannot be as big as in the last few years, the prospect for expansion
is good. G iven the sItuct-ural uLfficulbies tro-ubling the Japanese fishintg
industry, Korea should have no trouble disposing of its surplus catch. A
growth in vrolume of' these exports of about i.9 percent per annum (see
Table 19) seems easily attainable, taking into account also other markets,
especially Hong-Kong for dried fisn and nurope for frozen sheil-fisn. Thie
unit value of these! exports is expected to rise by about 8 percent during
1964-71 in response to changes in composition from the less valuable pickled,
salted and cooked items to the higher priced fresh, chilled and frozen
varieties, The trend in this direction dates back to the mid-fifties.

234. IKorea also hopes to gain a foothold in the world market for ticna.
Japan's retrenchment in deep-sea fishing operations and the current shortage
in tuna supplies should facilitate Korea's entry in this sphere. in lt63,
Japan accoumted for nearly half of the global landings of tuna and tuna-like
fish. Hbwever, during the last two years Japan is reported to have reduced
her deep-sea operations. An incident of botulism poisoning in the U. S.
in the first half of 1963 led to a sharp drop in prices and sales. The
Japanese fleet, spread out in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, reacted
slowly to these devrelopments and suffered heavy financial losses. As a
result, many vessels were returned to home bases, converted to other uses
or scrapped. Risirng crew wages accentuated the impact of these changes.
Informed sources believe that Japan will not reinstate her fleet to its
original size. M.eanwhile, the market situation has recovered appreciably,
there is a shortage in supplies and prices have soared to unprecedented levels.
The future market outlook is quite favorable and Korea's exports depend
essentially on the speed with which she can deploy her recently acquirecd
vessels and equip them with trained personnel. If the target suggested by
the I4ission is achieved, Korea's landings of tuna will probably reach 4
percent of the world total.

235. Exports of raw silk have increased almost six-fold since 1960.
Nearly 90 percent of the Korean product is marketed in U.S.A. Total U.S.
imports have expanded by less than 4 percent per annum in recent years,
owing, to the heavy inroads made by synthetic fibers. Korea's share in this
market has increased from about 5.5 percent in the early sixties to nearly
18 nprenn a± nresent. chieflv at the exnense of Japan. The EPB postulates
a rapid rise in Korean exports (see Table 18). The 1Trssion has scaled down
the officinal targets for two reasons. Frst. the nlanners are over-
optimistic regarding the prospects of quickly expanding production (see
Volrme III). SRecondl,v any significant acceleration in the growth of U. S.
imports is unlikely. Although Korea can continue to displace Japan, owing
to inreasin lnbr c-st in thf latter, a massive sales effort by IKorez
may precipitate a fall in prices.
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Ta I ch_19: EYPORT POREGAqT FOR MARTMN PRODTUCTS

Catch other than deep sea Deep sea catch Total
V o 1 u + IT 'I T ITnlino TTni+- alue Value Val. I l I Iau :21ue

00) MVT $ per M/T Million 000 MJT $ per M/T Million Million
(LAded (Product of produc $ (Lnded of landed v $
Weight) WJeight) weight weight) weight

1)55 13.5 5.0 200 1.0 0.0 262 /2 0.0 1.0
1960 33.0 15.0 599 9.0 0.0 248 0.0 9.0
'96 866.9 38.8 60 23.3 n.a. n.a. 0.h 23.7 ,X1
2.906 95.0 42.3 617 26.1 20.5 275 5.6 31.7
1S71 191.0 35.0 650 55.3 77.0 265 20. 75.7

/ Figure is somewhat higher than $21.5 million recorded by Bank of Korea;
Economic St,atistics Yearbook.

/2 1956.

236. Silk weaving is not well organized in Korea. Production is
fragmented in small units and a large part of the equipmen-t is obsolete.
Because of' the rapid growth in raw silk exports, the industry has been
plagued by a raw materials shortage. As a result, capacityr utilization
is low and the financial condition of the industry is unsatisfactory.
Silk fabric exports remained below the Government's target. In contrast
with this situation, the EPB forecasts an increase in eXports by 1971 to
a level of $10.0 million. Certainly, the achievement of this target
would requ1ire an improvement of the raw material situation and concerted
action to overcome technical and financial shortcomings of the industry.
HIowrever, in view of the low wrage costs and the local availability of the
raw material, Korea should certainly be able to develop a comparative
advantage in silk weaving.

237. In spite of the expectation of a fast growth in cereal pro-
duction Korea is unlikely to attain self-sufficiency in grains until
after 1971 (see oaragraphs 158-163). Rice exports in 1971, will depend
as at present, on the agreement of the U.S. who are supplementing Korea's
grain deficiency with PL 480 wheat and barley. Under these circumstances,
there is no basis for assuming that rice exports in 1971 will exceed the
present level. Despite some difficulties due to inexperience, recent
export efforts have stimulated the interest of foreign buyers in Korean
tohaeco. Tobacco yields per hectare are good, and provided the area under
tobacco is allowed to increase, the EPB target can be realized. The
EPB's. p HrnPrtinn of a decrease in iron-ore exDorts is based on the
assumed domestic use of the ore by an in:tegrated iron and steel plant to
be established in Korea. However, the technical and economic feasibility
of such use of the Korean ore has still to be demonstrated. (See para-
graph1 -180) lthough this questi i s stil in doubtj we have assuLmed
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that it will be more economical to import ore when a mill is established
while Korean ore will continue to be exported to Japan where it is blen(ded

with hilther grade ores. There seems to be little basis for the Govern-

ment's expectation of increased coal exports. Rising demands of the

household. powier and industrial sectors are likely to strain Korea's

reserves. (See paragraphs 181, 132) There is no prospect of increasin-;

the exportable surplus. Even the $2 million estimated by us may be on

the high side.

B- Tnvisibles and Merchandise Inports

238. Tlhe aggregate plan prepared by EPB postulates that Korea will
continue to have a favorable balance of nearly $60 million on account oi

exports an1d import of services, otherwise called "'invisibles". 1/ (See

Iabe 20)a This expectation is based on the premise that Korea can

achieve a substantial expansion in her merchant marine and tourist trade.

The reader will recall that the Ministry of Transport pronoses a four-

fold increase in the capaci'ty of Korea's shipping fleet (See paragraph 199).
sotilePB envl-ages a six-fold increase in the touist trffic and

a 50 percent rise iLn the average income per tourist. The Mission is much

less opt' .stic about both th-ese develop.ents, taking into account the

country's inexperience in maritime business and the fact that Korea's

geographic locationl is -uLavorable from the standpoint of attractlng

tourists. Our est:imates show that Korea's favorable balance on account

of' ":invisibles" wiall diminish to a level of about $114 million by 1971.

239. On this basis, Korea s maerchandise imports can reach $6145
mill:Lon in 1971. This implies a deficit on goods and services account

of $231 miLlion or about won 63 billion in 1971, (see Tables 9 and 20)

which is the assumed level of net foreign capDital inflow in that year.

The macro-framework envisaged by the Mission allows K-orea's imlports to

rise at a rate of 7.6 percent per annum during the next six years com-
pared to 9.8 percent per annum during the sixties. 2/ The Mission fore-

sees a measure of import substitution in the area of investment goods,

but at a s:Lower pace than in the past. (See oaragraph 187) The process

of irmport replacement is almost exhausted in the field of manufactured

intermediate goods- the sole exception being chemicals (see paragraph 1'38).

However, imports of agricultural and mineral raw materials are expected

to r:ise briskly in response to the growth of manufactures for the home

and foreign markets. Although we cannot rigorously test the consistency

of asswupt:ions underlying the analysis of production and investment on

the one han-d and imports on the o-ther, we feel reasonably certain that

a 7.6 percent per amnum growth in imports will suffice.

1/ Investrnent income receipts and payments are excluded from this

discussion. They will be considered in Section C, together with

problems of gross foreign capital inflow.

2/ Lverage 1959-61 to Average 1963-65. However, during the decade 1955-57

to 1963-65 imports increased very slowly i.e., 2.2 percent per annuri.

See Chart II.
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Table 20: FRTIE!'J0GRK FOR THE 3BAIANCE OF PAMIENTS: CURRENQT ACCOUNT /1

(million U.S. dollars)

Item 1965 1971
Estimate EPB EPB His sion.

Total Receipts 285.6 682.2 510.5

Merchandise Exports 175.1 550.0 Wmo.o

Total Invisibles 110.5 132.2 110.5

Sales to UN forces 74.0 63.0 63.0
Freight and Insurance 4.5 10.4 7.4
Other Transport 3.4 11.4 6.8
Travel 7.7 28.3 14.2
Other Services /1 20.9 19.1 19.1

Total Payments 80.m 862.0 741.3

Merchandi,se ITDorts (f.o.b.) L15.9 789.2 645.0

Totnal Inv-iibles 6h.1 72.8 96.3

Freight and Insurance 32JL 27.7 LL. 7
Other Transport 10.7 14.9 21.4
Travel 1.7 4 4.8

Other Services /1 19.3 25.4 25.4

L 9 Lxc-lu.dJng inves-IMen.-t icre

C. The Magnitude and Pattern of Future Foreign Capital Inflow

240n The out:Look for future foreign aid to Korea is not at all clear,
except for the Japanese commait,ment recently spelled out in the normali
zation treaty. According to this document, Japan will furnish $300 million
.in g-rants aniu d,k III( II -Li-on in soft larns during ithe next dec-ade. ls

the Japanese Government will approve commercial credits amounting to "at
least" $300 million. As far as the U.S. iS concerned, responsible spok-es-
men have indicated that "supporting assistance" will be phased out,
although no time-table has been drawn up. The U.S. Congress is crently
debating an Admini:stration proposal to terminate by 1971 the sale of
surplus commodities for local currency, under the PL 480. F-utiure sale.;
are likely to be financed to an increasing extent by long-term, low-
interest loans repayable in dollars. Recently, the U.S. has signed a
number of loans, carrying concessional terms, under the program of $15(
mil:Lion authorized by President Johnson in May, 1965. Disbursements
from these loans should rise rapidly in the near future. Other suppliers
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of foreign resources - Germany, U.K. etc. - have not indicated the size

or; pattern of the:ir future conrtributions. Meanwhile, there has been a

sharp rise in the volume of suppliers' credits. An,nual commitments,

under thi, catego;y, have increased from less than $2 million in 1962 to
nearly $80 million in 1965. According to our information, the Korean

Uovexrnment intends to guarantee a sizeable amount of supDliers' credits

during 1966.

24L. Whether or not net foreign capital inflow will average $275

million per .nm, envisaged in this report, Te do not, know. The amounit

is not much higher than Korea has obtained during recent years. However,

the present cl-imate of foreign aid introduces a significant margin of

uncertainty into the planning process. Owing to her special relations

with USA and Japan, Korea is probably less vrulnerable in this resnect

than many other developing countries. Neverthelelss, Korean planners

should be prepared to red-uce the scale of investmiuent in the event that

foreign resources do not materialize according to expectations. Pro-

vided thought is given to this problem beforehand, and there is a clear

idea of priorities, it should be possible to readjust the size of the

Second Plan in an orcierly fashion so as to mLinimize the extent of dis-

location.

242. On their side, suppliers of official foreign aid should view

the needs of the Korean economr in the proper perspective. The Missioa' s

assessment is that the country requires sizeable external assistance for

some considerable time, even under optimistic assiptiaiIons regard-ig

economic policies. This conclusion is based on the inescapable fact

that the present savings rate is extremely low (5 -6 percent). Assuming

that the marginal savings rate during the Third Plan (1972-76) is raised

to 27.5 percent compared to 20 percent during the Second Plan and that

there is no change in the growth rate of GDP or the incremental capital-

output ratio, Korea will still require net foreign capital of more than

$90 million in 1976 (See Chart IV). Undoubtedly, Korea's relative de-

pendence on external resources should decline sharply and there should

be an appreciable reduction in the absolute amount of the net inflow,

but it is premature to conclude that Korea is about to enter the stage

of self-sustained growth.

D. Terms of Foreign Assistance

2h3. Since foreign resources will be needed *to supplement domestic

savings in financing investment for the next decade or more, Korea will

have to roll over her debt servicing obligations in this period. Con-

sequently, gross foreign capital requirements wiLL depend on the schedule

of obligations arising from the present external debt as well as the

distribution of the future inflow among grants, soft loans, conventional

loans, suppliers' credits and private direct investment. The future

composition cannot be determined wsith any precision but recent events

foreshadow a shift from grants to soft loans and supplierst credits.

The Korean economy can easily tolerate some hardening of the terms of
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foreign assistance; for example a substitution of grants by soft loans
at low interest rates and long maturity periods. However, a sharp in-
crease in the roleb of suppliers, credits can create serious difficulties.
If there is a rigid ceiling on the amount of soft loans which can be
extended to Korea. owing to a global scarcity of such funds, then the
Mission would recommend the use of official loans on conventional terms.

244. This conclusion is based on an analysis of the debt servicing
problem confronting Korea during the next decade. The implications of
two hypothetical patterns (variants I and TI) of external financing for
the behavior of debt service payments and related magnitudes are traced
out till 1976. (See Table 21 and Charts TV-VI). Both variants assume
a substantial decline in the percentage share of grants in fture foreign
cao:ital inflow, compared to more than 80 percent in the past. Both
var:iants envisage a marked rise in the role of official loans on con-
cessional terms , compared to 5 percent - 12 perceicL -i the past. Also,
in both cases, we assume a moderate increase in foreign private direct
investment. /Variant I postulates that Korea will rely on suppliers'
credits to fill the gap between requirements for external funds on the
one hand and the flow of grants, official aid and equity investment,
on -the other. Variant II assumes that Korea will be eligible for con-
ventional loans as well as soft assistance and therefore she can diminish
her denendence on sunnliers' credits.

245. IUnridr both viriqant1.q rieht-. servicing oblhgations will rise much

more rapidly than savings during the Second Plan. (See Chart VI) However, the
presnt-o. I eTve1 r)f t debt servicre, rat.io ls qrinjite -10owT and in ulntpwarrd mTno-
ment in this ratio does not necessarily mean an exhaustion of debt ser-

of 34 percent under Variant I and 25 percent under Variant II, before
beginning a do,.n,,ward course in the early 1°70's1 PrD-d, tA-e +I-

mobilization effort is on an adequate scale and provided it is sustained
d LLIn th.e U L ~I V. LLL . L decade, UVn 4 will grofaster t debt ser-vce

payments during the Third Plan.

246. The debt servicing problem, from a short-term standpoint, is
essentiiLUL.L.y a quet.LVL Uo. 11IagU g thLJ, e U l a.cLL UoL PJCL9cL nti± . In thisL.

context, the ratio of debt service to exports as well as certain other
cl-aracteristiCS are- relusv-Wi. Thae LcUmmucyL-LUy sruc.uru uo tx.p rus ls

relatively diversified and Korea is less vulnerable than rnost develop-
ing countries to violent flUGUuations in export prices. Also, prUgress
in Koreani agriculture has reduced the danger of large-scale harvest
failures necessitating sudden increases in food imports. In any case,
access to PL 480 shipments of grains acts as a cushion which reduces
the impact of disturbances, caused by weather conditions, on the foreign
exchange situation. Moreover, Korea's foreign exchange reserves con-
stitute one-third of 1965 imports, which is a comfortable margin for
offsetting moderate short-term fluctuations in the balance of payments.
Although Korea's liquidity position is adequate and she can tolerate
a rise in the rigidity introduced in the balance of payments by debt

lo/ TLh .-ILVUabu r,ay- Ub LlargtL iLL agriiiuL b isrechledu Vio Ul legal

status of Japanese private investors in Korea.
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Table 21: GROSO FOREIGN CAPITAL REQUIRMMENTS AUD DEBT SERVICE

A. Composition of Gross Inflow and Typical Terms

Variant I Variant II Interest Grace Repayment
Rate % Period Period

(5 of total) Tyears

Grants 35 35 0 (infinit.yr)
Soft loans 40 40 2.5 8 22
Co9nvent.4onal Loans - 15 6.0 L 21
Direct investment 2 2 10.0 /1 /1 /1
Slunnlipp rlRrtsrdirpqis- 8 6.q 1 6

B. Amniin+. of Grs Trflnw

1 QY:C /9 I Q71 1 Q7(

(million dollarsT

Resource Gap /3 198 233 93
Cu rren Account Defi t4 /4- -1I. 227 86

Increase i.n Foreign Reserves 5 7 8
Subscription; Asian Development Bank - 3 -

Debt Selrvi.cu o1n resentu Debt 9

Debt Service on NJew Inflow (Variant I) - 91 154
iVar±ar iII) - 56 113

Gross Inflow Required (Variant I) 208 3U7 2CU
(Variant II) 208 332 223

/1 Dividend remittances; no repatriation of equity.

/2 Preliminary estimates by I.M.F.

/3 Gross investment less domestic savings

/A Resource gap less investment income receipts.
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servicing obligations, the ratio of debt service to exports reaches
dangerous 'Levels under Variant I. 1/ (See Chart V) The proportion
of export earnings absorbed by debt service rises quickly, touches a
peak of 27 percent and remains above 20 percent till 1976. By contrast.,
the debt service ratio under Variant II rises to a peak of 19 percent
in the early years of the third plan and then begins a decline. There
is no precise way of judging what is the critical level of the debt
service ratio in the context of Korea, but Variant II obviously imposes
less pressure on the economy and implies less risks for suppliers of
foreign resources. Provided there are no erratic fluctuations in the
gross inflow of foreign resources, Korea should be able to manage her
debt comi-tments under Variant II.

247. The required volume of gross foreign resources are plotted
in Chcqart IV. They rise sharply to a peak of $373 million in 1967, under
Variant TI, and then begin a slow decline. In that year, the ratio of
gross external resoul-rce inflow to total canital-formation touches a peakz
of 70 perce1nt and then falls to 54 percent by 1971. Does Korea have the
capacity to absorb such a high volumre of foreign funds? A considerable
part of this total Aw11 finance imports of grains, industrial raw
mraterials and seri--proce ssed co m.odities. dhdsting arrangements Tith

the IJSA and Japan permit such non-project use of external funds. As
1'1orea's e.por- earnings increase and finnance a growing part of total
import needs, external aid agencies will be able, if they wish, to
earmxrk nunds for specific projects. However, a sudden change in the
policy of foreign aid givers in this respect may delay loan commitments,
owing to lags in project identification ,Ad preparation, or it may dis-
rupt the flow of disbursements because of special circumstances affectilg
particU-war projects. Therefore, it will be necessary to coordin.ate the
use of aid instruments (project vs. non-project aid) with the overall
finanicial position of Korea and with progress in project formulation as
well as execution.

248. The reader should be warned not to interpret literally Charts

IV-V1 or the under:lying calculations. They illustrate the quantitative
implications of certain assumptions for Korea's economic development and
her external financial situation. It is possible to vary these ass-L,p-

tions regarding GDP, savings, investment, exports, composition in terms
of foreign capital inflow etc., and trace out different growth paths
for the Korean economy. The object of this analysis is not to predict
the most likely course of events but rather to draw attention to certain
policy issues which will greatly influence the future of the Korean

economy.

1/ Exports of goods and services are assumed to increase at a rate of
10.2 percent per annum during 1965-1971 (See Table 20) and 10.0 per-
cent per annum during 1971-76.



>S9. Perhaps most important is the behavior of savings. When
Korean dec:sion-ma`kers demonstrate their capacity and willingness to
raise sharply the econormy-wide marginal rate of savings, then the future
outlook will become hopeful and it will be possible to visualize a gradual
narrowing of the resource gap. If a high savings rate is sustained, the
Korean economy will generate savings in excess of investment requiremeints
at some point in the distant future. Meanwhile, Korea requires substantial
sums of foreign aid for a considerable time. Ideally, the bulk of these
funds should be extended on soft terms. However, if the global scarcity of
foreign aid on soft terms makes it impossible to finan-ce fully Korean deveLop-
ment on this basis, then soft aid should be supplemented with loans on con-
ventional terms. Korea can tolerate a limited increase in her debt burden,
provided the domestic savings effort is adequate and the gross foreign capital
inflow is not erratic. The question of Korea's capability for servicing
conventional loans is difficult to answer at this time pending completion of
the Second Plan and associated policies - especially policies designed to
-aise domestic saving to a satisfactory level. If the Plan and policy de-
velopments provide the basis for a favorable savings outlook and a margin of
creditworthiness, the conclusion would then follow that financing foreign
capital requirements with a blend of soft aid and conventional loans is a
better solution in the Korean context than reducing investment outlays and
slowing down the pace of growth. The alternative of filling any substantial
part of the external gap with short and medium term suppliers' credits would
be unwise in any circumstances.


